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Zusammenfassung

Die Verwaltung multimedialer Datensammlungen stellt aufgrund der zunehmenden Ver-
breitung moderner Aufnahmetechnologien und den daraus resultierenden, stetig wach-
senden Multimediasammlungen nicht nur wegen deren Grösse, sondern auch bedingt
durch die Komplexität der zu speichernden Daten und assoziierten Metadaten vermehrt
eine grosse Herausforderung dar. Aufgrund der fehlenden Unterstützung für die gegebenen
Daten und die entsprechenden Suchparadigmen ist konventionellen Ansätzen der Daten-
speicherung nur begrenzt Erfolg beizumessen. Zuletzt hat die Multimediaforschung das
Fehlen einer Lösung für eine e�ziente und e�ektive Datenverwaltung von multimedialen
Inhalten als bedeutendes Hindernis für weitere Entwicklungen in diesem Forschungsfeld
eingestu�.

Die vorliegende Dissertation schliesst die Lücke zwischen den Forschungsfeldern der
Datenbanksysteme und des Multimedia-Retrievals und stellt einen Ansatz zur Verwaltung
grosser multimedialer Datensammlungen sowie die entsprechenden Suchparadigmen vor.
Hierfür werden die notwendigen Basiskomponenten für ein Multimedia-Datenbanksystem
betrachet, welches auf dem relationalen Datenmodell und dem Vektorraummodell basiert.
Die Arbeit präsentiert die folgenden Beiträge zur Entwicklung eines ganzheitlichen Mod-
ells für ein Datenverwaltungssystem für Multimediadaten: Ein Architekturmodell wird
eingeführt, das ein Datenverwaltungssystem für multimediale Daten aus systemarchitek-
tonischer Sicht beschreibt. Darüber hinaus wird ein Datenmodell vorgestellt, das einerseits
Unterstützung für die Speicherung von Multimediadaten und deren Metadaten bietet und
andererseits auf Ähnlichkeit basierte Suchen erlaubt. Es wird ein ausführliches Anfrage-
modell für eine breite Auswahl an Suchparadigmen beschrieben, welches Anfragen sowohl
aus logischer Hinsicht als auch im Hinblick auf deren Ausführung zu spezi�zieren ver-
mag. Zudem wird die E�zienz und Skalierbarkeit des Systems aus der Perspektive eines
Verteilungs- und eines Speichermodells betrachtet. Eine Reihe verschiedener Indexstruk-
turen für hochdimensionale Daten aus dem Vektorraummodell wird überdies präsentiert
und bereitgestellt.

Die entwickelten Modelle werden im Multimedia-Datenverwaltungssystem ADAMpro

innerhalb des iMotion/vitrivr Systems implementiert und quantitativ unter Beizug von
Datensammlungen evaluiert, die in ihren Grössen den aktuellen Stand der Forschung
übersteigen. Die Resultate bekrä�igen die vorgestellten Modelle und erlauben es, die Wirk-
samkeit der eingeführten Konzepte hervorzuheben. Aus den Ergebnissen lassen sich zudem
wichtige Implikationen für die zukün�ige Forschung im Bereich der Datenverwaltung für
multimediale Daten ableiten.





Abstract

With the increasing proliferation of recording devices and the resulting abundance of mul-
timedia data available nowadays, searching and managing these ever-growing collections
becomes more and more di�cult. In order to support retrieval tasks within large multime-
dia collections, not only the sheer size, but also the complexity of data and their associated
metadata pose great challenges, in particular from a data management perspective. Con-
ventional approaches to address this task have been shown to have only limited success,
particularly due to the lack of support for the given data and the required query paradigms.
In the area of multimedia research, the missing support for e�ciently and e�ectively man-
aging multimedia data and metadata has recently been recognised as a stumbling block
that constraints further developments in the �eld.

In this thesis, we bridge the gap between the database and the multimedia retrieval
research areas. We approach the problem of providing a data management system geared
towards large collections of multimedia data and the corresponding query paradigms. To
this end, we identify the necessary building-blocks for a multimedia data management
system which adopts the relational data model and the vector-space model. In essence,
we make the following main contributions towards a holistic model of a database system
for multimedia data: We introduce an architectural model describing a data management
system for multimedia data from a system architecture perspective. We further present a
data model which supports the storage of multimedia data and the corresponding metadata,
and provides similarity-based search operations. �is thesis describes an extensive query
model for a very broad range of di�erent query paradigms specifying both logical and
executional aspects of a query. Moreover, we consider the e�ciency and scalability of the
system in a distribution and a storage model, and provide a large and diverse set of index
structures for high-dimensional data coming from the vector-space model.

�e developed models crystallise into the scalable multimedia data management system
ADAMpro which has been implemented within the iMotion/vitrivr retrieval stack. We
quantitatively evaluate our concepts on collections that exceed the current state of the art.
�e results underline the bene�ts of our approach and assist in understanding the role of
the introduced concepts. Moreover, the �ndings provide important implications for future
research in the �eld of multimedia data management.
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I have nothing to o�er but blood, toil,
tears, and sweat.

— Winston Churchill1
Introduction

Vannevar Bush published in ���� a visionary essay entitled As We May �ink [Bus��]
presenting an utopian machine named Memex which allows to cope with the endlessly
increasing amount of information and knowledge available: Memex, an extension and
index to the human memory, was envisioned as an analogue device able to store all of the
human knowledge in one collective memory with the form factor of a desk. By associating
and interlinking pages, the fabulous machine allows the user to navigate through pages
which are stored on micro�lm. �is early vision has become – albeit in a di�erent form
– to large extents reality in what is known as the world wide web composed of its endless
amounts of hyper-linked websites. However, today’s web is no longer a composition of
static text documents only. A great share of the web – more than it was possibly envisioned
at the time of writing of Vannevar Bush’s article – is multimedia data such as audio data,
images, videos, etc.�

�e term multimedia has come to denote a broad concept which can be summarised
as “any combination of text, art, sound, animation, and video delivered to you by computer
or other electronic or digitally manipulated means” [Vau��, p. �]. Not only does the term
carry important technological meaning, but it has also had great sociological implications
in the past decades. It is, hence, not surprising that in ���� the term multimedia was
awarded being the word of the year of the German language [GfdS��]. In the same year, the
German magazine Der Spiegel declared the future to be an era of multimedia [Spi��]. �e
proliferation of smartphones in recent years has added to the multimedia deluge we are
confronted with nowadays. �e resulting ocean of multimedia data accommodates private
and professional content, both worthless and valuable, sometimes curated and o�en just
randomly collected.

� For example, [LS��], predicted in the beginning of ���� that �.� trillion photos will have been shared
online in ����. Consider, for instance, [RS��] for further insights with regards to web video data.

�
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To be able to manage this data, the last decade has seen a rise of digital libraries which
allow to store all sorts of digital data. Consider, for example, image archives storing profes-
sional photography (e.g., the Getty archive�), archives with historic photographs (e.g., the
ETH image archive�), digitised art collections (e.g., the Google Arts & Culture project�),
archives of internet content (e.g., archive.org�), or simply an online encyclopaedia (e.g.,
wikipedia.org�). �ese archives collect and store a great share of human knowledge o�en in
form of multimedia data.

However, more than ever, to cope with the increasing size of collections, it is crucial to
make such collections accessible to retrieval. Given the unbalance that is evidently present
in digital libraries nowadays between the amount of data produced and the amount of
data processed, services that provide the user with retrieval functionalities are becoming
indispensable. As the authors of [LSE��] note, “what use is the sum of human knowledge if
nothing can be found?” [LSE��]

A librarian who curates data collections and helps in searching items, is no longer able to
match today’s data �ood. Instead, to navigate and search modern times data, sophisticated
search engines, such as Google� and Bing�, provide the necessary support. Today, both
search engines which started as textual search engines for static web contents, are powered
by elaborate, complex algorithms to manage large networks of information and knowledge,
and search in a great variety of data including images and videos.

�e list of potential applications requiring multimedia retrieval capabilities is long and
there seems to be a general need in both the business world and in the everyday, personal
context for approaching the problem. �e applications relying on multimedia data are
manifold and include, for instance,

– medical applications, for instance, to retrieve video recordings from endoscopic
surgery for providing explanations to patients and for follow-up operations [SBL+��];

– archaeological applications, for example, for the identi�cation of ancient coins used
for research purposes [KHZ��];

– sports applications, for instance, for educational and analysis purposes for coaches of
soccer teams [AS��];

– geographical applications, for example, for searching in satellite imagery for speci�c
buildings [CCM��];

� http://www.gettyimages.com/
� http://www.e-pics.ethz.ch/
� http://www.google.com/culturalinstitute/
� http://www.archive.org/
� http://www.wikipedia.org/
� http://www.google.com/
� http://www.bing.com/

http://www.gettyimages.com/
http://www.e-pics.ethz.ch/
http://www.google.com/culturalinstitute/
http://www.archive.org/
http://www.wikipedia.org/
http://www.google.com/
http://www.bing.com/
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– musical applications, for instance, for retrieving the name of a song being played
[Wan��];

– journalism applications, for example, to be able to �nd illustrations for a newspaper
[JJ��; MS��];

– museum applications, for instance, for providing museum visitors with additional
information based on new interaction methods [TLS+��; BMR+��b];

– art applications, for example, to assert pieces of art as not being stolen objects [Art��];

– personal applications, for example, to manage personal photo collections which are
cleaned from bad pictures, de-duplicated and made searchable [KSR+��].

In recent years, such applications have spurred research in many �elds of computer
science and beyond. Multimedia retrieval has become a great challenge to tackle for various
areas of research, including

– library research considering, for instance, the modelling of queries and content;

– computer vision research focusing, for example, on the cra�ing of visual features
from image and video data, or approaches for face detection;

– machine learning research, for instance, to learn feature extraction functions to detect
discriminable properties of the multimedia documents, to extract semantic concepts
or to reason on content and context;

– database research focusing, for example, on the storage of data to allow for an e�cient
retrieval, on index structures for fast retrieval;

– network research considering, for instance, the provisioning of multimedia content
and the distribution over the internet;

– information retrieval research on, for example, the handling of textual documents,
etc.;

– user interface research investigating, for instance, approaches for appropriate user
interfaces supporting users in their retrieval tasks.

Recently, the �eld of machine learning has received particular public attention. Deep
Learning has greatly in�uenced research in the �eld of multimedia research and opened up
unimagined possibilities in multimedia retrieval. However, these new possibilities form
only one side of the coin. While machine learning may publicly be perceived as being the
only driving force of multimedia research, in reality, it is only one part of a big puzzle of
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equally important research areas with multimedia as the common denominator. Instead,
considering multimedia retrieval from a holistic perspective, it also requires support from
a data management perspective for the storage of the data, user interfaces that allow to
appropriately specify queries for searching in the data, etc. �e need for such a holistic per-
spective has been recognised in the research community; in the Video Browser Showdown
(VBS)�, an international competition on multimedia retrieval systems, the scenario of a
user searching for a known item is implemented as a basis for the evaluation. Rather than
focusing on only one aspect of the retrieval problem, the competition, hence, compares
the full stack of the competing systems. �e contest, hence, attempts at comparing the
systems based on the e�ciency of the system, the extracted data used for searching, the
user interface put at the user’s disposal, etc.

1.1 Multimedia Data

�e di�erent nature of multimedia data when compared to textual data leads to new
challenges important to tackle. We identify the following challenges posed by multimedia
data:

self-descriptiveness Multimedia data does not provide an explicit content description
and must, hence, be annotated to be searchable. Manually annotating data is a time-
consuming, gargantuan task. As in the proverb “a picture is worth a thousand words”,
manually annotating multimedia data will yield subjective, incomplete and inaccurate
annotations [DZS+��].

diversity and complexity Because of its very diverse nature, multimedia data cannot
be subsumed under one model or structure. Depending on the type of multimedia
document, the characteristics of it are very di�erent, and so is the complexity. Contrast,
for example, an audio document, which comes with a time dimension, with an image,
which has no time information but stores a colour information within two dimensions.

Big Data From a data perspective, multimedia data adheres to the characterisation of
Big Data based on the three V’s from [Lan��], namely volume, velocity and variety (cf.
[MSG+��a; MSG+��b; JWZ+��]). In terms of volume, multimedia data is generally larger
in size compared to textual documents (while for example, all works of Shakespeare in
textual form will use only a few megabytes, the same space is �lled by just a few minutes
of an audio recording). Real-time multimedia data and multimedia streams form the
velocity part of the de�nition. With regards to variety, the heterogeneous nature of
multimedia data (and the queries), as introduced previously, can be mentioned.

� http://www.videobrowsershowdown.org/

http://www.videobrowsershowdown.org/
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relationships Multimedia data comes – depending on the multimedia type – with
spatial and temporal relationships [Özs��]. In images, for example, the spatial rela-
tionships between objects are possibly very important. Videos additionally have to
consider the relationships between these objects over time.

interpretation Multimedia data is generally amenable to multiple interpretations which
are dependent on the context. Similarly, queries for retrieving multimedia data are
subjective and their interpretation is comparably fuzzy [Nar��].

user access As a consequence of multimedia data being open to interpretation, user
access becomes complex and subjective [Özs��]. Queries only seldom need the con-
sideration of full equality between the query object and a multimedia document of
the collection. Instead, querying for multimedia data is based on incomplete queries
(otherwise the user would anticipate the full result and, hence, would not require
querying for it) and the notion of similarity.

�ese properties of multimedia result in great discrepancies between the various actors
and steps involved in the process of recording and searching multimedia data. We identify
the following gaps present in the handling of multimedia data (see Figure �.�):

sensory gap �e �rst challenge arises from the sensory gap denoting the fact that a
(computational) description from recording a scene may vary due to changes in the
context [DJL+��]. For instance, a two-dimensional recording of a three-dimensional
scene may yield varying results based on the camera viewpoint, illumination, presence
or absence of occlusion, etc.

semantic gap �e lack of self-descriptiveness results in what is referred to as the se-
mantic gap [SWS+��], which denotes the discrepancy between the low-level content
(the simple pixels of an image or samples in audio recording) and the higher-level
semantics and interpretations of the content. More precisely, it denotes the lack of
coincidence between the extractable visual information and the interpretation in a
given context [SWS+��].

expressive gap Considering the user, we identify a discrepancy between the content
a user perceives in a multimedia object (based on their personal experiences and
expectations), the concepts which are ultimately detectable by the system and, moreover,
the user’s ability to express these concepts within a query. We refer to this discrepancy
as the expressive gap. �is gap is particularly important for high-level concepts such as
emotions, feelings, smells, etc.
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Figure 1.1 Gaps in a multimedia retrieval system: The visualisation depicts the sensory
gap between a real-world object and a recorded multimedia content; the semantic
gap denotes the discrepancy between the detectable concepts and the raw
multimedia data; the expressive gap means the gap between the user intent and
the concepts used internally by the system.

Taking all these properties into consideration, it becomes evident that multimedia data
is more complex than simple textual data. �is complexity is carried throughout all phases
of the recording, processing and – most importantly – retrieval pipeline for multimedia
data.

1.2 Focus and Significance of Research

In this thesis, we focus on the data management aspects of multimedia data, in particular
in the context of retrieval.

�roughout research literature, it can be noted that in many retrieval applications the
main approach to storing multimedia data and metadata is to only make use of the means
provided by the �le system [AN��] and integrate the data management aspects directly into
the retrieval application [Fuh��; Fuh��]. �is approach has obviously severe drawbacks as
it does not consider the separation of data management aspects from the retrieval logic.
Moreover, given that data elements are de�ned and implemented freely based on the current
requirements, the data in retrieval systems does not have a proper structure and is, hence,
not self-describing.

In database systems, on the other hand, names and labels are de�ned at creation time
and used throughout [EN��, p. ��]. A database is self-describing in nature providing
insulation between programs and data and data abstraction [EN��, pp. ��]. However, given
the properties of multimedia data, it is commonly held that there are weaknesses in storing
such data in conventional database systems: Traditional data management systems are
limited in their support for multimedia data and queries as they have been catered to a very
speci�c setting of structured data and exact-matching queries. �eir lack of specialised
index structures, missing query paradigms and support for long-running queries makes
conventional databases only a second choice as a means for storing multimedia data.
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(b) On-line and off-line distinction of a retrieval
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Figure 1.2 High-level view of a database and a retrieval system.

�us, while both, database and retrieval systems, grew out of the same need to manage
data and make it searchable, there are great di�erences between both kind of systems.
Figure �.�(a), for example, shows the processing of a general database query in a traditional
system. We contrast this view with Figure �.�(b), a general system’s view of an information
retrieval system, which distinguishes the o�-line loading phase and the on-line query-
ing phase. Starting from these illustrations, in the following, we list di�erences between
traditional databases and retrieval systems (see Table �.� for a summary).

Pragmatics In a classical application using a database system, a clear separation of con-
cerns is existent in that the pragmatic aspects (the application logic) are located in the
application, while the database system is responsible for data management tasks [Fuh��;
Fuh��]. �is separation is not present in retrieval systems; instead, information retrieval
systems mix application logic and data management aspects.

User As a consequence of the shi� in pragmatics, while a user may only seldom access
directly a database system, users are envisioned in a retrieval system to interact with it.
Hence, in the retrieval system setting, the user is considered to be a non-technical user. In
a database setting, instead, a user is an application developer (or an application) using SQL
[Wei��].

Data With the advent of more complex data types such as image, video or music data and
free text documents, the data is no longer fully structured as it is in traditional database
management systems. Such data cannot generally be broken down to a schema or data
model with a clear syntax or semantics, particularly as it is o�en not alphanumeric. Instead,
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the data is said to be semi-structured or even unstructured. �e tabular view o�en used in
traditional database systems does not apply to such data.

Query Database systems support searching based on single attributes which are compared
using a Boolean, exact-matching query. In the retrieval setting, selecting data items only
based on Boolean predicates is no longer reasonable: Retrieving a text document using
a web search engine which necessitates having as input the full document, or using an
image search system that only considers pixel-wise equality, would defeat the purpose of
the search engine to �nd the corresponding item. Retrieval systems, hence, rather support
similarity searches which are speci�ed in an imprecise and incomplete way and search
within a full document [Son��; ZAD+��, pp. �]. Given that equality comparisons do not
hold, queries in retrieval systems are generally more complex to execute and, therefore,
comparably long-running.

Results As a consequence of the supported query paradigms, the results to a retrieval
task are said to be relevant to the query posed by the user (rather than matching the query)
[Rij��]. �e relevancy is o�en denoted by a score which measures the similarity between
the query object and the multimedia document at hand and introduces an ordering in the
results [FLN��].

Interaction Rather than following a single-query-single-answer approach as known from
database systems, retrieval systems are based on interaction sequences built up by multiple
querying steps which make use of techniques such as query expansion, query re�nement
and relevance feedback to get to the most relevant results for the user. �ese techniques
make querying an explorative task rather than a true search as it is generally found in
conventional database systems.

Updates Finally, while database systems can easily handle real-time updates, retrieval
systems are more designed to receive updates at o�-line time given that the addition of
new data items is computationally more intensive. �is crystallises into the distinction of
two phases within retrieval systems: an on-line, query phase which is intensive in read
operations, and an o�-line phase which is more focused on write operations to load the
system. Figure �.�(b) summarises both phases.
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Table 1.1 Comparison of a database and a retrieval system (based on [Son96; Rij79, pp.
1; ZAD+06, pp. 3; Wei07; Fuh12; Fuh14]).

Database system Retrieval system

Pragmatics separation of concerns application and data management within
the same system

User developer or application non-technical, real-world user
Data structured data following a data model

with clear syntax and semantics
semi-structured/unstructured data (e.g.,
free text document, images, etc.)

Query unambiguous, attribute-based, Boolean
matching

imprecise and incomplete, document-
based, similarity matching, long-running

Results exactly matching w.r.t. query relevant w.r.t. query; not equal to query
Interaction single query produces single answer (re-

quest/response)
interaction sequence, possibly using rel-
evance feedback

Updates real-time updates updates at off-line time, update index

As a consequence of these di�erences, the predominant approach for multimedia re-
trieval systems so far has been not to make use of any dedicated data management system
for storing the data, but to have an integrated application combining data storage, retrieval
and application aspects into one custom-built system [Fuh��; Fuh��] which makes use
of the operating system means for storage. �is disparity between the approaches (and
ultimately also between the research areas) has led to the situation, where advances in the
�eld of databases are not easily applicable to retrieval systems and have therefore mostly
been applied only in narrow scenarios or in niche applications. To overcome the current
situation, an integrated approach to data management for multimedia data is necessary.
�e call for new approaches has been raised in the database community already in the ����
Lowell report on the future of database research [AGG+��], which lists multimedia data
management as an important problem to tackle. Following the report, the need has been
re-iterated in the database community very many times (e.g., [ACR+��; AGG+��; WLL+��;
Wei��; Fuh��; Fuh��]). However, as this call has not yet resulted in any fruitful approaches
to solve the data management problem for multimedia retrieval data, the need was raised
again in ���� [JWZ+��] by the multimedia retrieval research community in ten questions
for future research. Out of these ten questions �ve are closely linked to the problem of data
management. In particular, the authors call for research in the following areas [JWZ+��]:

– the use of data management techniques for increasingly large collections of multime-
dia items and the corresponding metadata;

– the applicability of existing query languages to support multimedia queries and the
need for novel query languages;
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– the support of di�erent workloads by the data management system for performing
varying exploration/search tasks;

– the use of data management techniques to improve the quality of result fusions;

– the application of data management techniques to improve the user’s interactive
experience.

As a consequence of these research questions, the authors note that it is the data management
system which makes research in multimedia analytics ultimately scalable.

1.3 Contributions

�e disparity between the �elds of databases and retrieval systems has lead to a gap in
systems for managing multimedia data. In this thesis, we consider the e�orts made in both
�elds of research and attempt at bridging the gap between research in the �eld of databases
and (information) retrieval. Our endeavour will focus on the data management aspects of
multimedia data with the objective of

organising the data management and storage of multimedia data and the corres-
ponding metadata providing an e�cient and e�ective retrieval.

�is task stands obviously at the intersection and the boundaries of various �elds of
research, not least the �eld of computer vision providing the data to store, the �eld of
retrieval desiring a set of query paradigms for providing appropriate answers to users
information needs, the �eld of machine learning using the data for gaining new insights, etc.
�is situation accumulates a large set of requirements which are not possibly answerable in
one single thesis, particularly as there is a multitude of ways in which these requirements
can be satis�ed. Our objective can, hence, not be to provide a universal, general-purpose
approach for multimedia databases, but rather to lay the foundations for a multimedia
data management system and to open up an even greater set of research questions in this
direction. We will particularly focus on image and video multimedia documents and put
less emphasis on systems for text retrieval, as the set of problems for text-based systems is
to some extent very di�erent from the challenges present in image and video collections. In
this thesis, we consider in particular the following aspects (also based on [JWZ+��]), which
have so far only received limited attention in research:
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– the logical data model which can be used to model both the structured information
and the (unstructured) multimedia document within our data management system;

– the query model allowing to search within the structured information and to perform
retrieval based on the multimedia document;

– the processing and execution of a query in an e�ective and e�cient way, particularly
in light of the long-running nature of similarity-based queries;

– approaches to store and manage the data from a physical perspective and means to
increase the system e�ciency, for instance, by means of index structures and the
application of distribution.

We distill our approach from the needs for a data management system within a full mul-
timedia retrieval stack and we study, based on the identi�ed requirements, the ingredients
for a multimedia data management system. Our approach crystallises into a fully working
system which is used within the iMotion/vitrivr multimedia retrieval stack. In this thesis,
we do not attempt to answer questions with respect to transactions, recovery, security,
etc. in the context of multimedia retrieval, given their secondary importance within our
application. Instead, we mainly focus on the integration, data independence, persistence
and query support aspects of such a system. �is thesis makes, in particular, the following
contributions:

1. We identify the necessary building-blocks for supporting multimedia data and quer-
ies in a multimedia data management system; we present and analyse selected aspects
of database and retrieval systems.

2. We de�ne a blueprint for a multimedia data management system and its compon-
ents focused on the retrieval context.

3. We adopt the relational datamodel and the vector-spacemodel to the end of creating
an integrated data model for both structured and unstructured data.

4. We put strong emphasis on the query model supporting multimedia data and its
corresponding metadata and which is speci�ed on a logical and an executional level.

5. We focus on the e�ciency of the system by considering both distribution and indexing
techniques. In particular, we present and compare a large set of state-of-the-art index
structures for high-dimensional vector data which we employ in our system.

6. �is thesis presents a working implementation which has successfully been used in
the iMotion/vitrivr project. Moreover, we present a novel user interface which allows
to explore the supported query paradimgs in more detail.

7. We present an evaluation of the introduced concepts with both synthetic and real
data to provide a basis for discussion of the applicability of the concepts presented.
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�e contributions made are novel with respect to their holistic view our approach takes:
Previous attempts have o�en only considered a very limited scope and only focused on
limited aspects of the data or query model, single index structures for high-dimensional
data, etc. �is thesis considers the problem of multimedia data management from a variety
of angles and puts also a strong emphasis on the e�ciency of the system by considering both
distribution and a large set of index structures for high-dimensional data. Moreover, in
contrast to many previous approaches, in this thesis, we start with the supposition that the
separation of data management questions from the pragmatics of the retrieval application
bears a lot of potential. Research in both multimedia retrieval research and databases has
called for such an approach and for the support from the corresponding communities
(e.g., [AGG+��; JWZ+��]), however, only little e�orts have been made in the past decade.
Multimedia databases have remained niche applications in both research and commercially
available products as already noted in [Vri��, pp. �]. �is thesis ultimately bridges the
gap between the research communities and proposes a solution to the data management
problem for the �eld of multimedia retrieval.

1.4 Outline

�is thesis is largely structured in four parts: an introductory part; a part on the foundations
with respect to the topic from the multimedia retrieval and the database perspective; a
conceptual part introducing the underlying models for a multimedia data management
system; a discussion-oriented part which presents the evaluation and related work. In more
detail, this thesis is structured as follows:

– Within the �rst, introductory part of this thesis, we discuss in more detail the aspects of
a multimedia data management system and identify the requirements of it (Chapter �).

– In the foundations part, we introduce in Chapter � basic concepts of multimedia
retrieval. Chapter �, on the other hand, presents the foundations of database systems
with a large focus on index structures for high-dimensional vector data.

– We model a multimedia data management system in the third part of this thesis
from a holistic perspective (Chapter �): We introduce a blueprint, the data and query
model adopted in our system, and consider distribution and storage aspects. Our
implementation of the presented concepts in the prototype ADAMpro (A Database for
Multimedia) is discussed in Chapter �.

– In the last part of our thesis we present the evaluation of our system (Chapter �).
Chapter � discusses related, scienti�c literature and compares our approach to existing
approaches. �is thesis concludes with Chapter � and an outlook to future work.



I wanted to separate data from
programs, because data and
instructions are very di�erent.

— Ken �ompson2
Multimedia Data Management

Increasing collection sizes and data volumes make the situation of managing multimedia
data more and more precarious and heighten the need for systems that e�ciently and ef-
fectively manage such data. In this chapter, we give a bird’s eye view and present important
aspects and requirements of a multimedia data management system. We �rst consider
in more detail the data and the queries involved, and focus on the overall system design.
Following that, we discuss the purpose and the requirements of a multimedia data manage-
ment system. We conclude this chapter by a number of scenarios that a multimedia data
management system should be able to handle.

2.1 Multimedia Data and Metadata

In Section �.�, we have presented properties that re�ect the nature of multimedia data. We
have pointed out that the diversity of data is one of many stumbling blocks to solving the
problem of multimedia data management. �is diversity is due to the various types of data
that multimedia data management systems must be able to handle, including [AN��]

– images (photographs, maps, paintings),

– graphic objects (sketches, illustrations, �D objects),

– animation sequences,

– videos,

– audio,

– texts,

– composite multimedia formed as a combination of two or more of the aforementioned
data types.

�e very di�erent nature of each multimedia type makes it di�cult to de�ne a universal
approach compatible with all data types. For example, while video and audio data have

��
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Figure 2.1 Dimensions of the metadata of a multimedia object: The visualisation
distinguishes the level of the metadata (layout, logical, content metadata), the
time the metadata was extracted (at creation time or post-creation) and the
degree of automatisation of the extraction (automated or manual).

a temporal characteristic which has to be considered, audio lacks the spatial component
possibly available in both, image and video data.

When considering multimedia data, it is imperative to distinguish the true content data
(e.g., image data, audio data, etc.) from the metadata which is o�en as indispensable as
the multimedia object and, hence, also important for the retrieval phase. Based on [VB��;
MRT��; DM��], we propose the classi�cation of metadata along the following dimensions,
as summarised in Figure �.�.

Level of metadata �e level of metadata distinguishes what the metadata is related to
[VB��; MRT��]:

layout metadata �e layout metadata describes the document presentation informa-
tion (e.g., the image type, the colour space, the audio length).

logical metadata �e logical metadata describes contextual catalogue information
(e.g., recording date, location, content creator).

content metadata �e content metadata describes the content of the multimedia ob-
ject in terms of structure (e.g., colour distribution, motion descriptions) and semantics
(e.g., who/what/when/where information about objects or events).
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Figure 2.2 MPEG-7 description tree: This example visualises a description tree for a video
showing the description of a segment using a textual annotation and colour
structure information (based on [HBH+04]).

Extraction time We distinguish metadata generated and recorded at creation time (o�en
automatically) of the multimedia object or extracted post-creation. For instance, the re-
cording time is stored automatically at creation time, while semantical information may be
added at a later time when cataloguing the multimedia document.

Automatisation �e third dimensionality with respect to the extractable metadata con-
siders the automatisation of the extraction. Certain information can be extracted automat-
ically from a multimedia object (e.g., colour distributions, motion descriptions, etc.), for
semantical information the automation can only be achieved in limited ways and manual
tagging is necessary.

As a means to standardise multimedia metadata, the MPEG-� standard was developed.
�e MPEG-� standard [DM��] is an ISO/IEC standard [ISO�����-�:����] proposed by
the Moving Picture Experts Group (MPEG) for describing the metadata of a multimedia
object. It allows to store the metadata described above, i.e., the layout and logical metadata,
together with structural and semantic content metadata. �e standard de�nes descriptors
allowing to extract features or descriptions (e.g., colour distributions, motion descriptions)
which characterise a multimedia object, descriptor schemes denoting the structure and
semantics of the descriptions, and a description de�nition language for the extension of the
descriptor schemes. MPEG-� uses the Extensible Markup Language (XML) for the content
description and can be represented as a tree [HBH+��] as shown exemplary in Figure �.�.
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2.2 Multimedia Queries

Querying multimedia metadata necessitates various approaches. While traditional database
systems are tailored to searching in the structured information coming from the layout and
logical metadata [VB��], this approach is not su�cient for addressing all types of queries
involved when providing a database for multimedia data. We distinguish three approaches
for retrieval (based on [Rüg��, pp. ��; WNM+��]):

search by attribute Searching by attribute denotes the conventional approach to search-
ing in databases by making use of Boolean predicates which are exactly matched by
the results.

retrieval using free text A further approach for retrieval involves searching in the
textual data using free text input. A source for searching may either be textual data that
has been collected by automatically analysing a multimedia document (e.g., by per-
forming object-character recognition (OCR) or automatic speech recognition (ASR))
or the recognition of concepts within the multimedia document.

similarity retrieval Similarity-based retrieval allows searching in the data based on the
contents of a multimedia object. Generally, we distinguish �ngerprinting which allows
to search in the content of a multimedia document based on a small, unique �nger-
print, and content-based searches which allow to search in extracted visual/auditorial
properties of a document [DJL+��].

�e MPEG-� standard de�nes, similar to the description tree of a multimedia document
depicted in Figure �.�, a standard for query trees. A query in an MPEG-� system should
not only return results that exactly match a given query, but also allow to search based on
similarity given the conditions speci�ed by the query.

2.3 System Architecture

�e MPEG-� standard de�nes a framework for processing a query (without de�ning its
components in detail). Figure �.� gives an overview of the standardised query processing
in an MPEG-� system. �e visualisation displays a user query which is transformed by a
query generator into an MPEG-� query which is then transformed into a query tree that can
be executed by a query processor accessing a database storing both the layout and logical
metadata (meta base) and the content metadata (feature base). �e database stores MPEG-�
data descriptions which have been created through processing multimedia documents by a
metadata generator.

While such a solution may certainly be built into one single system, in the following,
we project the system architecture – also following to some extent the ideas of the MPEG-�
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Figure 2.3 Query processing in an MPEG-7 system (based on [KAG10; HBH+04]).

standard – onto multiple systems with well-de�ned requirements. Generally, the separation
between application and core retrieval system, has been advocated, for example, in [Fuh��;
Fuh��; JWZ+��] for modern multimedia retrieval systems. Following the ideas mentioned
in [Fuh��], we move the pragmatics pertaining to the application logic to a retrieval engine,
while the aspects of data management are segregated from the application and only reachable
via a generic data management interface. �e retrieval engine becomes, hence, responsible
for extracting and preparing metadata from the multimedia documents which are then
stored in the data management system. �e data management system, on the other hand,
stores and searches the extracted metadata. �e results of the queries are fused by the
retrieval engine and returned to the user, while providing access to the multimedia object.
Figure �.� gives an overview of the positioning of a multimedia data management system
within a full retrieval stack.

2.4 Purpose and Requirements of a Multimedia Data
Management System

Based on [AN��; Kal��; Vri��, pp. ��], in this section, we analyse the purpose and the
requirements of a multimedia data management system.

First, we consider services that are provided by traditional database systems. �ese
include in particular (based on [AN��; Kal��])
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Figure 2.4 Positioning of the data management system within the full retrieval
stack: In our system view, we separate the retrieval engine, which we consider
being part of the application logic, from the data management logic. The retrieval
engine is responsible for extracting metadata and generating queries for the
multimedia data management system; the multimedia data management system,
on the other hand, stores the metadata and executes queries on it.

– data abstraction ensuring the separation of the logical and the physical models;

– application neutrality ensuring the separation of the database functionalities and the
application pragmatics;

– integration of data ensuring the embedding of various data into a single database,
without the need to be duplicated for di�erent instantiations;

– integrity control imposes consistency rules from one transaction to another;

– persistence providing the ability to permanently store data objects;

– concurrency control imposing certain guarantees on concurrent transactions and
allowing multi-user access;

– fault tolerance ensuring that failing transactions have no e�ect on the persisted data;

– privacy and authorisation ensure that only authorised accesses and modi�cations of
the data are possible;

– high-level access through query languages.

�ese services for traditional database systems may be extended by the following services
special for multimedia data management:

– support for multimedia data and the corresponding metadata in form of retrievable
objects [Vri��, pp. ��];

– retrieval capabilities for both exactly matching queries and similarity-based queries;

– support for large capacity storage management to be able to handle great amounts of
multimedia data [Kal��];
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– presentation capabilities and support for multimedia interfaces, also for the query
formulation [Kal��];

– support for interactive processes which allow the user to re�ne queries and results
[Kal��];

– content independence [Vri��, p. ��] denoting the independence of the content
metadata extracted and the means to formulate queries on the contents.

Starting from this list of favourable services of a data management system for multi-
media data, in the following, we crystallise important high-level requirements of the data
management system within the full multimedia retrieval stack. In this thesis, we focus on
the following requirements for a multimedia data management system (based on [AN��;
KB��, pp. ��]):

– support for both structured and unstructured data, i.e., for data with a �xed schema
and data coming from a multimedia document, respectively;

– support for query paradigms for multimedia data, including similarity searching,
particularly also in combination with attribute-based, Boolean querying;

– support for scalability to large collections of multimedia data while still providing a
high degree of performance.

We note that while the full capabilities of traditional databases are favourable to have
for multimedia data management systems, certain topics, such as transaction management,
recovery, concurrency control, etc. are only secondary to such systems. Multimedia data
management systems are generally not used as full-�edged databases with a high write
throughput; instead such systems clearly distinguish the o�-line, loading phase which is
write-intensive, from the on-line query phase which focuses more on reading data (see
Section �.�). For the remainder of this thesis, our assumption is, hence, that we can clearly
distinguish the o�-line, loading time from the on-line, querying time. Moreover, we assume
that operations performed in the o�-line time are not time critical, while the operations
performed at query time are.

2.5 Retrieval Scenarios

In the following, we present two exemplary scenarios which we will use in the course of this
thesis for presenting and discussing the concepts introduced throughout. Both scenarios
build upon the ideas of the iMotion/vitrivr application, which we will introduce as well in
this section.

Both scenarios can be categorised as supporting aimed [DJL+��] or targeted search
[SWS+��] being a search where a speci�c result – a known item –, known to exist in the
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Figure 2.5 Retrieval cycle in answering a user query intent (based on [Rüg10, p. 11;
Lin08, p. 29]).

collection, is sought. In contrast to randomly browsing through a list, in an aimed search
task, the user has a clear search intent and the accomplishment of the task – by �nding the
de�ned end-result – can be clearly stated and its success veri�ed [DJL+��].

Considering the interaction with the system, following [Rüg��, p. ��; Lin��, p. ��], the
stages for querying involve a number of interactions between the user and the system as
shown in Figure �.�. More precisely, a user starting with a search intent based on a speci�c
information need may choose a source for answering the question at hand and formulate
the query according to the information need. �e query is posed to the system performing
a retrieval. �e results are presented to the user, who may select and assess the returned
documents. Possibly, the query might be further re�ned by reformulating it or selecting a
new source, if the currently used source does not provide promising results. �is brings the
user back to the source selection and the query formulation stage, respectively. �e user
may loop through the stages until results which satisfy the information need are found (or
quit unsatis�ed at some point in time the interaction with the system). We will use this
interaction framework in the following to describe two retrieval scenarios.

2.5.1 Scenario 1: Film Scenario

Alice is watching a �lm on the television which she, however, cannot assign to any �lm she
knows. How could she �nd out what �lm the scenes she is watching belong to? To address
this task, in the most straightforward case, she may use available contextual information
stored as logical metadata (e.g., current television program information) to get to an answer
to the aforementioned question. However, such information is not always available and,
moreover, may require the manual preparation of such data (e.g., making the information
available in the television program).

We envision a smartphone application that may help prospective users to answer the
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Figure 2.7 Entity-relationship model of a film retrieval application.

question by using any kind of available information (see Figure �.�): Alice may recognise
the director by the style of the �lm (e.g., “Woody Allen”), and search in the logical metadata
based on this information. �e user may rely on automatically extracted information and
search using keywords or free text describing the content of the video scene (e.g., “bench,
man, woman, book”) or on the basis of metadata collected by automatically analysing a
multimedia object (e.g., OCR data or data from the automatic speech recognition). However,
such queries pose a media discontinuity and require searching cross-modal (for instance,
by using text to search in image data). To stay within the same media, the application could,
for example, allow the user to take a picture or a video of the scene using her smartphone
and search – based on the snippet taken – in a database of videos for �lms containing
similar scenes.

Figure �.� presents a very simpli�ed excerpt of a conceptual view of the data in an
entity-relationship model: For each �lm the title and the director is stored. For each visually
similar scene extracted from the whole �lm which we denote as segment, we store the timing
within the �lm and a number of extracted visual properties, such as colour features, edge
features and object features (see Section �.�.�).
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Figure 2.8 Exemplary art application: It allows to search based on the painter’s name,
search using keywords based on the description of the painting or using a picture
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In this scenario, the following interaction sequence is involved in the process of the use
case:

1. To satisfy her user information need, Alice may start her �lm retrieval application.
She formulates the query according to her needs and context, e.g., by specifying the
director’s name, by describing the objects recognised in the scene, or by taking a
photography of the television screen.

2. �e system answers with a result list of result elements ordered by similarity with
respect to the query. For each result element a preview image is displayed together
with the name of the �lm and the director’s name.

3. Alice assesses the quality of the results and decides on re�ning the query or exiting the
query loop.

2.5.2 Scenario 2: Art Scenario

Bob sees while walking in Basel a poster for a van Gogh exhibition starting soon. He likes
the painting, but does not know its name or where it is exposed. He may use his smartphone
application to search based on the painter’s name or based on a photograph of the poster
for more information on the painting and where it is currently shown. Moreover, he may
look at similar paintings in museums which are as close as possible to him. Figure �.�
summarises the use case.

In Figure �.�, we show a conceptual view of the data model. �e entity-relationship
model stores for a painting its title, the name of the painter and a description; moreover,
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Figure 2.9 Entity-relationship model of an art retrieval application.

certain features are extracted describing the visual characteristics of the paintings. For each
painting, we store at which museum it is exposed. �e museums are identi�ed by their
name; we store the location of the museum (e.g., as a GPS coordinate).

�e following steps are involved in the use case:

1. To satisfy his user information need, Bob opens the art application. He formulates the
query according to his information need and context, e.g., by means of a photography
of the painting, or by using textual descriptions of visible concepts or based on the
metadata (e.g., the painter’s name as recognised by Bob), and submits the query to the
retrieval system. His current location is submitted to the system as well.

2. �e system answers with a list of result elements ordered by similarity with respect to
the query. For each result element, he receives together with a preview image more
information (the title, the painter’s name and a description) on the painting. Moreover,
for each result, the distance to the museum exposing the painting is displayed.

3. Bob assesses the quality of the retrieval results and decides on re�ning the query or
exiting the query loop.

2.5.3 iMotion/vitrivr System

�e iMotion/vitrivr system is a large-scale multimedia retrieval system [RGS+��; RGT+��a;
RGH+��b; RGT+��b; GRT+��; TRG+��; RGG+��; Gas��; RGG+��] which comes with a
great variety of di�erent query paradigms for searching in multimedia collections. �e
system is able to handle not only video data, but also image and audio data, together with
three-dimensional models.

With iMotion/vitrivr, we present a fully working system which provides, on the one
hand, searching on the basis of automatically collected metadata (e.g., content author, video
length, etc.) or manually added tags describing the content of the multimedia object. On
the other hand, it supports similarity-based queries on the basis of the content metadata,
for instance, by Query-by-Sketch (QbS), Query-by-Example (QbE), querying by motion,
querying by audio and concept-based retrieval. For the retrieval, this means that users can
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Figure 2.10 Architecture of the iMotion/vitrivr system: The system is divided into the
retrieval engine Cineast and the data management system ADAMpro.

specify either an existing image or a video snippet as a query, or provide the system with a
hand-drawn sketch of the most relevant items, or draw motion or record an audio snippet
to search for. Moreover, users can specify the concepts (e.g., detected objects) that should
be present in the results.

For supporting retrieval, iMotion/vitrivr makes use of a large number of descriptors
[RGS+��] which extract from the multimedia object inherent visual properties. �e descriptors
include a colour moments descriptor, a colour layout descriptor, an edge histogram descriptor,
a directional motion histogram descriptor, etc. [RGS��]. �e content metadata resulting
from these descriptors are stored as high-dimensional dense data points (with up to over
several hundred dimensions) and used at query time for comparison to the query object.

From an architectural perspective (see Figure �.��), the iMotion/vitrivr system is com-
posed of a retrieval engine, Cineast [RGS��], which is responsible for extracting the visual
properties from the multimedia objects. �e extracted metadata is stored within ADAMpro

which forms the data management layer of the retrieval stack described in more detail in
this thesis. ADAMpro is responsible for both, storing and retrieving the metadata.

A screenshot of the iMotion/vitrivr user interface for posing queries to the system is
shown in Figure �.��.
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Figure 2.11 Screenshot of the iMotion/vitrivr application: The application allows to
input a sketch and search using the sketch for videos depicting similar scenes to
the one drawn.
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“And what is the use of a book,”
thought Alice, “without pictures or
conversations?”

— Lewis Carroll, Alice’s Adventures
in Wonderland3

Foundations of Multimedia Retrieval

In the following chapter, we focus on the foundations of multimedia retrieval systems and
particularly highlight similarity-based searches on the content level which form a valuable
property of retrieval systems.

In order to make a collection searchable from a content point of view, we have to
consider how to compare incomplete and imprecise queries to multimedia documents.
In the light of this objective, the straightforward way would be to perform a full equality
comparison between the query and a multimedia document. However, as noted previously,
this approach is not feasible. Consider, for example, searching in an image collection using
a sketch; a pixel-wise equality comparison would not be successful, as no image would
exactly match the sketch at hand. Moreover, a pixel-wise comparison would put a high
burden on the system and prevent to scale to large collection sizes. Instead, in the following
chapter, we elaborate on the necessary aspects to perform similarity queries.

We �rst start by presenting a general architectural view of a retrieval system and then
focus on a generic retrieval model which we expound on in this chapter. �e �eld of
information retrieval knows a few classical retrieval models which are very well documented
in literature (e.g., [BR��, pp. ��]). �e most common models include, for instance, the
Boolean retrieval model, the probabilistic retrieval model, the fuzzy retrieval model and the
vector-space retrieval model which we will concentrate on in this chapter. We will present
applications of the vector-space retrieval model using various types of multimedia and
detail how to approach the problem of multimedia retrieval. For this, we focus on image
and video data and skip details on audio processing, which are, however, also compatible
with the selected model. �is chapter closes by a survey of related work in multimedia
applications.

��
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3.1 Retrieval System Architecture

From an architectural point of view, a retrieval system can be separated into two parts: �e
o�-line, loading-centric part, is characterised by the system being loaded with data and the
on-line part, on the other hand, being the query-centric phase.

In Figure �.�, we present an architectural view of a retrieval system. It depicts the o�-line
processing step, which produces comparable representations of multimedia documents.
�e processing step may involve some pre-processing (e.g., the segmentation of a video)
and a feature extraction step in which a set of inherent properties, generally termed features
or descriptions, of the multimedia document are extracted. �e extracted features are later
on used for comparison between a query and a multimedia document. �e document
collection stores the extracted features in a retrieval index�; additionally, the document
collection may also store logical or structural metadata on the multimedia document, for
instance, for presentational purposes. At query time the extracted features are queried using
a query which has been processed as well to be comparable to the document representations;
the information on the possibly relevant documents is retrieved and presented in a ranked
list to the client.

In the following, we detail both the o�-line loading and the on-line querying process.
Consider a user (or, for instance, a web crawler) adding a document to the retrieval system.

1. �e retrieval system processes the document and extracts the relevant information.

2. �e document is stored together with the extracted features into the document collec-
tion.

As soon as the data is inserted into the document collection, a user is able to perform
queries on the system:

1. A user of the retrieval system formulates a query which is sent to the retrieval system.

2. �e user query intent is transformed into a query representation which is comparable
to the representation of documents stored at o�-line time.

3. �e document collection is queried using the query representation; the relevant docu-
ments are retrieved and ranked according to the query.

4. �e results are returned, possibly with additional information, to the client.

� �e term index has a slightly di�erent meaning in the context of retrieval than in the database context.
While in the database discourse it denotes an auxiliary structure which allows to increase the performance
of the system, in the retrieval context it has come to describe the primary storage data structure for the
extracted content metadata.
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Figure 3.1 Architecture of a retrieval system: In the off-line phase, the multimedia
documents added to the system are processed and stored in the document
collection; in the on-line phase, the document collection is searched to answer the
user query with ranked results.

3.2 Retrieval Models

Retrieval models provide a theoretical framework and mathematical basis for querying
unstructured data as found, for example, in the context of multimedia. We start from the
notion of a document (e.g., a textual document, an image, a video) to be stored within a
retrieval system. A document in the given context is processed in its entirety; in particular,
it is generally considered not to have any special internal structure.

�e multimedia document o ∈ O is embedded into a feature space using a feature
transformation function f ∈ F into a uni�ed space U and stored as a (simpli�ed) repres-
entation of a document d in a document collection D. Similarly, the user query intents
qi ∈ QI are transformed by using a feature transformation function into the same feature
space U. A query representation q ∈ Q is used as reference against which the document
representations are compared. Hence, both the set of representations of documents and
the set of representations of queries need to be embedded into the same space. We, hence,
ultimately require that

D ⊂ U and Q ⊂ U (�.�)

i.e., both the documents and the queries are drawn from the same universe of valid repres-
entations. With the multimedia objects and the queries being translated into the uni�ed
retrieval model, the query is compared to the stored documents using a comparison func-
tion (�(⋅, ⋅) or δ(⋅, ⋅)) which returns a similarity or distance measure denoting the similarity
or distance, respectively, of the query to the multimedia document. Considering these
elements, in De�nition �.�, we present a de�nition of a generic retrieval model.
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Definition 3.1 Generic retrieval model (based on [BR11, p. 58]).

A retrieval model is a tuple
[D,Q,F , �(⋅, ⋅)]

where

D denotes a set of representations of documents in a collection, with d ∈ D ⊂ U;

Q denotes a set of representations of user query intents, with q ∈ Q ⊂ U;

F denotes a framework to model the document representations and the queries with
a feature transformation function f (⋅) ∈ F ;

�(⋅, ⋅) or δ(⋅, ⋅) is a comparison function, given as a similarity function or a distance
function, respectively.

Representations of documents �e set of representations of documents (document collec-
tion) D constitutes the collection that is indexed by the retrieval system. A representation
of a document d ∈ D is o�en also termed feature or description. A feature is a concise and
aggregated description of an inherent property re�ecting the content of a multimedia object;
moreover, it is supposed to be diverse enough throughout the collection to distinguish the
multimedia objects from each other. For transforming a document to its representation
within the retrieval system there exists a feature transformation function

f O ∶ O → U (�.�)

which is strongly dependent on the multimedia type; a set of standardised feature extractors
is available in literature and we will give more details in Section �.�.

Representations of user query intents �e user query intents qi ∈ QI result in query
representations q ∈ Q, whereQ is a subset of the universe of valid representations U, when
transformed using the feature transformation function. �ere exists a mapping

fQI ∶ QI → U (�.�)

which maps a user query intent to a query speci�cation in the retrieval model at hand. Note
that a query object is not necessarily an element of D.

Feature transformation �e creation of a representation of a document or query is a task
known as feature transformation. �e class of functions to perform a feature transformation
is composed of generally non-isomorphic functions which allow to adapt a document to
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the retrieval framework in use. We de�ne the feature transformation as a function

f ∶
O
QI

�������
→ U (�.�)

�e feature transformation step may involve complex transformations, for example, the
segmentation of a multimedia object into smaller parts, a feature extraction step, norm-
alisations, etc. �e feature transformation not only allows the adaption of a document to
the retrieval model used. Moreover, it reduces the search complexity since it avoids the full
inspection of documents, but only considers the extracted features for comparison.

Comparison function We have noted previously that equality comparisons are not sensible
in the given retrieval context, but rather comparison functions denoting the (dis-)similarity
between the query object and a multimedia document are more useful. �e comparison
measure, which is is highly dependent on the needs of the application and the data domain,
allows to compare document and query representations and assign a numeric value to
the comparison. In this way, it creates an ordering amongst the document collection with
respect to a query. In its most general form, a comparison function is a function

U ×U→ R (�.�)

allowing to compare queries to documents, but also documents among each other. A
similarity function is a function of the form

� ∶ U ×U→ [�, �] (�.�)

with � being maximally dissimilar and � denoting equality. O�en, a distance function
δ(⋅, ⋅), di�erently said, a measure of dissimilarity rather than a similarity measure, is used
to measure resemblance and create a ranking in the documents of a collection. A distance
function δ(⋅, ⋅) takes the form

δ ∶ U ×U→ [�,∞) = R+� (�.�)

where a distance of � denotes equality and a distance of∞ denotes maximal dissimilarity.
We use δ̄ to denote the evaluation of a distance function δ(⋅, ⋅). In the remainder of this
thesis, we will mostly concentrate on the use of distance functions rather than similarity
functions.

For two elements u i , u j ∈ U (e.g., a query and a document representation), the relation
between a similarity and a distance function is given by

δ(u i , u j) = �⇔ �(u i , u j) = � (�.�)
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Figure 3.2 Architectural view with the parts of retrieval model specified (based on
Figure 3.1).

�e transformation from a distance to a similarity score is not straightforward and
di�cult to generalise, as a distance to similarity correspondence function is dependent on
both the data and the distance measure; in particular, the fact that the distance measure is
generally not bounded makes the translation from the one score to the other a di�cult task
to achieve.

A distance metric should generally satisfy the following properties [Spr��, pp. ���]:

– ∀u i , u j ∈ U ∶ δ(u i , u j) ≥ � non-negativity;

– ∀u i , u j ∈ U ∶ δ(u i , u j) = �⇔ u i = u j zero for identity, i.e., only if two objects are
exactly equal the distance should yield zero, otherwise it should not;

– ∀u i , u j ∈ U ∶ δ(u i , u j) = δ(u j, u i) symmetry, i.e., a distance function should re�ect
the real world notion of distances by which it does not matter whether going from
point i to point j or vice-versa;

– ∀u i , u j, uk ∈ U ∶ δ(u i , uk) ≤ δ(u i , u j) + δ(u j, uk) triangle inequality, i.e., a distance
function can be bounded, as the direct distance between two points should always be
smaller/equal to a distance between the two points with an additional hop.

To summarise, in Figure �.�, we extend the architectural view presented in Figure �.�,
and specify the parts of the model within the illustration.

3.2.1 Retrieval Operations

Intuitively, a good retrieval system should present relevant documents �rst, followed by
less relevant documents. By its de�nition, a similarity-based search will have to return
all elements of the collection, as all elements “match” to a certain degree the query (given
by the comparison function). However, returning all documents of a database – even if
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sorted in ascending order by distance – to the user is not sensible, because the user will
most probably not be interested in browsing through the whole collection. Similarly, for
comparison, a web search engine returns the results – in paged form – only up to a certain
number of total results as well. For a query vector q and a collection D, we, hence, return a
result setR

(q,D)→R (�.�)

which is smaller than the full set of documents (�R�� �D�) and for which the contents of
it have a score attached according to which the set can be sorted. Depending on the user
need, the returned results may satisfy the similarity predicate up to a certain constraint
speci�ed as a limiting predicate, for example, absolutely by a maximum distance ε, or
relatively by a maximum number of elements to return κ. In the following, we present the
two most prominent query modes, ε nearest neighbour querying and κ nearest neighbour
querying. We refer to [SHS+��] for an overview of further – less prominent – retrieval
operations, including reverse nearest neighbour, continuous nearest neighbour, group
nearest neighbour, etc.

3.2.1.1 ε Nearest Neighbour Query

�e ε nearest neighbour (εNN) query is de�ned by an absolutely speci�ed distance threshold
which delimits the region of the data space interesting to the user. Considering the use of a
distance measure, the response of such a query returns objects of the collection that are
dissimilar from the reference up to a given threshold ε.

εNN(q,D, ε) = {d � ∀d ∈ D ∧ δ(q, d) < ε} (�.��)

εNN queries can be extended to range queries by not only specifying upper distance bounds,
but also lower distance bounds, i.e.,

εNN(q,D, εlower, εupper) = {d � ∀d ∈ D ∧ δ(q, d) > εlower ∧ δ(q, d) < εupper} (�.��)

εNN queries are usually applied in geographical applications, in which a user might be
interested in all items within a certain distance. In multimedia retrieval applications �xing
an absolute distance is, in contrast, only di�cult to achieve as the distance value is very
much dependent on the data and the distance measure and not intuitively comprehensible.
Figure �.�(a) gives a visualisation of an εNN query.
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Example 3.1 ε nearest neighbour query: Application in a geographical context.

Bob is standing at the Marktplatz in Basel and looking for all museums within one kilo-
metre. As his application stores the location coordinates for the museums, he is able to
compute the distance from his current location to all museums. He �lters for all museums
which are within � km and, hence, he performs an εNN query with ε = � km. �e following
table up to rank four exempli�es the data selected.

Rank Museum Name Distance

1 Pharmazie-Historisches
Museum

150 m

2 Naturhistorisches Museum 290 m
3 Museum der Kulturen 400 m
4 Kunstmuseum Basel 800 m

. . . . . . . . .

. . . Fondation Beyeler 6.4 km

3.2.1.2 κ Nearest Neighbour Query

As noted previously, the absolute speci�cation of a maximum distance o�en poses di�-
culties, in particular if there exists no knowledge on the distance function and the data
distribution. �e κ nearest neighbour (κNN) query type, hence, considers rather the num-
ber of results to return and speci�es a cut-o� value κ a�er which the sorted list of results
becomes uninteresting to the user [CNB+��], rather than the absolute distance.

For introducing the κNN search, we start from the de�nition of a (single) nearest
neighbour de�ned as

NN(q,D) = {d � ∀d ∈ D ∧ �d′ ∈ D ∧ d ≠ d′ ∧ δ(q, d′) < δ(q, d)} (�.��)

i.e., it �nds the data point d which is closer to query vector q than any other data point d′.
In a simpler notation, we may say

NN(q,D) = argmin
d∈D

δ(d , q) (�.��)

We extend the de�nition of the nearest neighbour to consider the κ “closest” documents
which might be interesting to the user:

κNN(q,D, κ) = {d � ∀d ∈R ⊂ D ∧ �R� = κ ∧ �d′ ∈ (D−R)∧ δ(q, d′) < δ(q, d)} (�.��)

In the case of ties, we are satis�ed with any set of κ elements which satis�es the conditions.
Figure �.�(b) gives a visualisation of a κNN query.
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Figure 3.3 Visualisation of retrieval operations in retrieval systems.

Example 3.2 κ nearest neighbour query.

Alice uses her smartphone application to identify the �lm currently being played on TV.
She does not want to spend too much time in looking at the result list and, hence, decides
that she will consider at most � result items, as it sounds like a reasonable number of
elements to scan through. She, hence, performs a similarity search for at most κ = � items.
�e following table exempli�es the data selected.

Rank Film Title Distance

1 Midnight in Paris 0.2
2 Finding Neverland 0.7
3 500 Days of Summer 1.6

. . . . . . . . .

. . . Manhattan 12.8

In certain applications, it might be su�cient to retrieve any one of the closest elements
to the query, rather than the nearest neighbour. We de�ne such an approximative nearest
neighbour query�NN(q) as

�NN(q) = {d ∈ D � ∀d′ ∈ D ∶ d ≠ d′ ∧ δ(d , q) < (� + χ)δ(d′, q)} (�.��)

where χ denotes the degree of inaccuracy. While obviously multiple elements from the
collection may satisfy this condition, it is su�cient to return one element out of all. �is
de�nition can obviously be extended to also accommodate approximate κNN queries.
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Figure 3.4 Matrix of complex similarity queries in the context of image retrieval: By
combining query objects and features, possibly the results may be adjusted to
satisfy more complex user query intents (based on [BMS+01]).C

3.2.2 Complex Queries

So far, we have only considered simple queries based on a single query vector q ∈ Q

(q,D)→R (�.��)

In the following, we address queries which are more complex in their nature and are
composed of multiple query objects or multiple features. We consider a set of query vectors
{q�, . . . , qm} (e.g., denoting di�erent objects or di�erent features), possibly applied on
di�erent collections {D�, . . . ,Dm}, i.e.,

(q�,D�) × (q�,D�) × ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ × (qm ,Dm)→R (�.��)

To retrieve a result set which satis�es all similarity predicates, it is ultimately necessary
to de�ne a distance combining function δ̇ which aggregates multiple distances δ ∈ R+� to
one single distance, i.e.,

δ̇ ∶ R+� ×R+� × ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ×R+� → R+� (�.��)

We follow the taxonomy as introduced in [BMS+��] and illustrated in Figure �.� with
respect to multi-object and multi-feature queries. Distance combining functions can operate
on multiple query objects and features and combine the results from the single scans into
one coherent result set. For the distance combining function, the interpretation whether
multiple objects or multiple features are used in the query is not relevant. However, by the
choice of the distance combining function a desired semantics can be expressed. Based on
[BMS+��], we introduce three distance combining functions. In Figure �.�, we illustrate the
result of these functions.
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(a) Fuzzy-and. (b) Fuzzy-or. (c) Weighted average.

Figure 3.5 Visualisation of distance combining functions: The visualisation uses the
Euclidean distance (i.e., a Minkowski distance with order p = �) to present the
results (highlighted) of the distance combining function (based on [Spr14, p.
135]).

Fuzzy-and Consider a set of query points {q�, . . . , qm} ⊂ Q′; using a fuzzy-and operation,
a data point should be close to all query points (as shown in Figure �.�(a)). More precisely,
the maximum distance to any of the query points should be minimised, as it is not su�cient
to be only similar to one of the query points. Formally,

δ̇and =
mmax

i=�
δ̄ i (�.��)

Fuzzy-or On the other hand, using a fuzzy-or a data point should be close to any one of
the query points. Hence, it is su�cient to be only similar to one of the query points (see
Figure �.�(b)).

δ̇or =
m

min
i=�

δ̄ i (�.��)

Weighted average A weighted average distance combining function will weight the prox-
imity according to a user preference. As a consequence, a data point in the results should
be close in some respect to all query points (see Figure �.�(c)). For each query object, a
weight denotes the importance of it; the distance combining function is given as

δ̇wavg =
∑m

i=� wi δ̄ i

∑m
i=� wi

(�.��)

where wi ∈ R denotes a weight for distance δ̄ i .
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Example 3.3 Complex query: Image retrieval.

Bob is interested in Vincent van Gogh’s paintings. He is looking for one of van Gogh’s
famous paintings of a wheat �eld. Van Gogh has painted a great series of paintings which
depict a wheat �eld, however, o�en in varying colours. Most of his paintings use a yellowish
colour, sometimes, however, he depicts the wheat �eld in di�erent shades.
To search for the variations of the wheat �eld, Bob uses the edge information of an image
of the painting in yellow shades and de�nes the colour green being the average colour for
the image, as visualised in the following. By employing a fuzzy-and operation, Bob is able
to search for the paintings he is looking for, as the resulting image should satisfy both the
edge features (representing the content of the image) and the colour feature. D

edge feature

colour feature

δ̇and

f (⋅)
feature

transformation

fuzzy-and

Example 3.4 Complex query: Image retrieval combined with geographical search.

Bob is interested to �nd all museums which are as close as possible to his current location
and which display paintings as similar as possible to the poster he has taken a picture of.
For performing such a query, Bob uses the colour information of the photograph and the
distance based on his current location. Following the taxonomy introduced previously,
he performs a multi-object-multi-feature query: In the case of the photograph, he uses a
colour feature based on the colour features; in the case of the distance, he uses the distance
computed using his current location. By employing again a fuzzy-and operation, Bob is
able to combine both similarity predicates.

3.2.3 Vector-Space Retrieval

While the vector-space retrieval model [SWY��] was originally developed for text retrieval,
its application nowadays for various forms of retrieval is rampant (e.g., for music retrieval
[KNK+��], for protein classi�cation [AKK+��], for human motion retrieval [KPZ+��]).

�e vector-space retrieval model considers documents and queries as points in a high-
dimensional, real-valued space in which a metric can be computed. Vector spaces can be
considered metric spaces [CN��] for which a distance function, as a means for comparison,
is de�ned.
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Representations �e feature transformation step in the vector-space retrieval setting
creates real-valued vectors with a �xed number of dimensions ( f ∶ O → Rdim). �e space
underlying the vector-space model is hence the dim-dimensional space of real values, i.e.,
U = Rdim, with dim being o�en comparably large (dim > ��) and, hence, the space considered
high-dimensional. An element u i ∈ U in the space is given as

u i ∈ U with u i ∶=

�
������
�

ui ,�

ui ,�

⋮
ui ,dim

�
������
�

where ui ,�, ui ,�, . . . ui ,dim ∈ R (�.��)

We use the term data point or feature vector to denote a document representation in the
vector-space retrieval model; similarly, we refer to a query representation as a query point.

Comparison functions Vector spaces can be seen as special cases of metric spaces [CN��].
Hence, a distance measure exists which allows to compute a score between two data points
in the space, i.e.,

δ ∶ Rdim ×Rdim → R+� (�.��)

satisfying the properties for distance functions mentioned previously. As previously, for
a distance value of zero, two objects are said to be equal (in the extracted features); for a
distance value towards in�nity, two objects become more and more dissimilar.

A group of distance measures used o�en in vector-space retrieval is based on the
Minkowski norm. �e Minkowski norm of order p is de�ned as

Lp ∶ Rdim → R+� (�.��)

u � (
n
�
i=�
= �ui �p)

�
p (�.��)

leading to the class of Minkowski distances de�ned by

δLp(d , q) = p

�
���dim
�
j=�
(d j − qj)p (�.��)

where p denotes the order of the Minkowski distance.
An adjusted formulation of the Minkowski distance considers weighting the dimensions

of the vector to give more weight to selected dimensions while lowering the importance
of other dimensions. Given a weighting vector w = {w�, . . . , wdim} with w�, . . . , wdim ∈ R, a
weighted Minkowski distance is de�ned as

δLp(d , q, w) = �
∑dim

j=� wj

p

�
���dim
�
j=�
(wj(d j − qj))p (�.��)
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Figure 3.6 Visualisation of the Minkowski distances: The illustration depicts some of the
most important Minkowski distances when evaluated on the unit circle in two
dimensions.

For p = �, the City-block (Manhattan) distance is de�ned as

δL�(d , q) =
dim
�
j=�
�d j − qj� (�.��)

�e Euclidean distance, with p = �, is given as

δL�(d , q) =
�
���dim
�
j=�
(d j − qj)� (�.��)

While the City-block distance sums up the length of lines parallel to the coordinate
axes, the Euclidean distance denotes the length of the line between two points. Figure �.�
visualises the shape of some of the most important Minkowski distances when evaluated
on the unit circle in two dimensions.

�e Minkowski distances are widely used in the context of vector-space retrieval. How-
ever, it should be noted that depending on the context and the use case, other distance meas-
ures are also frequently used. For example, for comparing the visual similarity, [LCW��]
have shown that the Minkowski distance measure is not very e�ective in modelling per-
ceptual similarity and have proposed an adjusted distance metric. Similarly, in other use
cases, for instance, the Mahalanobis distance, which accounts for correlations between
dimensions, might be better suited (see, e.g.,[JHS��], for a more in-depth discussion on
distance measures for image retrieval).
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High-dimensional spaces �e application of high-dimensional spaces, as they are used in
vector-space retrieval, requires special caution since high-dimensional spaces do not match
the geometrical intuition humans generally have from the real world, possibly resulting in
an unexpected behaviour of the retrieval system.

�e authors of [BGR+��], for example, have shown that under certain broad conditions,
as dimensionality increases, the distance to the closest element approaches the distance to
the farthest element, i.e.,

lim
dim→∞

maxi(δ(q, d i)) −mini(δ(q, d i))
maxi(δ(q, d i))

→ � (�.��)

Hence, the contrast in distances becomes non-existent and the elements more and more sim-
ilar indicating a poor discrimination between the data points in the collection. Figure �.�(a)
illustrates this fact by plotting for ���’��� randomly generated points the maximum dis-
tance over the minimum distance from a query point to all points in the collection. It shows
that the distances become more and more equal and the distinction between the elements
more and more di�cult. �is is not to say that similarity queries in high-dimensional spaces
are never meaningful; however, care should be taken. As shown in [AHK��], this e�ect is
particularly also dependent on the metric used and the authors propose to use fractional
distance metrics, i.e., with � < p < �, which may help to reduce these e�ects to some extent.

A further e�ect resulting from the increase in dimensionality, is found in the following
setting [WSB��]: We consider the data space being U = [�, �]dim with data points uniformly
distributed, and a hyper-cube of length λ as shown in Figure �.�(b) in all dimensions. �e
probability for a point to lie within the hyper-cube given by λ is, hence,

Prdim[“in hyper-cube given by λ”] = λdim (�.��)

Consider a dim = ��� dimensional space: For a hyper-cube of length �.�� in all dimensions,
in a data space with values in [�, �]dim, still only a very small fraction, i.e., Prdim=���[λ =
�.��] = �.��� of the data, would be selected.

Similar observations can also be made when using a sphere instead of a hyper-cube
[Web��, p. ��]: Consider a hyper-sphere in a dim-dimensional space around a centre
point p = (�.�, �.�, . . . , �.�) with radius �.�, i.e., the smallest possible sphere with centre p
touching the surfaces of a data space de�ned on U = [�, �]dim. Figure �.�(c) illustrates this
setting. For low dimensions, the centre point of such a space c = (�.�, �.�, . . . , �.�) will
– as per our intuition – lie within the sphere. �e Euclidean distance between p and c is
generally given as

δL�(

�
������
�

�.�
�.�
⋮

�.�

�
������
�

,

�
������
�

�.�
�.�
⋮

�.�

�
������
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Hence, if δ̄ < �.� the sphere contains the centre point, otherwise the centre lies outside the
sphere. Given that the distance grows with the number of dimensions dim, for dimension-
alities above (�.�

�.�)� = ��.�� the centre point will no longer lie within the sphere.
We refer to [WSB��; BGR+��; HAK��; AHK��] for a more in-depth discussion of

the peculiarities of high-dimensional spaces and their e�ects. We note that the e�ects of
high-dimensional spaces have particular consequences for index structures, as we will show
again in Section �.�.

3.3 Retrieval Applications

In the following, we present various retrieval applications for di�erent types of multimedia
in the context of the vector-space retrieval model.

3.3.1 Text Retrieval

For text-retrieval applications, the representation of a textual document results in a vector
u i = (ui ,�, ui ,�, . . . , ui ,dim) for which each dimension ui , j associates to a speci�c (possibly
normalised) term and, for instance, denotes the frequency of a term appearing within the
document (term frequency). In Figure �.�, we give an exemplary visualisation of three
documents mapped to a vectorial representation.

Obviously a great part of text retrieval considers stop-word removal and normalisation
of words (e.g., transforming words into their singular form, as done in Figure �.�), which
we, however, skip here for reasons of simpli�cation.

In the text-retrieval setting, a vector will be very sparse and contain mostly zero valued
entries (for all the words not appearing in the text). Nevertheless, working with textual
documents has the key advantage that the semantic parts can easily be identi�ed as they are
given by the words. Hence, the transformation from a textual document to a data vector is
comparably an easy task to achieve.

For querying the document collection, the given query is mapped into the same space
as the documents: �e query vector q = (q�, q�, . . . , qdim), hence, associates with each
component the same terms as the documents. For comparing two feature vectors, the
Minkowski distances introduced previously can be used. Alternatively, classical information
retrieval literature also o�en suggests the use of the cosine measure, which measures
the angle between two vectors (rather than the length). �e cosine measure �cos yields a
similarity measure and is de�ned as

�cos(d , q) = ∑dim
k=� dk × qk�

∑dim
k=�(dk)�

�
∑dim

k=�(qk)�
(�.��)
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(a) Contrast plotted against the number of
dimensions for a collection of 100’000
uniformly distributed data points (based
on [BGR+99]).

U = [�, �]dim
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(b) Hyper-cube in a 2-dimensional space
of length λ (based on [WSB98]).

U = [�, �]dim

p

c

(c) Hyper-sphere in a 2-dimensional space,
with p denoting the centre point of the
hyper-sphere and c denoting the centre
of the space (based on [Web00, p. 32]).

Figure 3.7 Visualisation of peculiarities of high-dimensional spaces.

with d = �d�, d�,�, ddim� and q = �q�, q�,�, qdim�. Hence, if two vectors are orthogonal,
the similarity measure yields zero; on the other hand, if the angle is zero, meaning the same
terms appear (even though not in the same frequency), the cosine measure yields one. We
visualise the cosine measure in a three-dimensional vector space in Figure �.�.
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Figure 3.8 Visualisation of a simplistic text-retrieval approach: This illustration displays
three documents mapped to a document representation given as the term
frequency for each appearing term. We have highlighted the word “chocolate”.
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Figure 3.9 Example of the cosine measure applied in a three-dimensional vector
space: Each dimension considers one term; the cosine measure computes the
angle between the two feature vectors as a measure of similarity.

3.3.2 Image Retrieval

In the image and video context, the extracted visual features (descriptions) are said to
capture speci�c, intrinsic visual properties of an image or a video [DJL+��]. However,
in comparison to textual features, the approach signi�cantly di�ers as the semantically
meaningful parts are not as easy identi�able and extractable. For visual multimedia objects,
[Eak��] distinguishes three levels of features that can be extracted: Primitive, logical and
abstract features, which we will discuss in the following. In Figure �.��, we give an exemplary
visualisation of a transformation using a primitive feature; the example uses a simple global
colour feature computed by the median colour of the image.
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red

green

blue

Figure 3.10 Simplified visualisation of a vector-space for images: The illustration
depicts the embedding of a picture into the vectorial feature space based on the
median colour, as an example of a possible primitive feature.E

Level 1: Primitive features Primitive (low-level) feature extractors, such as colour, tex-
ture, shape, and spatial descriptors extract low-level information from a visual document.
Primitive features are either working globally on the image, or locally by using some form
of partitioning (by splitting an image into regions) to obtain more selectivity. A variety of
primitive features and the corresponding extractors are standardised by the MPEG-� stand-
ard (e.g., [MSS��; Kos��]). More complex features include SIFT (scale-invariant feature
transform) [Low��], the improved version SURF (speeded-up robust features) [BTV��],
and the DAISY descriptor [TLF��]. We refer to [DKN��; DJL+��] for an overview and an
evaluation of well-established features for image and video retrieval.

Level 2: Derived features Derived, logical features involve some degree of logical infer-
ence about the identity of the objects depicted, e.g., by detecting environments [ZLX+��],
or objects [KL��; KSH��]. A comparably recent method for the extraction of derived fea-
tures involves the use of convolutional neural networks, such as Ca�eNet [JSD+��], a deep
learning framework based on AlexNet [KSH��]. Depending on the network layer used, the
entries of a logical feature vector may denote the probability for the presence of a certain
class of concepts in the image. Derived features are usually very large as the number of
dimensions depends on the number of detected classes (e.g., for AlexNet [KSH��], depend-
ing on the layer used, ���� classes up to ���� classes), but also (by ignoring very small
probability values) very sparse. In [SDM��], the authors use the logical features similar to
primitive features for comparison and compute a distance measure between a query vector
and a vector of probabilities for certain concepts present in the multimedia document.
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Figure 3.11 Examples of extracted features for visual documents: We visualise the
results of the extraction and the resulting feature vector which is ultimately
stored. For the derived features, we show the probabilities for the top four
classes extracted using CaffeNet [JSD+14]. The abstract features have been
extracted using the Microsoft Azure Emotion API [BZF+16].F

Level 3: Abstract features Abstract attributes involve a signi�cant amount of high-level
reasoning about meanings and purposes, for instance, by detecting emotional or symbolic
signi�cance, and are, hence, comparably the hardest to extract and detect. �e detection of
such features based on convolutional neural networks for emotion detection is currently
being explored (e.g.,[BZF+��; KPB+��]).

We give an example of the three feature levels in Figure �.��. For the primitive features,
we have partitioned the image into four quadrants and computed the average colour in
the CIELab colour space; similarly, the feature vector based on the edge distribution is
constructed by counting the number of edge pixels per quadrant. �e derived features
are extracted using Ca�eeNet� [JSD+��], a deep convolutional neural network trained on
concepts; the abstract features are extracted using the Microso� Azure Emotion API�

[BZF+��], a deep convolutional neural network trained on emotions.
�e vitrivr/iMotion retrieval system introduced in Section �.�.� includes a large set of

features. In Table �.�, we list a small sample of selected features present in the system and
the corresponding data size.

� http://demo.caffe.berkeleyvision.org/
� https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/services/cognitive-services/
emotion/

http://demo.caffe.berkeleyvision.org/
https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/services/cognitive-services/emotion/
https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/services/cognitive-services/emotion/
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Table 3.1 Selection of features used in vitrivr/iMotion (based on [RGS14; RGT+16a]).

Feature Level Dimensions Description

global median colour 1 3 aggregation over all pixels and frames within a
segment to a single median colour

colour histogram 1 15 relative occurrence of colours using a fuzzy
colour histogram

directional motion histo-
grams

1 200 regional histograms of quantised motion

partitioned edge image 1 256 ratio of edge vs non-edge pixels per regional
partition

FC7 of VGG16 convolutional
network

2 4096 contains data from the last fully connected
layer of a model trained on the MS COCO
train2014 data [LMB+14] and describing 80
classes, e.g., person, dog, bottle, etc.

video

processing

segmentation abstraction feature 
extraction

document 
representations

Figure 3.12 Video processing stages: The video is first segmented into segments which
are then abstracted into segment representatives. The image features are
extracted from the selected abstraction.G

3.3.3 Video Retrieval

Compared to image documents, video data is composed of the additional time dimension.
We distinguish, hence, features which are pertaining to video only and require the time
dimension (e.g., motion features), from features which can be extracted from the single
stills as it is done using the image features introduced above.

For extracting image features, the feature transformation proceeds in multiple stages as
shown in Figure �.��: A segmentation step, which involves detecting boundaries of coherent
segments as determined by semantics or by editing points, is employed to group frames
together. �is allows to reduce the number of images to process, as it avoids considering
every frame. �e detected segments are generally said to be visually or semantically similar
to each other. For the detection of segments, various strategies may be used, for instance,
the computation of the portion that changes between two frames. In the next step, a
representation for each segment is computed (by generating a representative, possibly
arti�cial, image) or selected (by choosing a representative key frame), respectively. �e
goal of the abstraction step is to select an image which includes as much information and is
as representative as possible for the whole segment. �e representation is then used as an
input to one of the image feature extractors introduced previously.
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For the features speci�c for videos, for example, trajectories over multiple frames can be
analysed and processed and transformed into a feature vector (e.g., [RGT+��a]). Similarly,
descriptions on the auditory levels can be extracted (e.g., [Gas��]).

3.4 Related Work in Multimedia Retrieval

In ����, Gerard Salton, one of the pioneers of the research area of information retrieval,
de�ned the �eld as being “concerned with the structure, analysis, organisation, storage,
searching, and retrieval of information” [Sal��, p. V]. Since then, the �eld has split into the
�eld of information retrieval researching nearly exclusively textual methods, and the �eld
of multimedia retrieval focusing on multimedia data such as image, video and audio data.
In the following, we present related work from the area of multimedia retrieval with the
focus on image and video data and give an overview of recent developments.

3.4.1 Image Retrieval

In the early days of multimedia retrieval, the focus lay particularly on searching by using
primitive, low-level features in image databases.

�e IBM QBIC system, one of the most prominent examples of retrieval systems,
allowed the user to search using a sketch or an example image based on colour, shape
and texture features in databases of image or video data [NBE+��; FSN+��]. Similarly,
early work in [KKO+��; KT��] presents the QVE (query by visual example) application
which takes an outline (edge) sketch of a painting for performing a search. Photobook
[PPS��; PPS��] comprises a set of tools for browsing and searching images and videos:
�e authors introduce a distinction between “stu� ” for searching based on manual textual
descriptions and “things” to search using appearance and shape. [JFS��] presents a demo
application for image retrieval based on sketches or sample images that makes use of
wavelet coe�cients for the comparison (the applications imgSeek� and retrievr� use the
same principles for their search in image data). Chabot [OS��] allows to perform content-
based queries, which are, however, speci�ed textually, e.g., by searching for images with
“mostly red colour” or “some purple” and then compare the textual information to a colour
histogram. Furthermore, the system allows to perform concept queries, e.g., to search for a
sunset; however, the annotation of the concept has to be performed manually beforehand.
MARS (Multimedia Analysis and Retrieval System) [RHM��] uses texture features, i.e.,
contrast and inverse di�erence moment (IDM), in a vector-space model for performing
searches. �e authors use the learnings from text-retrieval systems (e.g., term frequency,

� https://sourceforge.net/projects/imgseek/
� http://labs.systemone.at/retrievr/

https://sourceforge.net/projects/imgseek/
http://labs.systemone.at/retrievr/
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normalisations, etc.) and apply these to image retrieval. PICASSSO supports searching
on shapes [dP��], colours [dMP+��] and spatial relationships [dP��] using sketches and
exemplary images. Blobworld [CTB+��] is also a sketch-based retrieval system for images.
It segments images into regions which are supposed to represent (parts of) objects and in
this way increases the retrieval performance. VisualSeek [SC��] is a hybrid retrieval system
that integrates feature-based image retrieval with spatial query methods. With VisualSeek,
a user can specify the composition of an image by de�ning spatial relationships between
regions of the image. PicHunter [CMO+��; CMM+��] focuses on the feedback part of the
retrieval and uses a Bayesian approach for modelling the user intent to navigate from one
image to the next to answer a query. For a given query image, the system suggests to the
user which images they might be interested next to �nd the target image. PicSOM [LKO��]
uses self-organising maps with the visual content descriptors provided by MPEG-�. �is
organisation of the data allows the user to query the collection, but also to browse through
visually similar images. As one of the newer systems, MindFinder [CWW+��] allows to
use very rough sketches to search in millions of images; the system is supposed to scale
well. �e authors make use of a raw curve-based algorithm for the matching; in addition,
users may use colour information and also explicitly tag objects. Finally, LiRe is one of the
most widely used multimedia retrieval systems nowadays. It comes with a great variety
of low-level image features, in particular also the MPEG-� descriptors, for performing
content-based image retrieval [LM��]. LiRe makes use of Lucene as underlying system for
storing the extracted descriptions.

3.4.2 Video Retrieval

Video retrieval has grown out of the �eld of image retrieval by considering video as a
collection of images out of which a few representative images are extracted and stored
(cf. QBIC [FSN+��]). VideoQ [CCM+��; CCM+��], on the other hand, allows to search
– together with colour, texture and shape features – also based on the speci�cation of
spatio-temporal information. Similarly, JACOB [ALM��; LA��] extracts from the optical
�ow-�eld a set of motion features that can be used for querying in combination with
colour and texture information. CueVideo [PSA+��] provides techniques to easily (e.g.,
speech-based) annotate video segments and search based on these annotations. �e MUVIS
[GKC+��; Che��] is a large video retrieval system that supports also content-based retrieval
based on colour, shape, texture, objects layout, edge direction, etc.; it comes with a feedback
scheme to enhance the retrieval quality. In [CMQ��], the authors develop a system that
takes storyboard-like sketches depicting both, objects and their movement, and search in
this way in a collection of videos. In [BLG��], the authors extend the aforementioned LiRe
system for image retrieval to also support video retrieval.
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3.4.3 Current Trends

Convolutional neural networks (e.g., [KL��; KSH��]) have spurred research in the area of
image recognition and, hence, the results see more and more integration in multimedia
retrieval systems in the form of derived features. Moreover, the advent of large evaluation
campaigns such as TRECVID [SOK��] and the Video Browser Showdown/Video Search
Showcase [SAB+��; CSB+��] has led to a new wave of video retrieval systems. �ese, more
modern systems, integrate larger varieties of features, modalities and, in particular, also
semantic concepts, to give the user a wide set of possibilities to search in multimedia
documents.

[LLN+��], for instance, uses a classi�er to classify video segments into a small set
of categories such as music, entertainment, indoor, outdoor, etc. Similarly, [SGG+��],
implements concept detectors for people, vehicles, landscapes and on-screen text. On the
other hand, [MAA+��] detects a set of ��� high-level concepts (e.g., water, aircra�).

�is trend is complemented by new e�orts for better user interfaces for either specifying
queries or browse results: SIRET [LBS��], for instance, allows the user to sketch a query
by only using a small number of coloured dots. For result display, [BHM��] constructs a
graph out of clustered scenes to give the user a better overview. [HWH��], on the other
hand, optimises the user interface for easily and quickly browsing a collection of videos on
a tablet by making use of gestures and in this way enable new interaction modes.

To be able to satisfy the user query intent based on various modalities, more recent
systems integrate large varieties of query modalities including query-by-sketch, but also
querying using concepts or based on on-screen text or speech [RGT+��b; RGG+��; LBS��].



A hundred years from now, I’m quite
sure, database systems will still be
based on Codd’s relational
foundation.

— Chris Date4
Foundations of Database Systems

In the following chapter, we focus on the foundations of database systems. As noted in
[Özs��], there is more to providing a database system for multimedia data, than just sup-
porting similarity matching and related indexing techniques. In this chapter, we elaborate
on the di�erent aspects involved in providing a database system: We start by introducing
the general architecture of a database and focus then on the data model. We expound on the
query model, discuss means for formulating a query and present the steps involved in pro-
cessing one. We then consider distributed database systems. Finally, we detail the physical
aspects of the data storage and present a large set of index structures for high-dimensional
vector data.

In general, we address the database foundations from a relational point of view (based
on [Cod��; Cod��]), as it has been the predominant approach for databases in the past
decades, and only brie�y point – where appropriate – to other models. It should be noted
that the ideas of relational databases are not merely re�ected in the data model, but also in
the architecture and the processing of queries.

4.1 Database Architecture

While database systems may vary greatly in their internals, to a great extent, relational
databases follow a similar architectural pattern. In the following, we present a data model ar-
chitecture of traditional, relational databases which involves various levels of abstraction for
modelling the data to store, and a component architecture which presents the components
involved in a database system.

��
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Figure 4.1 Three-level data model architecture of a database system: The separation
into multiple levels of abstraction results in favourable independence properties
between the levels.

4.1.1 Data Model Architecture

�e separation of the data model into the external views, the logical and the physical data
model forms the main abstraction of a database and re�ects the key advantage of a database
system over a simplistic �le-based storage using the means provided by an operating system.
We distinguish the following three levels� (see Figure �.�):

external views External views are created for the single applications describing the
parts of the database that a particular client to the database is interested in, while hiding
at the same time all the other parts.

logical data model �e logical model describes the structure of a database on a logical
level, i.e., on the level of tuples, relations, etc.

physical data model �e physical model describes the structure of the database on the
basis of the data storage used (e.g., disk pages) and the access paths available for the
database to query the data.

While the data in reality only resides on the physical level (i.e., on the level below the
physical data model), the abstraction and separation into multiple levels of abstraction
results in favourable independence properties which ensure that changes in the lower levels
of the data model architecture do not require any adaptions of the schemas at the next
higher level. �is abstraction hierarchy seamlessly introduces independence properties

� �e three-level view we use in the following should not be confused with the ANSI/X�/SPARC three-level
architectural framework [TK��] which also distinguishes three levels of schemas: �e external level with
a number of external views, the conceptual level, and the internal level describing the database schema.
Although closely related, the ANSI/X�/SPARC architecture concentrates not on the internals of a database
system, but rather on the interplay of real-world concepts and the database.
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between the levels which form a signi�cant contribution of database systems. �e following
independence properties can be identi�ed (based on [Cod��, pp. ���]):

logical data independence �e logical data independence denotes the property to
change the logical schema without the need to change any external view.

physical data independence �e physical data independence describes the property
to change the physical model, i.e., the storage representation, and access methods (e.g.,
for reasons of performance), without the need to change the logical model.

As noted previously, both independence properties ultimately re�ect the superiority
of a database system over a simple �le-based data organisation which generally does not
convey any guarantees in this respect and does not allow on its own the abstraction of data
depending on the level of consideration.

4.1.2 Component Architecture

From a system’s point of view, in the following, we introduce the components required
to building a database. �e following high-level modules of a database can generally be
identi�ed (based on [HSH��, pp. ���]):

– client communications manager,

– process manager,

– data manager,

– query processor,

– transactional storage manager,

– a number of shared components.

�ese modules are depicted together with more speci�c components in Figure �.� and
discussed in more detail in the following.

Client communications manager �e client communications manager is responsible for
the communication between the database system and a client over a network, for instance,
via an Open Database Connectivity (ODBC) or Java Database Connectivity (JDBC) protocol.
�is manager is responsible for establishing a connection, remembering the caller state and
responding to queries with query results or with error messages.

Process manager �e process manager assumes the role of coordinator. It takes care of
incoming requests to the client communications manager by calling the corresponding
components and assigning processes/workers to handle the incoming query. �is manager
sets up and frees control structures for the task execution; it is responsible for admission
control.
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Figure 4.2 Main components of a database architecture (based on [HSH07, p. 144]).

Query processor �e query processor is dedicated to processing and monitoring the
execution of queries within the database system. It is composed of a query parser, a rewriter,
a query optimiser and an executor. Moreover, it provides methods for the schema and data
de�nition, their manipulation, and for the creation of indexes. �e query processor parses
user queries to query plans which are optimised and ultimately compiled to a sequence of
operators handled by the query executor for execution.

Transactional storage manager �e storage manager is responsible for the physical stor-
age of any kind of data by providing the system with algorithms and data structures for the
organisation and the access to the data. It ensures transactional guarantees by providing
means for locking and versioning, and for managing con�icts in data access or data manip-
ulation operations. To increase the system e�ciency, a bu�er manager is responsible for
fetching and caching data from disk into main memory.

Shared components �ere exists a group of components whose functionality is shared
throughout all components in the system. �e shared components include a catalogue
manager storing metadata and information on relations, indexes, integrity, authorisation,
data domains, etc. Furthermore, a memory manager, batch utilities, tools for replication and
loading, and further tools for administrative, monitoring or other purposes are available.

Example 4.1 Summary of available components (based on [HSH07, pp. 144]).

To summarise the available components and detail their interplay, in the following, we
consider a query entering the system and passing through the modules discussed above.
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1. A query enters the client communications manager which was invoked by a client
establishing a connection (e.g., over a network), for example via an ODBC or JDBC
connectivity protocol.

2. A thread of computation is assigned by the database system to the query. �e orches-
trating process manager ensures that the data and control outputs are connected
through the communications manager to the client. Moreover, the process manager
is also responsible for ensuring admission control and may deny the query execution
based on the admission protocol.

3. Given the admittance to the system, the query processor will start with the processing
and execution of the query. For this purpose, the text-based query is parsed into
an internal query plan, optimised and executed. �e set of involved operators (e.g.,
projection, selection, join, etc.) is invoked by the query processor to respond to the
query.

4. For executing the operators, a number of accesses to the data are possibly necessary.
�e transactional storage manager is primarily dedicated to the access to the storage
and allows to fetch data in a transactional manner through the acquisition of locks
and by maintaining a log. �e bu�er manager is used to cache items from the storage
in memory.

5. �e data fetched by the storage manager is returned to the query processor which
performs based on the query the computation of results for the client.

6. At the end of the query execution, the transaction is completed and locks are released,
the results are returned to the client and the worker thread is closed together with
the connection.

For supporting multimedia data within a database system, [WLL+��] distinguishes four
architectural approaches (as summarised in Figure �.�) emerging in terms of the integrative
architecture:
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Figure 4.3 Classification of the integration of retrieval and database systems.

retrieval functionality on top of a database system �is architecture puts retrieval cap-
abilities into a separate so�ware layer while the standard, built-in functions of a database
are used. �e retrieval layer translates the queries into standard database operations.

middleware layer on top of a database and a retrieval system �is architecture uses
both kinds of systems and employs a middleware layer which forwards data and queries
to the corresponding sub-system.

retrieval supported by an extensibility layer (loose coupling) In this architecture, the
functionality for retrieval is added through the database extensibility layer, e.g., by
means of user-de�ned types (UDT) and functions (UDF).

retrieval supported by the database engine (tight coupling) In this architecture, the
retrieval capabilities are added into the database engine and database kernel by modi-
fying the internals of the database.

In the following, we concentrate on the the tight coupling approach and consider
extensions which are added on the level of the database internals.

4.2 Relational Data Model

In the following, we present the essence of the relational data model. We follow [Gar��, p.
��] and consider three aspects of a data model:
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structure of the data �e data model speci�es data structures and logical constructors
to de�ne the logical model of the data.

operations on the data �e data model contains the de�nition of possible operations
which can be executed on the data, for instance, operations to pose queries and to
modify existing data.

constraints on the data �e data model includes the de�nition of possible constraints
which can be applied on the data.

A�er introducing the relational model, we also brie�y present relaxations of the rela-
tional model. We continue presenting extensions to the relational data model for supporting
multimedia data.

4.2.1 Structure of the Data

Today, the (either purely or object-)relational model [Cod��; Cod��] is the most widely
adopted data model in conventional database systems. It is based on the notion of an m-ary
mathematical relation over m data domains with data organised in m-tuples which are in
turn arranged into relations.

A relation is named by a relation symbol (R) and has a �xed schema

���(R) = {a�, a�, a�, . . . , am} (�.�)

where a�, . . . , am denotes an ordered list of attributes belonging to the relation R. An
attribute ai describes the name and the data domain involved in the relation. �e Cartesian
product of the data domains of the single attributes constitutes the set of possible tuples

t ∈ ���(a�) × ���(a�) × ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ × ���(am) (�.�)

where ���(a j) denotes the data domain of the attribute a j.
A data domain ���(⋅) denotes a simple or complex data domain (e.g., by user-de�ned

types). Generally, a domain is thought of being atomic and, therefore, the values of the
domain are indivisible with respect to the formal relational model. We subsume the available
data domains in D.

A relation is de�ned by both its schema ���(⋅) and the extent composed of a �nite set
of tuples, ���(⋅), over the de�ned schema. �e extent is a mathematical relation (of degree
m) on the data domains, which is in essence a sub-set of the Cartesian product of the data
domains de�ning the relation R, i.e.,

���(R) ⊆ ���(a�) × ���(a�) × ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ × ���(am) (�.�)
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Relations are characterised by the following properties (based on [EN��, pp. ��]):

ordering Given the mathematical set de�nition of a relation, a relation has no order
(i.e., it is not a list, but a set). A tuple, on the other hand, is an ordered list of m values
from the data domain of each attribute.

multi-valued attributes Given that the domains are atomic, multi-valued attributes
are not allowed, but must be represented in relational form.�

duplicates Relations generally do not have any duplicate entries [Cod��, p. ���].�

4.2.2 Operations on the Data

�e relational model gives rise to a set of important operators and operations. In particular,
these include:

– monadic operators, including the projection operator (πA(⋅)), which results in a relation
with all (except the de-duplicated) tuples, but only a sub-set of all attributes of a relation,
and selection� (σφ(⋅)), which results in a sub-set of the relation that satis�es the speci�ed
predicate φ;

– binary operators requiring full schema-compatibility, such as union (∪), intersection
(∩), di�erence (−) operations, which require in both operands (relations) the corres-
ponding attributes;

– binary operators requiring (partial or) no schema-compatibility, such as the Cartesian
product (×) and various forms of join (�) operations, which do not require full schema
equality;

– manipulation operations resulting in changes to the extent (or possibly also the schema)
of a relation (e.g., insert, update, delete).

In the following, we brie�y introduce the most important standard operations found in
the relational data model. We refer to [Cod��; Cod��] for more details.

Projection πA(⋅) �e projection πA(⋅) is de�ned as

���(πA(R)) ∶= A

���(πA(R)) ∶= {t � ∃t′ ∈ ���(R) ∶ t.A = t′.A} (�.�)

� �e de�nition of atomicity of a data domain is a controversial topic in the research community and the
concept has been sometimes relaxed to introduce some relativity. [Cod��, p. �], for example, considers
atomicity of the data with respect to the property that the data cannot be decomposed into smaller pieces
by the database system (“excluding certain special functions” [Cod��, p. �]). In particular in the context
of multimedia retrieval, see, for example, [SDP+��; VB��, p. ��; Gia��, pp. ��].

� We contrast this with the implementation of SQL, which does not consider duplicate removal. [Cod��,
pp. ���] presents a more in-depth discussion on this topic. In the following, we assume that relations are
in general free of duplicates.

� In the original publication [Cod��], the selection operation was termed restriction.
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where A ∶= {a�, . . . , a j} denotes a sub-set of projection attributes from the original relation
(A ⊆ ���(R)) with attributes to be selected from the schema of R.

Selection σφ(⋅) �e selection σφ(⋅) is de�ned as

���(σ φ(R)) ∶= ���(R)
���(σ φ(R)) ∶= {t � ∀t ∈ ���(R) ∧ t � φ} (�.�)

where t � φ denotes the satisfaction of the �ltering predicate φ by t (i.e., φ(t) yields true).
�e predicate φ is constructed by a binary operation {<, ≤, =, ≠, ≥, >} and possibly logical
connectives (for conjunctions, disjunctions, negations, etc.).

Set operations ∪,∩,− �e set operations union ∪, intersection ∩ and di�erence − are
de�ned as

���(R� ⊗ R�) ∶= ���(R�) = ���(R�)
���(R� ⊗ R�) ∶= {t � ∀t ∈ (���(R�)⊗ ���(R�))} (�.�)

where we use ⊗ ∶= {∪,∩,−} to denote one of the set operators.

Cartesian product × In the following, we provide a de�nition of the Cartesian product ×.
We say ARi ∶= ���(Ri) = {aRi ,�, . . . , aRi ,m} and A′Ri

denotes the schema ARi where the attrib-
utes have been renamed by pre�xing the name of the relation, i.e., A′Ri

= {Ri .aRi ,�, . . . , Ri .aRi ,m}.
�en,

���(R� × R�) ∶= A′R� ∪ A′R�

���(R� × R�) ∶= {t � ∃t� ∈ ���(R�), ∃t� ∈ ���(R�) ∶ t.A′R� = t�.AR� ∧ t.A′R� = t�.AR�}
(�.�)

Natural join � Using the de�nition provided for the Cartesian product, the natural join �
is de�ned as

���(R� � R�) ∶= ���(R�) ∪ ���(R�)
���(R� � R�) ∶= {t � ∃t� ∈ ���(R�), ∃t� ∈ ���(R�) ∶ t.A′R� = t�.AR� ∧ t.A′R� = t�.AR�

∧ t�.X = t�.X}
(�.�)

with X ∶= ���(R�) ∩ ���(R�) ≠ � being the attributes appearing in both relations.
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4.2.3 Constraints on the Data

With the concept of keys, the relational model provides a means to distinguish tuples from
each other: A set of one or more attributes that in conjunction allow to uniquely identify a
tuple in a relation may form a key. �e primary key refers to a candidate key that is chosen
as the principal means for identifying a tuple. Moreover, the relational model comes with
integrity constraints which enforce the correctness of data.

[Cod��, pp. ���] distinguishes constraints related

– to the data domain, for instance, de�ning the speci�c data type for an attribute;

– to single columns, for example, de�ning a maximum value for an attribute;

– to full entities, for instance, requiring that the primary key may not be missing;

– referential constraints, for example, necessitating that a foreign key must exist from
the same domain as the primary key;

– user-de�ned constraints.

4.2.4 Relaxations of the Relational Model

In the evolution of data models, in the past decade, the strict relational model has seen a
relaxation in many ways: For example, the introduction of a NoSQL (Not only SQL) data
model is generally motivated by the support for semi-structured data, and by the attempt to
overcome the limitations of scaling to large datasets given by the classical relational model.
While there is no clear de�nition of a NoSQL data model, in general, implementations hint
at the fact that this class of models (and the related concepts) is di�erent with respect to the
following properties:

– From the database perspective, the data model is said to be schema-less; the data
structures are o�en being managed by the application using the data.

– �e supported operations are in many ways limited. For example, selection operations
may only be performable on a limited number of attributes (e.g., only on the key), join
operations are not supported, etc.

– Integrity constraints are – if at all – available only in a limited fashion.

– �e NoSQL model no longer strictly requires the Atomicity, Consistency, Isolation,
Durability (ACID) properties of transactions, but relaxes these properties – for the
sake of performance – to what is usually referred to as BASE (basically available, so�
state, eventually consistent).

�e call for relaxing the strict relational model has its foundation in the idea that there
is no “one-size-�ts-all model” [SC��] that is able to satisfy the great variety of use cases
to store data nowadays. It is argued that while for structured data a relational database
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Figure 4.4 High-level architecture of a polystore: The illustration depicts multiple islands
of information which subsume multiple data management systems using the same
data model (based on [DZE+15]).

system may be the best (and possibly also the most e�cient) option, for other types of data
a specialised data management system may be the better solution.

Under the premise that a traditional approach with only one data model would be ill
advised, in [Sto��], the authors introduce the term polystore for a data management system
subsuming multiple data and storage models within one system. Such a system is said to be
able to store disparate data within one store by transparently subsuming the functionality
of multiple storage systems. Similar approaches can already be found in early multimedia
systems (e.g., [CHS+��]) which make use of federation.� In [DZE+��], the authors introduce
the notion of an island of information which subsumes multiple data management systems
using the same data model. A shim for mapping the island’s language to the native language
is available. �eir system BigDAWG supports querying over multiple islands of information
and comes with optimisation techniques for optimising queries spanning multiple islands.
In Figure �.�, we visualise the high-level architecture of a polystore.

4.2.5 Multimedia-Specific Extensions

Given the complexity of multimedia objects, there have been various attempts in extending
existing data models to be speci�cally suited for multimedia data. In the following, we
introduce prominent extensions for supporting multimedia data and retrieval operations.

Rank-relational algebra In the following, we consider how to model similarity-based
queries in a relational algebra. Consider a scoring function S(sp�, sp�, . . . , sps) (we use S̄ to
denote the evaluation of the function) which ranks tuples based on a number of similarity
predicates SP = {sp�, . . . , sps} where sp j may denote, for instance, the ranking based on a
certain feature. In [LCI+��], the authors present a rank-relational algebra to capture ranking
as a �rst-class construct: A rank-aware relation is a relation R̃SP with respect to a relation

� To distinguish polystores from the concept of federated databases that support similar functionality, the
authors in [DZE+��] note that polystores come with sometimes very di�erent data models rather than one
data model shared by all the databases.
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R and a monotonic scoring function S(sp�, sp�, . . . , sps); we de�ne SP ⊆ {sp�, sp�, . . . , sps}.
Such a relation has the following properties:

– the score for a tuple t, S̄SP[t], is given by the score under S(sp�, sp�, . . . , sps); this
results in an implicit attribute S̄ denoting the score;

– the ordering relationship �RSP is de�ned by the ranking of the scores, i.e., ∀t�, t� ∈
R̃SP ∶ t� �RSP t� i� S̄SP[t�] < S̄SP[t�].

Rank-relations are, hence, scored and ordered “relations”. Following the de�nition of rank-
aware relations, the authors of [LCI+��] introduce a ranking operator ρψ under a ranking
predicate ψ, i.e.,

t ∈ ρψ(R̃SP) ⇔ t ∈ R̃SP
t� �ρψ(R̃SP) t� ⇔ S̄SP∪{ψ}[t�] < S̄SP∪{ψ}[t�] (�.�)

Furthermore, in [LCI+��], the authors extend the traditional relational operations (selection,
union, intersection, di�erence, join) and present a number of equivalence laws allowing to
perform algebraic optimisations on similarity-based queries.

Fuzzy-logic algebra Rather than working on the ranks, in [Fag��; CMP+��], the authors
employ a fuzzy approach and rely on the basic concepts of fuzzy set theory. �e authors
consider a membership function µt , for which

µt ∶ R → [�, �] (�.��)

denotes the grade of membership of a tuple to a relation R. We use µ̄t to denote the
evaluation of the function µt . Similarly, for an attribute a fuzzy domain is de�ned for which
the membership function µa,

µa ∶ Da → [�, �] (�.��)

denotes a score for a speci�c value of Da of an attribute a ∈ A.
To be compatible with the traditional, relational algebra which is said to be based on

“crisp sets”, the grade of membership for the tuples in the relation is set to µ̄t = �, whereas
for tuples not belonging to the relation, the membership value is µ̄t = �. In this setting, a
similarity measure can be understood as introducing a grade of membership to a relation.
�e intuition behind fuzzy relations is that the membership score introduces a notion of
tuple imprecision allowing to express how much a tuple �ts the concept expressed by the
relation. With that, a relation can take ordinary Boolean predicates, but also similarity
predicates which make the result ultimately a fuzzy relation. While a Boolean predicate
would evaluate to either zero or one, a similarity operators may result in values in [�, �].
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In this context, [CMP+��] introduces a new top operator which can be applied in a
fuzzy setting and which allows to retrieve the �rst κ tuples of a relation according to a
ranking criterion ζ(⋅) (possibly a distance function). �e authors de�ne� the top operator

ηκ
ζ(R) = {t � ∀t ∈ ���(R)∧ �ηκ

ζ(R)� = κ ∧ �t′ ∈ ���(R)∧ t′ ∉ ηκ
ζ(R)∧ ζ(t′) < ζ(t)} (�.��)

i.e., the top operator will select κ tuples of a relation R for which there does not exist any
“better” element according to the ranking criterion ζ(⋅).

�e de�nition of relation membership paves the way for using fuzzy set theory for
operations involving fuzzy relations. In the following, we consider in particular fuzzy-
union and fuzzy-intersect operations which combine tuples from multiple fuzzy relations.
For both operations, the combining function ξ(⋅), which combines the membership values
from multiple relations to one membership value, can be generalised to

ξ ∶ [�, �]m � [�, �] (�.��)

combining m fuzzy sets to one coherent (scored) fuzzy set. For a fuzzy aggregation operation,
the following properties should be satis�ed:

– ξ(�, . . . , �) = � and ξ(�, . . . , �) = � (boundary condition);
– ξ(ᾱ�, . . . , ᾱm) ≤ ξ(β̄�, . . . , β̄m)⇒ ᾱi ≤ β̄i∀i (monotonicity);
– ξ(⋅) is a continuous function (commutativity);
– ξ(ᾱ�, . . . , ᾱm) = ξ(ᾱp(�), . . . , ᾱp(m) where p(⋅) is a permutation function (symmetry

in all arguments);
– ξ(ᾱ, . . . , ᾱ) = ᾱ (idempotency);

where we use ᾱ, β̄ ∈ [�, �] to denote a membership value. From fuzzy theory, it is established
that the functions for meaningful fuzzy-union correspond to the functions called triangular
co-norms (t-conorms), while fuzzy-intersect is solved by triangular norms (t-norms). For
the union operation on fuzzy sets, the following functions are commonly used in fuzzy
theory (with µ̄�, µ̄� denoting membership values):

standard union: ξunion(µ̄�, µ̄�) =max(µ̄�, µ̄�) (�.��)

algebraic union: ξunion(µ̄�, µ̄�) = µ̄� + µ̄� − µ̄� µ̄� (�.��)

Similarly, for the intersect operation on fuzzy sets, the following functions are o�en used:

standard intersect: ξintersect(µ̄�, µ̄�) =min(µ̄�, µ̄�) (�.��)

algebraic intersect: ξintersect(µ̄�, µ̄�) = µ̄� µ̄� (�.��)

For both, the union and the intersect operation, further combining functions from the
corresponding class can be used with reasonable results (cf. [Fag��]). [Fag��; CMP+��]
further consider the except operation which we skip at this point.

� Note the similarity of the de�nition of the top operator to the de�nition of a κNN search we have provided
in Equation �.��.
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Similarity join As for the operations introduced in multimedia-speci�c data models, the
similarity join has seen some use, for example, for constructing κNN graphs which are
directed graphs for which each data point is represented as a node that connects to the
nodes of its κ nearest neighbours [JDJ��]. �e similarity join may also be used to join
tuples for which the distance is below a threshold ε. Following [BK��], we distinguish the
following three similarity join operations:

range distance join �e range distance join selects all items for which the distance
between the speci�ed attribute is below a given threshold ε. �e range distance join
can be used for clustering similar items by specifying a maximum distance.

κNN distance join �e κNN distance join returns those κ closest pairs of the two joined
relations for which the distance is minimal. �is kind of join can be used, for example,
to �nd the κ multimedia documents in a database that are most similar to each other
(compared to all other comparisons).

κNN join �e κNN join selects for each element in the database the “closest” κ elements.

We give a visualisation of the three methods in Figure �.�.

Generalised icon �e approaches introduced so far for multimedia data have concentrated
on the querying aspect. In the following, we consider the data domain for storing mul-
timedia data. [Cha��], for example, introduces the notion of a generalised icon de�ned
as

gι ∶= (gιlogical, gιphysical) (�.��)

in which gιlogical denotes the logical part (i.e., a label, semantic representation, feature point,
etc.) and gιphysical the corresponding physical part being the multimedia document.

In the model introduced in [Cha��], the physical part is input to a feature transformation
function which extracts features stored in the logical part of the icon. Consequently, an
update to the physical part triggers the feature transformation function. In [Gia��], we
have extended the notion of generalised icon to be a m-tuple in which the logical part is no
longer singular, i.e.,

gι ∶= (gιlogical,�, gιlogical,�, . . . , gιlogical,m−�, gιphysical) (�.��)

allowing to store multiple extracted features within a generalised icon. �e notion of
generalised icon models the relationship between the multimedia document and the content
metadata belonging to the document.
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Figure 4.5 Similarity join operations: We use various symbols for the data points assumed
to come from different relations. (based on [BK03]).

Relationships [Nar��] notes that a data model for multimedia data should be able to
capture basic data types, but also be able to identify spatial and temporal relationships
between multimedia documents. �e authors claim the necessity of part-of, is-a and similar-
to relationships for capturing the notion of complex objects. Moreover, the authors argue
that it should be possible for multimedia documents to be (fuzzy) members of “similarity
classes” of similar documents.

Likewise, in [Gro��], the authors see the need for being able to model relationships
between multimedia documents and real-world objects, in particular, the need for appearing-
in relationships. �e authors propose to store real-world objects being represented in mul-
timedia documents as “semcons” which the authors refer to as iconic data with semantics.
More concrete, a semcon is a part of a multimedia document representing a real-world
object. Such a semcon stands in an appears-in relationship with a multimedia document, if
the real-world object modelled as semcon appears in the document.
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Figure 4.6 Overview of query formulation and processing in a database system: The
steps include the formulation of a query, the parsing of the query, rewriting the
query, optimising the query execution and, finally, executing the query (based on
[Kos00; Lan10]).

4.3 Query Formulation and Processing

In this section, we consider the formulation and processing of a query in a database system.
Querying a database is initiated with the sca�olding of a query in a manner understandable
by the database, i.e.,

1. query formulation.

�e query is sent to the database system where it is further processed following

2. query parsing,

3. query rewriting,

4. query optimisation,

5. query execution.

�e processing of the query ultimately results in a result setR satisfying the query. More
formally,

(q, R)→R (�.��)

Figure �.� illustrates the steps involved in formulating and processing a query, which we
will detail in the following.
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4.3.1 Query Formulation

In the query formulation, the user expresses their information need and query intent
by sca�olding a query that is understandable by the database system. Compared to the
procedural relational algebra we have used so far when introducing the relational data
model, the formulation of a query in traditional database systems follows a declarative
approach. �e tuple relational calculus has become a common means to declaratively
formulate queries on a theoretical basis; it has formed the foundations for the SQL standard,
which is usually applied for querying structured, textual data in conventional databases.

As noted in [Fuh��], an expressive, declarative query language for retrieval purposes is
still missing. Using standard SQL, the authors in [Bla��; GBS��], for example, map retrieval
queries to the standard database language. A major critique of this approach is, however,
the fact that the generated SQL statements are o�en very complicated, not well-readable
and, hence, only di�cult to optimise.

For multimedia data, the ISO SQL/MM standard �����-� [ISO�����-�:����; ME��]
standardises the storage and manipulation support for multimedia data types based on user
de�ned types (UDT) and functions (UDF) [BRT+��]. However, as noted in [BRT+��], the
standard does not de�ne how exactly to query these data types. It does, nevertheless, allow
users to specify operations as ranking functions; moreover, it allows to mix traditional
�ltering predicates with ranking predicates.

Example 4.2 ISO SQL/MM standard 13249-5 for multimedia data.

We consider Alice querying for all �lms directed by “Woody Allen” and for which the colour
histogram matches her query image. In this example, we adopt the ISO SQL/MM standard
�����-� [ISO�����-�:����] for querying multimedia data. �e scores resulting from the
comparison lie between [�, ���], where zero denotes full equality and the value ��� denotes
maximum possible dissimilarity. In this example, we assume that the representative images
are stored together with the segments in the attribute stills and the query image is
stored in the variable q. A simple database query with ε = � would then be formulated as:

SELECT *

FROM films f NATURAL JOIN segments s

WHERE f.director = ’Woody Allen’ AND

SI_FindClrHstgr(q).SI_Score(s.stills) < 5;

In this SQL statement, the function SI_FindClrHstgr will extract a colour histogram
from the given multimedia document stored in the query image varibale. �e subsequent
SI_Score function determines the score compared to the given content.
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For the lack of more general query mechanisms in the SQL multimedia standard, in
other approaches, for example in [ABS��; BBZ��a; BRT+��], the SQL language is extended
to support similarity retrieval and ranking. Likewise, in [Gia��; GAS��a], we have extended
the SQL language to support retrieval functionalities, including the distance computation,
searching for nearest neighbours, normalising and combining distances, etc.

Example 4.3 SQL extensions for multimedia (based on [Gia13; GAS14a]).

We consider again Alice querying for all �lms directed by “Woody Allen” and for which
the colour feature matches her query vector. We assume that the query vector is stored in
the variable q. In [Gia��; GAS��a], we adapt SQL to support κNN queries and formulate a
similarity-based query for κ = �� as follows:

SELECT *

FROM films f NATURAL JOIN segments s

WHERE f.director = ’Woody Allen’

USING DISTANCE MINKOWSKI(1) (s.feature_colour, q)

ORDER USING DISTANCE

LIMIT 10;

In this statement, we query using the Minkowski distance with p = � on the features stored
in the attribute feature_colour. �e results are ordered by distance and limited to
κ = �� elements.

Parallel to developments in creating new textual-based languages (or extensions) for
multimedia retrieval, various approaches have been taken to create a visual language to
formulate queries. Not speci�c to multimedia, in the Delaunay system, for instance, the
authors provide visualisation options for object-oriented databases [CAL+��]. In KNIME
[BCD+��], it is possible to sca�old queries in terms of work�ows. Speci�c to multimedia
retrieval, in [OÖI��; OÖL+��], the authors present a visual counterpart to their multimedia
object query language which provides an easier way to express queries as in their textual-
based language. In [AGS+��], we have presented a �ow-based programming approach
to formulating a query, allowing a user to �exibly specify data scanning operations and
combine multiple result sets by connecting the corresponding building blocks on a canvas.

We refer to [CS��, pp.��] for a comprehensive overview of multimedia query languages
used in research systems. [LC��a], on the other hand, summarises query languages which
have been introduced speci�cally for video retrieval.
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4.3.2 Query Parsing and Rewriting

Starting from a query given in textual (or visual) form, the query parser has the task to
transform the statement into a parsed, abstract query tree which can be understood and
processed by the internals of the data management system. In particular, the tasks of the
query parser include checking the syntactical correctness of the statement, resolving names
and references, possibly also expressions and data types and translating the query into an
internal format which can further be processed. At this step, also certain checks have to be
performed, for instance, on the admission of the database user to the data required, on the
usage of variables, on the compatibility of the result sets combined by operations which
require schema-equivalence, etc.

In the subsequent rewriting phase, the syntax tree is simpli�ed by removing redund-
ancies, folding expressions, removing unnecessary parts and pushing down �lters in the
query expressions.

4.3.3 Query Optimisation

�e optimisation step transforms the internal query into an executable query plan. �e goal
of this step is to �nd a query plan which is optimal in the execution time (i.e., the execution
time is minimal). Generally, two optimisation levels are distinguished:

algebraic optimisation In the algebraic optimisation, equivalence rules of relational
algebra for rewriting the query tree are applied.

non-algebraic optimisation In the non-algebraic optimisation, transformations on
physical operators and their ordering, e.g., the choice of an index scan over a table
scan, the use of materialisations or pipelining, are applied.

For choosing an appropriate, cost-e�cient query plan, in the following, we consider
two approaches to the non-algebraic optimisation: �e cost-based planning which estimates
the costs based on a variety of heuristics, including the estimated size of the result set,
the number of pages to load, the selectivity of operators, etc. �e empirical cost-modelling
approach, on the other hand, considers the costs based on earlier measurements of the
query execution.

4.3.3.1 Cost-based Planning

�e classical cost-based planning approach found in traditional databases computes a scalar
cost value c ∈ R and attaches the cost to a query plan. �is scalar cost is then used for
choosing the most e�cient query plan to execute. �e costs are predicted based on database
statistics and a variety of heuristics.
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Newer approaches, for instance, consider multiple (λ) objectives and construct a cost
vector c ∈ Rλ whose optimum is the Pareto front [PY��]. �e parametric query optimisation
(e.g., [CG��; HS��]), on the other hand, attaches a cost function c ∶ Rλ � R to the plans.
�is results in a set of candidate plans which are optimal in one of the dimensions of the
parameter space, but whose values of the parameters are not known at optimisation time,
but can be adjusted by the user at query time.

Following the cost-based line of research, [BBK+��; Böh��; SAA+��] have developed a
cost model for similarity searches in high-dimensional spaces for a speci�c set of scanning
methods. As noted in [BBK+��], constructing a cost function for index-based searching
in high-dimensional spaces is, however, a di�cult endeavour. It requires to take into
consideration all aspects of every single scanning method. In particular, it is di�cult to
consider within the cost model the various heuristics that are applied, for instance, also at
index construction time [Böh��]. In the following, we summarise based on [Böh��] a few
of the factors determining the e�ciency of similarity scans:

– data set, in particular

– the dimensionality of the data,

– the collection size,

– the data distribution from which the points are taken and possibly the correlation
of dimensions;

– distance function used in the query;

– index structure, in particular

– shape of the page regions (e.g., a rectangle, a sphere, composed page region),

– layout of page on secondary storage (e.g., clustered layout, etc.);

– query processing algorithm and with that also the query type (e.g., κNN search),
possibly also the ability of parallelisation of the algorithm.

�e cost-based optimisation has multiple drawbacks: First, the model easily grows
very complex. For instance, as noted by the author, the cost model introduced in [Böh��]
assumes idealised index structures which do not consider any deterioration of the index
(e.g., due to heavy overlaps in page regions of the R-tree). �is and other e�ects are not
only very hard to quantify, but they also add an additional level of complexity to the cost
function. Moreover, while the factors determined by [Böh��] are very broad, they do not
consider user preferences with respect to the quality of the results from the scan.

4.3.3.2 Empirical Cost-Modelling

Following a di�erent approach, [SLM+��] empirically estimates the cost of a query by
considering previous query executions. �e idea of this approach is that while quantifying
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the read cost with accuracy is di�cult, it might be simpler and more accurate to estimate
the costs experimentally [AI��; BBK��], e.g., by considering previous queries for predicting
the query execution cost of future queries under certain query plans [CR��; SLM+��].
In [SLM+��], the authors use a feedback loop which adjusts the cost estimates (e.g., the
selectivity) based on the true costs of an executed query. Similarly, [HG��] estimates the
costs of query execution using a machine learning approach trained on previously executed
queries: �e authors map the features of a SPARQL query to a high-dimensional space
using the frequencies of all the SPARQL operators as features and perform a regression.
Likewise, in MongoDB [Ste��], the system experiments with several query plans in parallel
and records the most e�cient plan. Auto-tuning approaches that go even further and
create new indexes based on the queries or dynamically adjust the physical design are also
suggested in research literature (cf. [CN��; AI��]).

4.3.4 Query Execution

In the last step of the query processing, a�er a fully speci�ed query plan has been selected, it
is executed for retrieving the results to a query. �e data is read from the storage, processed,
results are computed and returned to the client.

[BBZ��a] notes that in the given context of multimedia retrieval, it is advisable for users
to be able to express preferences with respect to the execution of a query. As a means for
specifying the execution, for example, [BCR��] identify the use of query hints for query
optimisation.

In the following, we detail the similarity searches from an executional perspective.
Moreover, we consider the progressive execution of a query, a technique which is particularly
interesting for long-running queries as found in multimedia retrieval systems.

4.3.4.1 Execution of Similarity Searches

In its most simplest form, a query is executed by performing a data scan and comparing
the query to every tuple from the relation. In the following, we detail the execution of an
εNN and a κNN query in such a setting.

ε nearest neighbour (εNN) query In Algorithm �.�, we present an algorithm for answering
εNN queries in a data scan. For εNN queries, the processing of a query is comparably
straightforward. In its essence, the algorithm will scan the tuples of relation R, compute the
distance between query and the attribute value of every tuple, and determine based on the
score whether to add the element to the result set or not.
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Algorithm 4.1 Execution of an εNN query.

Input: query q, relation R, distance function δ, maximum distance ε
Output: result setR

�: for all t ∈ R do
�: δ̄ ← δ(t, q)
�: if δ̄ < ε then
�: R←R ∪ {t}
�: end if
�: end for
�: return R

κ nearest neighbour (κNN) query In Algorithm �.�, we present an algorithm for answering
κNN queries. Compared to εNN queries, the algorithm is more complex and requires
additional data structures. �e algorithm starts o� by initialising a sorted list of candidates,
P , for instance, a priority queue whose elements are sorted (in ascending order), which is
considered having a maximum capacity κ. �e distance between the query and the attribute
value of each tuple is computed and the element is added to the queue. While the queue
has not reached its full capacity of κ elements, elements are added to it; in the case the
length of the queue overruns the maximum capacity, the element with the highest distance
is removed.

Algorithm 4.2 Execution of a κNN query.

Input: query q, relation R, distance function δ, maximum number of elements κ
Output: result setR

�: priority queue P ← �
�: for all t ∈ R do
�: δ̄ ← δ(t, q)
�: P .add(δ̄ , t)
�: if P .length > κ then
�: P .dropLast()
�: end if
�: end for
�: R← P

��: return R

Rank aggregation-based scanning and Group testing Rank aggregation-based scanning
[FKS��] makes use of a small number of independent “voters” which rank the tuples of
a relation independently based on the similarity to the query. Consider, for instance, the
use of multiple index structures being able to answer the same query, or even contacting
multiple separate systems responding with a ranked list of elements. �e authors combine
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the di�erent rankings using median rank aggregation according to which the resulting
score is the median of the ranks received from each single voter.

To some extent similar, in [SFJ��], the authors use group testing for computing a
similarity score. Group testing was originally developed to test blood samples for infections
without having to examine each sample. �e idea of applying group testing in multimedia
retrieval is to compute a group distance to multiple elements of a group and in this way be
able to approximate the similarity measures of the individual tuples.

4.3.4.2 Progressive Execution

It must be noted that multimedia retrieval queries are commonly longer running than
general database queries. Various authors (e.g., [HS��; BGS��; KG��]) have already noted
the usefulness of ranking algorithms that compute results progressively and report them
as early as possible o�ering an updating result set whose precision increases with time.
Moreover, as noted in [BGS��], for many applications, it is more interesting to have a �rst
approximate answer set early rather than waiting for a long time for the exact results.

Progressive querying can be implemented, e.g., by partitioning the data and performing
the retrieval on sub-sets of the data, or on varying granularities of the data (cf. [FTA+��]).
�e parts of the data are then read a�er each other and processed. �e resulting answers
are added to the �nal result set and returned early to the user.

Starting from the notion of an atomic query operation op, generally, two algorithms
for progressively executing a query are conceivable [BGS��]. First, we present a �ltering
algorithm which removes in every step more and more results from the �nal result set
(progressive �ltering) as shown in Algorithm �.�. �e algorithm will apply the query
operations with the goal to remove more and more elements from the �nal result set.

Algorithm 4.3 Progressive filtering (based on [BGS08]).

Input: query q, relation R, operations to apply op�, . . . , opk
Output: intermediate candidate setsA j (for all j), result setR

�: A� ∶= R
�: step �: A� ∶= op�(A�)
⋮

�: step i: Ai ∶= opi(Ai−�)
⋮

�: R ∶= Ak

In the bottom-up algorithm (see Algorithm �.�), instead, results are added to the �nal
result set depending on the �ltered results from the query operation, requiring the fusion
of the single result sets to a new result set.
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Algorithm 4.4 Bottom up progressive querying (based on [BGS08]).

Input: query q, relation R, operations to apply op�, . . . , opk
Output: intermediate candidate setsA j (for all j), result setR

�: A� ∶= {}
�: step �: A� ∶= A� ∪ op�(R)
⋮

�: step i: Ai ∶= Ai−� ∪ opi(R)
⋮

�: R ∶= Ak

Progressive querying may be combined, for instance, with early termination strategies.
Such a strategy may be employed to stop the progressive query process earlier than reaching
the �nal stage of the query plan. Such a termination strategy may be, for example, based on
an error bound accepted by the user and estimated from the results retrieved (cf. [ML��]),
or on a minimal number of results retrieved (e.g., [CK��] suggests the use of a STOP
AFTER clause which will stop a database query a�er a certain number of results are being
retrieved), or on a maximum time (cf. [AMP+��]).

While in this section we have only considered the progressive execution of query plans
which are fully speci�ed at the moment of starting a query, the authors of [KG��] consider
a recreational approach. �e authors propose – for small and medium-sized databases –
the dynamic creation of new query paths as time passes by. In such a setting, the database
system would determine the path to answer a query by probing for new query paths.

Example 4.4 Summary of query processing.

To give a summary of the query processing in a database, we consider again the example
query proposed previously as formulated following the ISO SQL/MM standard �����-�
[ISO�����-�:����]:

SELECT *

FROM films m NATURAL JOIN segments s

WHERE m.director = ’Woody Allen’ AND

SI_FindClrHstgr(queryImage).SI_Score(s.stills) < 10;

In the parsing step, the above query is parsed to an abstract syntax tree, possibly looking
as the following exemplary (and simpli�ed) tree.
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rel: 
segments

SI_FindClr
Hstgr

�
director = 

‘Woody Allen’

�
SI_Score < 10

rel: 
films

��

In the rewriting and the optimisation phase, the �ltering predicates are pushed down,
possibly leading to a query tree as follows.

rel: 
segments

SI_FindClr
Hstgr

�
director = 

‘Woody Allen’

�
SI_Score < 10

rel: 
films

��

�e optimisation step further optimises the execution, by deciding which branch of the
tree to evaluate �rst (i.e., the branch coming from the relation segments or the branch
from the relation films), what algorithm to use for joining the results, etc. Finally, the
query plan is executed and the results are returned to the user.
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4.4 Storage Management and Access

On the lowest level of a database system, a relation of a database is stored on a persistent
storage. Given that the data structures (and possibly also the storage medium) may vary
within the physical storage, a logical tuple has to be identi�able. Hence, for the mapping of
a logical to a physical tuple, a function

R → TID (�.��)

which maps a tuple t ∈ R to a tuple identi�er ��� ∈ TID is necessary. In the following, we
will consider the problem of storage management in more detail.

�e interaction with the storage manager of a database system involves persistently
storing and updating, and retrieving data. �e storage manager provides an interface with
transactional support to access the stored data from the query processor of the database
system. It supports data structures for storing data and indexes. �e storage layer comes
with support for bu�er management to cache data read from disk, transaction management
and recovery to ensure transactional properties, which we, however, skip at this point of
this thesis as they are secondary to multimedia data management systems.

4.4.1 Local Storage

Conventional databases traditionally read data in form of disk pages, which are usually
very small in size (typically � - ��� KBs) and only hold very few records. �e main reason
for the small size of pages is a consequence of the memory hierarchy and the fact that the
devices with the smallest capacity o�er the fastest access speed.

Upon request, pages are moved from disk into memory where they reside and wait for
being processed by the layers further up in the storage hierarchy. It must be noted that the
gap between the disk and memory is the biggest one in terms of time. Given a query with a
Boolean predicate, a sequential scan (without using any index structure) will have to read
through all data pages and, hence, load all pages from disk into memory. On the other
hand, in an index scan, both the index pages (depending on the structure of the index, for
instance, in a tree-based index structure, not all index pages have to be considered) and the
(selected) data pages storing the candidate tuples have to be read.

Generally, the local storage mechanisms can be categorised in whether a database
interacts with the disk drivers in a raw access mode, whether it uses �le system facilities
of the operating system or whether it accesses the �le system through an application (as
illustrated in Figure �.�). In the raw mode, a database system can place blocks on the storage
medium – circumventing the operating system – in a way that considers the access patterns
used in the database system. For example, for queries requiring large amounts of data,
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Figure 4.7 Local storage mechanisms.

reserving a contiguous block of data allows to access the data sequentially. At the other
end of the spectrum, in the application-driven mode, the database system persists the data
through an application which may decide on its own how to place the data, how to perform
caching, etc.

From the localised perspective, also an in-memory approach may be considered. In-
memory databases exploit main memory for the data storage and eliminate in this way the
disk I/O bottleneck [ZCO+��]. Strictly speaking, in-memory data management is not part
of the storage model as the persisting operation is not durable; nevertheless, the approach
has a very valid use. With the growing amounts of memory available in modern systems, it
becomes more and more interesting to keep large parts of the database in memory. Having
parts of the data in memory is a frequently applied technique in retrieval applications which
keep, for instance, the index in memory to be able to quickly respond to queries, while
storing the documents on a persistent storage (cf. [BP��]).

4.4.2 Distributed Storage

From a distributed storage perspective, we distinguish following [WSZ��b] block-based,
object-based and �le-based storage models.

In block-based storage, the distributed storage medium is regarded by the database as
being a block device (e.g., a hard disk), i.e., the storage is organised in blocks of �xed size.
On the basis of a unique identi�er each block may be accessed. Block-based storage is a
low-level paradigm for higher level storages providing �le-based or object-based access.

�e object-based storage model exposes data in terms of objects together with their
metadata, identi�ed by globally unique object identi�ers. �e namespace is normally �at;
an object server stores an object to location mapping, while a metadata server is responsible
for storing the metadata.
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�e level of abstraction in �le-based storage models are �les organised in hierarchical
structures. Distributed �le systems, such as the Hadoop Distributed File System (HDFS), are
typically orchestrated by name nodes which take over incoming queries, manage where �les
are stored in the data nodes and store the available metadata. Compared to conventional
database data �les (as noted in Section �.�.�), the �les stored on distributed �le systems are
comparably large (typically �� MB up to � GB) and hold a large number of tuples [Elt��].
�e reasons for this discrepancy are manifold: First, modern computers come with a large
amount of memory, allowing to move large �les up the memory hierarchy. Moreover, given
that every �le in a distributed �le system is represented in the memory of the name nodes,
a large number of �les would result in large memory consumption on the name nodes only
for the management of the available �les. Furthermore, distributed �le systems are o�en
built with the purpose of storing very large data sets and providing a streaming access to
user applications [SKR+��]. Reading small �les would result in many seeks from varying
data nodes and, thus, in ine�cient access to the data. Finally, when using the map/reduce
paradigm, the map operation will generate one task per block. For many small �les, a large
number of tasks has to be created which results in a large overhead of bookkeeping and
orchestration. Hence, in distributed �le systems, the access is moved from a few tuples as
in traditional database systems to a comparably large number of tuples which are read and
moved into memory. Obviously, this has implications of the memory hierarchy, also in
terms of the use of index structures.

4.4.3 Polystores and Adaptive Storage

As mentioned in Section �.�.�, new approaches in data models consider the combination of
multiple data models, depending on the data at hand, and break the paradigm of “one-size-
�ts-all” [SC��]. �e choice of logical data model also in�uences the physical data model.
�e concept of polystores, as discussed in [Sto��] and presented in Section �.�.�, obviously,
also has to support varying physical data models for storing the available data.

On the other hand, in [IKM��], the authors make use of the incoming queries, to adapt
the physical data storage to improve the query e�ciency by cracking the data blocks into
smaller pieces. �e adjustment of the physical space happens dynamically and is query-
driven. In the H�O data store [AIA��], the system supports various storage layouts (i.e.,
row-major, column-major, grouping of columns) and decides dynamically for an incoming
query which design to use and how to adapt the physical storage. Similarly, OctopusDB
[DJ��] introduces the notion of storage views being secondary, alternative physical data
representations which are used based on the workload.
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4.5 Index Structures for High-Dimensional Data

�e execution of a query, in particular, the computation of a distance measure for each
tuple of the relation, can result in a computationally expensive task. Consider, for instance,
the most straightforward way of executing a similarity query on a relation with n elements
by performing an exhaustive distance computation for each tuple. �e computation of
an element-wise distance, e.g., the Manhattan or Euclidean distance, requiresO(n × dim)
distance calculations meaning that the distance computation, in general, is dependent
on both the collection size n and the dimensionality dim of the data. Given that the user
is, however, mostly only interested in a small fraction of the full relation, e.g., the top
κ results, with κ � n, it seems that the full computation of distances for every tuple of
the relation is a time-intensive wasting of resources at query time. Particularly for large
collections, scanning a relation sequentially and computing the distance for each tuple, is a
computationally too heavy task to be feasible to be performed.

From a physical data model perspective, classical database systems make use of index
structures as auxiliary access structures to improve the e�ciency of data lookups. Instead of
sequentially processing every single tuple from a relation, indexes allow to e�ciently search
within the indexed data space and provide means to early prune elements from the �nal
result set, such that only the candidate set of remaining elements that has not been �ltered
out in the index scan has to be processed further. With indexes, a database system trades
o� both, computation at o�-line time and storage, to lower the on-line query latency.

�e process of creating an index can generally be considered a function where a tuple is
mapped to an index value, i.e.,

I ∶ R → TID × I (�.��)

with I denoting an index composed by index values ϊ ∈ I , e.g., a hash value, a bit string,
etc. that is used at query time when scanning the index to have some concise information
about the indexed attribute. TID denotes the tuple identi�er space which allows to relate
a tuple from the logical data model to the physical data model. At query time, the index
is employed for retrieving a candidate set,A���, which is further processed to retrieve the
�nal result set. Formally,

(q, IR)� A��� (�.��)

maps a query and an index to a candidate set of tuple identi�ers. �is �ltering phase is
generally followed by a re�nement phase in which the selected items of the data collection
are retrieved and further processed, i.e.,

(q,A���, R)�R (�.��)

Figure �.� illustrates the processing of a query with the aid of an index structure. Instead
of sequentially reading the full data, in the �rst step the index is queried; the resulting
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Figure 4.8 Index-based query processing: The illustration visualises how a query is
processed using an index scan with a subsequent filtered data scan which refines
the results.

candidate set is then further processed by accessing (parts of) the data and re�ning the
results.

To e�ciently determine, for instance, the nearest neighbours in a similarity search,
an index structure overcomes the intensive computation by selecting candidates from the
indexed data space that match the query best and early prunes elements from the candidate
set. �is avoids the full distance computation for every data point in the collection. While
the set of selected, candidate results is larger than the �nal result set, as it also contains
false hits which show up in the result set, but are not relevant, it is much smaller than the
collection size. To retrieve the �nal result set, for all the data points in the candidate setA���,
the data is accessed in a �ltered data scan and re�ned by computing the actual distance to
the query. Hence, the set containing false positives, as generated in the �rst scanning phase,
is cleaned a�er-the-fact in a re�nement step.

While it is generally a property of an index scan to produce false hits, normally, index
structures do not miss any relevant result, referred to as false dismissals, in the scan. In
the last decade, the concept of approximate index structures has received more and more
attention (cf. [IM��; FTA+��; CP��]). Approximate similarity searches trade high e�ciency
at the expense of some acceptable imprecision [AGS��]. Rather than returning all relevant
results with a probability of �.�, approximate indexes only retrieve nearest neighbours
with a high probability which is not necessarily exactly �.�. As a consequence, an element
“lost” in the �rst index scanning stage, will not be able to be rescued in the subsequent
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re�nement phase scanning the data. False dismissals may be acceptable in the context of a
full retrieval application as similarity searches are o�en part of a larger application which
by itself contains other approximations (e.g., by the feature transformation) and hence, the
loss in precision – compared to the gain in retrieval performance which may result from
the approximate scan – may be negligible [ML��].

For conventional database systems, B+-trees have become the de facto data structure
for indexes. B+-trees are self-balanced, m-ary trees (with m o�en rather large). �ey can be
applied to structured data on which a total order exists with good performance (O(logm n),
with m denoting the branching factor).

In the following, we consider high-dimensional feature vector data representing the
contents of a multimedia document. Such data has, compared to textual or numerical data,
generally not order; instead, its ordering is dependent on the query. �is section presents
various index structures for κNN similarity scans in high-dimensional vector spaces. For
notational simplicity, we will use the notation introduced previously where D denotes the
collection of feature vectors, and d ∈ D is a feature vector stored in the collection. Similarly,
q denotes a query vector. Despite the di�erent notation used in the following, obviously,
the index structures still follow the relational setting introduced in this chapter.

We will mainly focus on the properties of the index structures at on-line time and
neglect the o�-line creation time. Nevertheless, it should be mentioned that depending on
the use case, it is important to also optimise for the time between data insertion and the data
being available for retrieval. [ZIP��], for example, consider this problem by dynamically
generating �ne-grained indexes based on the queries posed to the system, while by default
only providing a coarse-grained, quickly creatable index.

4.5.1 Hierarchical Indexes

In the ����s and ��s, the �eld of databases has seen a large body of research on tree-based
indexing methods for high-dimensional vector data. In general, these �rst approaches
solved the problem of indexing for high-dimensional data by partitioning the data space
and clustering the elements to a hierarchical tree structure. In this setting, data points which
are “close” to each other in the feature space are supposed to be “close” to each other on the
physical storage as well; similarly, data objects which are “further away” in the feature space
are supposed to be “further away” in the storage space, as shown in Figure �.�.

4.5.1.1 Space-Filling Curves, Pyramid Technique

As discussed previously, for using B+-trees a total ordering of the data is necessary, which
is, however, not an inherent property of feature data from Rdim. Nevertheless, such an
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Figure 4.9 Index-based retrieval using hierarchical indexes: The storage space matches
to some extent the layout of the data space (based on [CS10, p. 236]).
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Figure 4.10 Space-filling Hilbert curve and the corresponding index: The illustration
depicts the Hilbert curve in two dimensions and the corresponding mapping to a
tree-based structure (based on [LK00]).

ordering can be produced, for instance, using space-�lling curves (cf. [LK��]). Space-�lling
curves, such as the Hilbert curve, map data points from a dim-dimensional space into a
�-dimensional space, i.e., Rdim → R, by considering that points “near” in a dim-dimensional
space are also supposed to be “near” in the mapped representation. In Figure �.��, we show
a visualisation of a Hilbert curve for dim = � and the resulting hierarchy, which can be
mapped onto a tree structure.
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Similarly, in the Pyramid technique [BBK��], a one-dimensional embedding of a high-
dimensional space is computed which is then indexed using a B+-tree, as the embedding
creates an ordering in the data.

Although both methods create computationally favourable index structures for query-
ing, as they both only encompass one dimension, the computation of space-�lling curves
for a large number of dimensions is not a trivial task. Moreover, for skewed, correlated or
clustered points, space-�lling curves do not provide an e�cient solution [BBK+��].

4.5.1.2 Quadtrees, Octrees, k-d-Trees

Quadtrees, octrees and k-d-trees also belong to the family of hierarchical index structures.
�eir functioning is similar in that they are constructed by recursively partitioning the data
space, resulting naturally in a tree structure.

Quadtrees [FB��], for instance, partition two-dimensional spaces into four quad-
rants. Analogously, octrees [Mea��] split three-dimensional spaces. �e generalisation
of quadtrees and octrees creates a family of structures that splits the data space into �dim

hyper-cubical regions perpendicular to one of the axes.
k-d trees [Ben��], on the other hand, divide the data space into two sub-spaces in

alternation along one of the axes, �nally resulting in a multi-dimensional binary search tree.
�e regions of the k-d tree are, hence, not necessarily cubical, but still rectangular.

4.5.1.3 R-Tree Family

R-trees [Gut��] are height-balanced trees similar to B+-trees and form a multi-dimensional
generalisation of the B+-tree. Contrary to the quadtrees, octrees and k-d-trees, the R-tree
does not partition the data space, but only the points of the sub-tree. �e nodes in an
R-tree store pointers to their child nodes and a dim-dimensional rectangular bounding
box covering all nodes from the lower hierarchy level. In Figure �.��, we visualise a two-
dimensional R-tree with the bounding boxes and the corresponding tree structure.

As noted in [BKK��], the major problem of R-tree-based index structures comes from
overlapping bounding boxes, which increases with a growing number of dimensions, and
which degenerates the use of the tree-structure to a sequential search [BKK��]. For split-
ting the inner nodes (i.e., the bounding boxes) of the R-tree as a result of a new insertion,
[Gut��] proposes multiple heuristics with various costs, including an exhaustive algorithm,
a quadratic-cost algorithm and a linear cost algorithm. As a variation to the originally pro-
posed R-tree, R∗-trees, for instance, implement a better splitting strategy which minimises
coverage [BKS+��]. R+-trees, on the other hand, avoid overlapping regions completely and
allow that objects might be inserted in multiple leaves [SRF��]. X-trees extend the R∗-tree
heuristics to completely avoid overlaps [BKK��]. �e SS-tree [WJ��] and similarly the
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data space index

Figure 4.11 R-tree index: The illustration depicts an R-tree in a two-dimensional space. The
minimal bounding box of the red rectangle has increased as to cut through the
greenish rectangle, resulting in overlapping regions (based on [Wik17]).

TV-tree [LJF��] use spherical regions, rather than rectangular splits. In [KS��], the authors
present the SR-tree, which combines the spherical regions of the SS-tree and a splitting
strategy from the R∗ tree.

4.5.1.4 Curse of Dimensionality

We have presented some peculiarities of high-dimensional spaces in Section �.�.� already.
�e e�ects of high-dimensional spaces have also consequences on index structures. �e
curse of dimensionality [Bel��, pp. ��] describes the problem of exponential increase in
volume when adding one additional dimension to a Euclidean space. With respect to
indexes, this behaviour may result in exponentially increasing query costs with increasing
dimensionality. It was shown empirically (cf. [BKK��; KS��]) that with an increasing
number of dimensions, the performance of tree-based index structures is bound to degrade
– in the best case – to a sequential data scan [SHJ+��].

Considering, for instance, the most simple partitioning scheme, we split the data space
in each dimension into two halves (as this is done, for instance, in k-d-trees). �e number
of partitions grows with �dim. For instance, for dimensionality dim = ���, around ����

partitions are existent. Even for large collections, most of the partitions will, however, be
empty or very sparsely populated. Moreover, simply the task of addressing each partition
would lead to exorbitant space requirements.

As a consequence of the curse of dimensionality, [WSB��] claims that for an increas-
ing number of dimensions conventional data and space partitioning structures are out-
performed by a sequential scan (already for more than �� dimensions). Moreover, there is no
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organisation of high-dimensional vector spaces based on partitioning or clustering which
does not ultimately degenerate to a sequential scan for a dimensionality above a certain
threshold. Hence, any tree-based structure will not be more e�cient than a brute-force
exhaustive distance calculation with the additional disadvantage of having to maintain
an auxiliary data structure. In the following, we therefore present index structures which
circumvent the anomalies of high-dimensional spaces, for instance, by avoiding clustering
and partitioning at all or performing it only in low dimensionalities.

4.5.2 Cluster Pruning

Cluster Pruning (CP) [CPR+��] and extended Cluster Pruning (eCP) [GJA��] use vector
quantisation to create an approximate clustering of the data collection. At indexing time, a
set of random representatives are selected from the data points to which the data points are
assigned to. At query time, only those partitions are considered, for which the representative
of the cluster is “closest” to the query, while all the other clusters are pruned. Table �.� gives
a notational summary for CP indexes detailled in the following.

Table 4.1 Notational summary for CP indexes.

α number of representatives to a assign a feature point
to (default α = �)

β number of clusters to read at query time (default β = �)
Γ clusters (Γ� , . . . , Γν)
Λ number of levels in multi-level clustering
ν number of representatives (default ν =

√
n )

λ leaders (λ� , . . . , λν)
ρ representatives (ρ� , . . . , ρν)

4.5.2.1 Index Structure

To construct a CP index, at o�-line time, ν representatives ({ρ�, . . . , ρν} ⊂ D) are selected
randomly from the collection. Each data point in the collection is then quantised to the
closest representative and, hence, becomes a follower, i.e., there exists a quantiser

q ∶ D → {ρ�, . . . , ρν} (�.��)

that assigns each data point to one representative.
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In [CPR+��], the authors suggest randomly selecting ν =
√

n representatives as it
minimises the number of distance calculations at query timeO(ν+ n

ν ). Assuming a uniform
assignment of point to representatives, each cluster will, therefore, be assigned

√
n data

points on average. In the case of not uniformly distributed data, however, the clusters
may be assigned a varying number of data points; as a consequence, certain clusters may
be nearly empty, while others may contain a large number of elements. Following the
observations made in [SHJ+��], the authors of [GJA��] argue that too small clusters only
contribute little to the result quality, but still require an I/O operation to be read. On the
other hand, too large clusters result at query time in expensive I/O operations and great
CPU costs for computing the distances. As a consequence, the authors suggest to choose a
larger number of cluster representatives for the quantisation, but eliminate at the end of the
cluster creation process the corresponding number of smallest and largest cluster leaders
and re-cluster the data points to the remaining representatives.

To improve the retrieval quality by increasing the chances for a true near neighbour to
be reported, in [CPR+��], the authors suggest to apply a technique known as so�-assignment
[PCI+��]: Rather than assigning a data point only to the closest representative, the data
point is assigned to the α > � closest representatives. Increasing α also increases the size
of clusters. A cluster will, therefore, contain on average α

√
n data points; therefore, the

attempt to increase the result quality will at the same time reduce the e�ciency of reading
and processing the index.

A�er the assignment of all points to a representative, for each cluster j a representative
leader λ j is appointed which is stored together with the cluster. �e authors of [CPR+��]
suggest three strategies for doing so:

– the leader λ j corresponds to the representative ρ j chosen in the beginning;

– the leader is the centroid of the cluster points (note that in this case λ j ∈ U, but not
necessarily λ j ∈ D, as D ⊂ U);

– the leader is the medoid of the cluster (i.e., a data point of the data collection which is
closest to the centroid), hence, λ j ∈ D.

Ultimately, the index stored on disk consists of two parts:

– a list of ν leaders {λ�, . . . , λν} ∈ U;

– for each leader λ j( j ∈ {�, . . . , ν}), the data points assigned to it.

�e clustering strategy presented for CP forms a method of vector quantisation that
creates a partitioning of the data collection into clusters which are identi�ed by a leading
data point. However, as the selection of representatives is performed randomly, the index
construction is non-deterministic.

In Figure �.��, we illustrate the CP indexing in a simple case. Algorithm �.� summarises
the basic steps for constructing the CP index.
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Leaders

Followers

Figure 4.12 Visualisation of the CP index: The illustration depicts the index with a
collection of n = �� elements; we choose

√
n = � leaders.

Algorithm 4.5 Indexing algorithm for CP (based on [CPR+07]).

Input: set of n data points D, number of clusters ν
Output: clusters Γ�, . . . , Γν with the corresponding leaders λ�, . . . , λν

and assigned data points d ∈ D

�: randomly choose ν =
√

n representatives ρi , . . . , ρν
�: for all d ∈ D do
�: assign data point d to the closest cluster Γ�, . . . , Γν

(possibly use so�-assignment to assign a data point to the closest α clusters)
�: end for
�: for all Γj ∈ {Γ�, . . . , Γν} do
�: choose a leader λ j by a custom strategy
�: end for

Multi-level clustering As the cluster size directly a�ects the retrieval time, in [CPR+��],
the authors propose a variation to CP which aims at reducing the cluster size by applying a
multi-level clustering strategy. Multi-level clustering recursively clusters the set of leaders
and ultimately creates a tree structure which contains in the leafs the data points and in the
inner nodes the leaders for the corresponding level. �is extension reduces the number of
distances to be computed – possibly at the expense of retrieval quality – toO((Λ + �)n �

Λ+� )
where Λ denotes the number of levels. Figure �.�� visualises a two-level clustering based on
the previous example shown in Figure �.��.

�e results in [CPR+��] show a deterioration of the result quality for increasing Λ.
Instead, the only improvement noticeable, is in the index generation time which decreases
with multi-level clustering.
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Level 0

Level 1

Level 2

Figure 4.13 2-level CP index: The illustration depicts n = �� data points. At the top level,
ν� = ��

�
� = � representatives are present; on the following level ν� = ��

�
� = ��.

Each representative subsumes ��
�
� = � elements.

4.5.2.2 Search Algorithm

At on-line, query time, the query is initially only compared to the leaders {λ�, . . . , λν} and
the distance between the query and the leaders is computed, i.e., δ(q, λ j) with j ∈ [�, ν].
Following this, the query is compared only amongst the data points in the cluster that
pertain to the closest leader, pruning all other data points which do not belong to it. At
query time, the number of distance calculations to be performed is, assuming a uniform
data distribution,

O(ν + n
ν
) = O(

√
n +
√

n ) = O(�
√

n ) (�.��)

i.e., the distance to each cluster leader λ j ( j ∈ [�, ν]) and, furthermore, to all data points in
the cluster has to be computed.

To improve the retrieval quality, in [CPR+��], the authors suggest to not only read
the one closest cluster to the query, but to retrieve the closest β clusters and compare the
contents of these clusters to the query at hand. Hence, depending on β,

O(ν + β
n
ν
) = O((� + β)

√
n ) (�.��)

distance computations have to be executed. Setting the parameter β is di�cult, as the
quality of the results is not predictable in advance. Obviously, as β increases, the retrieval
time increases as well.

In Algorithm �.�, we summarise the search algorithm for CP.
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Algorithm 4.6 Search algorithm for CP (based on [CPR+07]).

Input: clusters Γ�, . . . , Γl with the corresponding leaders λ�, . . . , λν,
query vector q, number of clusters to read at query time β

Output: candidate setA���

�: for all λ j ∈ {λ�, . . . , λν} do
�: compute the distance from the query to the leader, i.e., δ(q, λ j)
�: end for
�: add all elements of the clusters pertaining to the closest β leaders to the candidate set
A���

4.5.3 Locality-Sensitive Hashing

�e main idea of Locality-Sensitive Hashing (LSH) [IM��; GIM��] is to produce a hash
for all data points such that for points “close” to each other the probability of a collision in
the hash is much higher than for points which are “far” apart. At query time, the hashes of
the indexed collection are compared to the hashed query and only the buckets to which
the query is hashed to are retrieved and considered further as candidate results. Table �.�
gives a notational summary for LSH indexes which we will introduce in more detail in the
following.

Table 4.2 Notational summary for LSH indexes.

α number of hash functions used by a hash combining
function

β number of combining hash functions γ j to use
µ modulo value possibly applied on the combining hash

function
γ hash combining function (γ� , . . . , γβ)
η hash function with η ∈H (η� , . . . , ηα)
H family of hash functions
H hash tables (H� , . . . , Hβ)

4.5.3.1 Index Structure

For constructing the LSH index structure, each data point is hashed to a bucket. Although
every kind of projection operation could theoretically be used, intuitively, for achieving a
high precision and retrieval quality, if two data points are “close” in the feature space, the
probability that they collide in their hash should be high; vice-versa if two vectors are “far”
apart, the probability that they collide in their hash should be small.�

� �is hashing strategy is therefore very di�erent from the conventional application of hashing, which
rather tries to avoid collisions even for very similar items. In here, the hashing function tries to maximise
the collision probability of close items and minimise the collision probability of distant items.
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[JRU��] describes three properties for families of hashing functions which are e�ective
for the task at hand:

– �e probability for close pairs being candidate pairs should be higher than for pairs
which are more far apart.

– �e functions must be statistically independent. More precisely, it should be possible
to estimate the probability that two (or more) functions give a certain response, by the
product of their independent probabilities.

– �e evaluation of the functions must be e�cient.
Formally, using a hash function η, a dim-dimensional vector is projected onto the space

of integers, as denoted in
η ∶ Rdim → Z (�.��)

A family H of hash functions is called locality-sensitive or more speci�cally (δ̄�, δ̄�,
p�, p�)-sensitive, if for any two data points u i , u j ∈ Rdim

if �� u i − u j �� ≤ δ̄� then PrH[η(u i) = η(u j)] ≥ p�

if �� u i − u j �� ≥ δ̄� then PrH[η(u i) = η(u j)] ≤ p�

where η is chosen fromH and, in order to be useful, the following inequalities have to be
satis�ed

p� > p� and δ̄� < δ̄� (�.��)

Di�erently said, for close data points, the probability p� is said to be high if u i and u j map to
the same bucket; similarly, for data points which are distant from each other, the probability
to collide in the same bucket should be small. Figure �.�� visualises the desired behaviour
of a (δ̄�, δ̄�, p�, p�)-sensitive function.

Amplification Generally, a familyH cannot be used “as is” for retrieval, as the gap between
p� and p� might be only very small [AI��]. Instead, we seek strategies to amplify the gap
between both probabilities. In particular, the goal is to increase the probability p� (for
colliding if two data points are similar) and lower the probability p� (for being hashed to
the same bucket even if the two data points are dissimilar). A strategy for achieving this
is by concatenating hash functions [GIM��], as we will discuss in the following. We will
consider the AND and the OR ampli�cation as two approaches to amplify the gap between
the probabilities and concatenate multiple hash functions.

For the AND ampli�cation, we use a function η̇AND which is constructed by picking
without replacement α hash functions fromH, i.e., {η�, η�, ..., ηα}, for a �xed α. Using the
AND ampli�cation, a new family of functions ḢAND is constructed for which the following
must hold

η̇AND(u i) = η̇AND(u j)⇔ ηk(u i) = ηk(u j) ∀� ≤ k ≤ α (�.��)
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Figure 4.14 Behaviour of a (δ̄�, δ̄�, p�, p�)-sensitive function: The illustration compares
the probability of collision, i.e., PrH[η(ui) = η(u j)], and the distance (based on
[JRU14, p. 100]).

Based on the statistical independence of the functions, ḢAND forms a family of (δ̄�, δ̄�,
(p�)α , (p�)α)-sensitive functions. Note that the AND ampli�cation lowers the probabilities
of collisions; choosing α reasonably can decrease the value of p� to almost zero. Moreover,
it ampli�es the di�erence in probabilities between close and far points.

For the OR ampli�cation, we construct in similar way a function η̇OR by picking without
replacement β hash functions fromH, i.e., η�, η�, ..., ηβ, for a �xed β. Using the OR ampli-
�cation, a new family of functions ḢOR is constructed for which the following must hold

η̇OR(u i) = η̇OR(u j)⇔ ηk(u i) = ηk(u j) for some k ∈ {�, ..., β} (�.��)

Based on the statistical independence of the functions, ḢOR is a family of (δ̄�, δ̄�, �− (�−
p�)β , �−(�− p�)β)-sensitive functions. Note that the OR ampli�cation boosts the probability
of collision; choosing β reasonably, can increase the value of p� to almost one. However, it
should be noted that it boosts the probability more for close points than for points which
are further away from each other and, hence, also ampli�es the gap in collision probability
between close and far points.

In Figure �.��, we visualise the in�uence of the parameters α and β. �e steepness
of the S-curve re�ects how e�ectively false positives and false negatives can be avoided
amongst the candidate pairs [JRU��, p. ��]. Obviously, the steeper the curve, the better the
discriminative power of the hash function.

Using both the AND and the OR ampli�cation, in Algorithm �.�, we summarise the
construction phase of an LSH index. We �rst choose β independent hash functions (OR
ampli�cation) γ�, . . . , γβ which are constructed by combining (AND ampli�cation) the
hash functions, i.e., γi is constructed by ηi ,�, ηi ,�, . . . , ηi ,α. As a result of the ampli�cation,
the construction algorithm results in a very large number of buckets with most of them
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Figure 4.15 Visualisation of the AND and the OR amplification: The illustration depicts
the relationship between collision probability and distance for varying parameters
α of the AND amplification, and β of the OR amplification (based on [AI08]).

being empty. Hence, in implementing Algorithm �.�, we retain only non-empty buckets
by again hashing the values of γi(d) using standard hashing to a smaller number (µ) of
buckets.

�e index stored on disk, hence, consists of the following parts:

– β combining hash functions γi(⋅) (with i ∈ [�, β]) consisting of α hash functions η j(⋅)
(with j ∈ [�, α]), and the corresponding β independent hash tables H�, . . . , Hβ;

– for each hash table, the data points assigned to each speci�c bucket;

Algorithm 4.7 Indexing algorithm for LSH (based on based on [GIM99; AI08]).

Input: set of n data points D, number of combining hash functions and
hash tables β, number of simple hash functions α, family of
Hash functionsH

Output: hash tables H�, . . . , Hβ with assigned data points D, and
hash functions γ�, . . . , γβ

�: Generate β hash functions γi(⋅) and the corresponding hash tables Hi such that

γi = (ηi ,�, ηi ,�, . . . , ηi ,α)

where ηi ,�, . . . , ηi ,α are chosen randomly from the family of hash functionsH
�: for all d ∈ D do
�: store d in bucket γi(d) (possibly modulo µ) of hash table Hi for i ∈ [�, β]
�: end for
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Figure 4.16 Hashing function for Minkowski distances: The variable z shifts the
projection given by x; w chops the line into segments of equal width.

4.5.3.2 Hash Families

In the following, we present a few commonly used locality-sensitive hash function families
H, which are well known in research literature.

Hamming distance Assuming binary data points, i.e., U = {�, �}dim, [IM��] suggest to use
for the Hamming distance a family of functions H which contains all projections of the
input point on one of the coordinates, i.e.,

η j(u) = uk (�.��)

with k ∈ [�, dim]. More precisely, the hash function returns at random a dimension of the
document d. Note, however, that applying the same function η j will always have to return
the same dimension. �is family is locality-sensitive as discussed in [GIM��].

Minkwoski distance [DII+��] presents for Minkowski distances δLp(⋅) a generic family of
hash functions based on p-stable distributions. For the hash function, we pick a random
projection x j ∈ Rdim with entries from a p-stable distribution, chop the line into equi-width
segments (wj) and shi� by a random value z j ∈ [�, wj). Formally, the hashing function is
given as

η j(u) = �
x ju + z j

w j
� (�.��)

which we visualise in Figure �.��.
�e Cauchy distribution, i.e., c(x) = �

π
�

�+x� , is a �-stable distribution, which can be
applied for Manhattan distances. For p = �, the Gaussian distribution, i.e., γ(x) = �√

�π e− x�
� ,

can be used for setting the entries of x j.
For Euclidean spaces, there exists a large body of research on further, suitable hash

functions (e.g., [TT��] suggests a spherical partitioning).
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4.5.3.3 Search Algorithm

At query time, the query is hashed using the combining hash functions γ�, . . . , γβ. �e data
points from the hash tables are pooled and the points from the bucket γ j(q) in the i-th
hash table Hi (with i ∈ [�, β]) are added to the candidate setA���.

To increase the number of collected candidates (depending also on the average number
of elements per bucket), following the ideas of [LJW+��; Pan��], the query can additionally
be randomly perturbated, i.e., q + ρ with o�set ρ. �e additional query points generated in
this way can be used for scanning the index and the buckets retrieved for the extra query
points are also retrieved.

In Algorithm �.�, we summarise the search algorithm of LSH.

Algorithm 4.8 Search algorithm for LSH (based on [GIM99; AI08]).

Input: hash tables H�, . . . , Hβ and hash functions γ�, . . . , γβ, query vector q
Output: candidate setA���

�: for all i ∈ [�, β] do
�: add all points found in the bucket γi(q) of hash table Hi to the candidate setA���
�: end for

To analyse the running time complexity of LSH, two parts have to be considered [AI��]:
the time to hash the query to the corresponding buckets and the time to retrieve the data
points stored in the buckets to read. In the following equation, the �rst term, Tc , denotes the
time needed to perform the projection and compute the hashes, while the second term, Tg ,
marks the time necessary to load the points from the necessary bucket. We use ν to denote
the number of collisions which can be estimated to β times the average number of points
per bucket (depending also on the hash function chosen). �e running time complexity of
LSH, hence, sums up to

O(Tc +Tg) = O(dim × α × β)+O(ν) = O(dim × α × β)+O(β ×avg points per bucket)
(�.��)

where the average number of points per bucket is in the average case n
µ . We refer to [AI��] for

more details on the guarantees of the hashing functions related to the Minkowski distances.

4.5.4 Metric Inverted-File

�e basic idea underlying this index structure which is largely based on [CFN��], and
later improved and named Metric Inverted File (MI-File) in [AS��; AGS��], comes from
the assumption that two very similar data points share also a very similar view of their
surroundings. Hence, in the MI-File index every data point is represented – under the
assumption that the triangle inequality holds in the indexed feature space – by the distance
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to a number of selected reference points. For comparing two data points, hence, the ordering
of the closest reference points is compared and the permutation of the closest points is used
as a measure to approximate the real distance. Table �.� gives a notational summary for
MI-File indexes which we will detail in the following.

Table 4.3 Notational summary for MI-File indexes.

κι number of reference points to store in index
κσ number of reference points to consider at query time
ν number of reference points to use (default ν = �

√
n ))

ω j permutation of reference points for d j

ξ j position of reference point ρ j in order list of distances
ρ reference point (ρ� , . . . , ρν)

4.5.4.1 Index Structure

For constructing the MI-File index, �rst, a set of reference points {ρ�, . . . , ρν} ⊂ D is
randomly chosen. �e authors of [CNB+��] report that the random selection of reference
points is as good as a more complex selection of reference points, e.g., based on the data
distribution.

A data point d ∈ D is then projected to a new vector which describes the distance to the
reference points, i.e.,

D → (ξ�, . . . , ξν) (�.��)

where ξi indicates the position of the reference point ρi in the ordered list of distances from
d to the reference points. For example, ξ j = � means that the reference point ρ j ranks eighth
in the list of ordered distances to all reference points ρi for i = {�, . . . , ν}.

Ultimately, a permutation vector ω stores for a data point d a list of identi�ers to the
closest references sorted by the distance. Rather than storing all ν reference points for each
data point, to decrease the amount of data stored, [AS��; AGS��] suggest to only keep the
κι closest points.

Algorithm �.� summarises the creation algorithm for the MI index, while in Figure �.��,
we visualise the creation of the MI index.

In [AS��], the authors theoretically show that the number of reference points should at
least be ν ≥ �

√
n to generate a unique ordering for each element in the collection. However,

the authors empirically determine that the number of reference points can generally be
chosen lower while still providing a high accuracy.
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Figure 4.17 Visualisation of the MI-File index: The illustration depicts the MI-File index
for κι = �, i.e., only the reference points highlighted are ultimately stored (based
on [AGS14]).

Algorithm 4.9 Indexing algorithm for an MI-File index (based on [CFN08; AS08;
AGS14]).

Input: set of n data points D, number of reference points ν,
number of reference points to store κι

Output: reference points ρ�, . . . , ρν, permutation ω per element d ∈ D

�: randomly select ν data points from D and consider these to be reference points, i.e.,
{ρ�, . . . , ρν} ⊂ D

�: for all d ∈ D do
�: compute the distance of d to each reference point {ρ�, . . . , ρν} and

store a sorted list (by distance) of identi�ers to the reference points (ω)
�: end for

To summarise, the index stored on disk, ultimately consist of:

– reference points ρ�, . . . , ρν;

– the data points represented by a list of identi�ers to the reference points, sorted by the
distance to the corresponding reference point.

4.5.4.2 Search Algorithm

At query time, the query is similarly projected into the index space and represented as
an ordering of reference points (see Figure �.��). An approximative distance can then be
computed by comparing the orderings to the reference points of both the query and each
data point. For this, various methods of rank correlation are presented in [CFN��], such as
Spearman’s Rho, Kendall’s Tau and Spearman’s Footrule. �e authors of [AS��] have not
found any signi�cant di�erence between the use of di�erent rank correlation methods. We
exemplary present the Spearman Footrule distance (SFD) de�ned as

δSFD(d�, d�) =
ν
�
i=�
�ω�(i) − ω�(i)� (�.��)
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Figure 4.18 Querying an MI-File index: Following the example introduced above, here we
visualise querying a MI-File index for κσ = �, i.e., only the highlighted reference
points are ultimately considered (based on [AGS14]).

where ω j denotes the ordering of the reference points for a data point d j, and with ω j(i)
we access the rank of the reference point ρi of data point j.

Following the observation of [AS��] that increasing the number of reference points
does not necessarily improve the e�ectiveness of retrieval, the authors suggest to limit the
number of reference points considered at query time to a �xed number κσ (with κσ ≤ κι).
Hence, the list of reference points of the query is limited to only consider the closest κσ

points when comparing two lists of orderings.
�e fact that at index creation time, we have limited the number of reference points

to κι and at query time we limit the reference points of the query to κσ can result in the
situation where a reference point appears in the query, but not in the data point. For this,
the Spearman Footrule distance is adjusted such that for a missing reference point the
maximum rank distance (κι + �) is assumed, i.e.,

δ′SFD(d�, d�) =
ν
�
i=�

���������

�ω�(i) − ω�(i)� if ω� and ω� contain a ranking for ρi

κι + � otherwise
(�.��)

�e search algorithm presented here has a running time of O(nκσ) as for each data
point in the collection the κσ reference points have to be considered. To keep the nearest
neighbours, a priority queue of �xed capacity can be used (see Algorithm �.�).

Inverted index [AS��; AGS��] propose using an inverted index grouped by reference
point to store the data points of the collection and increase the e�ciency at retrieval time
by only having to consider the data points appearing in the list of the reference point. As a
consequence, they are able to lower the computational complexity toO(κσ

κι n
ν ) as for κσ

reference points considered in the retrieval a posting list of average length κι n
ν has to be

read. However, it can be expected that for small numbers of reference points or for large
collections, respectively, the list will always contain a large portion of the collection.
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4.5.5 Product Quantisation

Product Quantisation (PQ) [JDS��] divides the feature space into low-dimensional sub-
spaces which are quantised separately. Data points are then represented by the quantisation
indexes for each sub-space. With the produced code, an approximate distance can be
computed at query time and used for pruning elements with large distances. Table �.� gives
a notational summary for PQ indexes.

Table 4.4 Notational summary for PQ indexes.

γ j number of clusters per split j
µ number of splits (with dim being a multiple of µ)
q quantiser
υ j sub-vector j of full vector (υ� , . . . , υµ)
s signature

4.5.5.1 Index Structure

For constructing the PQ index, �rst, the data points are split into µ distinct sub-vectors υ j,
dividing the feature space D ⊂ Rdim into µ disjoint sub-spaces as follows

d =
�
���
�

d�, . . . , dk
������������������������������������

υ�

, . . . , ddim−k+�, . . . , ddim
���������������������������������������������������������������������������������������

υµ

�
���
�

(�.��)

such that the dimensionality dim is a multiple of µ and where k = dim
µ . �e splits of the

data point υ�, . . . , υµ are then quantised using low-complexity quantisers q�, . . . , qµ which
quantise a data point to

d � �q�(υ�), . . . , qµ(υµ)� (�.��)

i.e., a data point is represented by the indexes of the clusters the sub-vectors fall into.
To create the sub-quantisers, at o�-line, indexing time, a clustering scheme is learned

based on the data at hand using a K-means clustering algorithm. �e index, then, stores
the identi�er to a centroid for each sub-quantiser, which denotes the cluster the sub-vector
is quantised to. �e index stored on disk, ultimately, stores two elements:

– a list of clusters for each split υ�, . . . , υµ;

– for each data point a list of identi�ers denoting into which cluster the splits of each
data point falls into;

Figure �.�� visualises the PQ index construction phase. In Algorithm �.��, we summarise
the construction algorithm for PQ indexes.
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Figure 4.19 Visualisation of the construction phase of the PQ index (based on
[Jég12]).

Algorithm 4.10 Indexing algorithm for PQ (based on [JDS11]).

Input: set of n data points D, number of sub-vectors µ, number of clusters
per split γi (∀i ∈ {�, . . . , µ})

Output: sub-quantisers q�, . . . , qµ and cluster indexes for each element d ∈ D

�: for all d ∈ D do
�: split the data point d into µ sub-vectors υ�, . . . , υµ of length dim

µ
�: for all υ j ∈ {υ�, . . . , υµ} do
�: quantise split υ j using the j-th sub-quantiser q j producing at most γ j cells
�: end for
�: end for

4.5.5.2 Search Algorithm

At on-line, query time, for the PQ index, using the list of cluster centre, we can compute
approximative distances for each data point. �ese approximative distances can be used
together with a priority queue of �xed capacity κ (see Algorithm �.�) to early prune results
from the candidate list.

�e authors of [JDS��] suggest two methods for computing the distance: In the symmetric
distance computation both the query vector and the database vectors are represented by
their respective centroids, i.e.,

δ(u i , u j) ≈ δ(q(u i), q(u j)) (�.��)

where q(⋅)marks the quantisation yielding the cluster centre to which the sub-vector is
quantised to. In the asymmetric case, on the other hand, the sub-vector is not encoded, i.e.,

δ(u i , u j) ≈ δ(u i , q(u j)) (�.��)
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As the asymmetric distance computation shows less distortion without loss in retrieval
performance, [JDS��] suggests to favour the asymmetric computation over the symmetric
distance computation. To increase the retrieval e�ciency, rather than computing the
distance for each data point, the distance is read from a lookup table that is associated
with each sub-quantiser. �e search algorithm presented here has a time complexityO(n)
as every element in the collection has to be scanned; however, it should be noted that by
appropriately coding the list of cluster indexes, only small signatures have to be loaded.

Non-exhaustive PQ �e authors of [JDS��] also present a non-exhaustive variation of the
PQ index which avoids scanning the whole collection and whose complexity is lower than
O(n). �e variation makes use of a coarse quantiser q̃(⋅) �rst, which in the beginning
quantises a data point, e.g., using a coarse K-means clustering. �e residual vector, which
results from the di�erence of the data point to the centroid of the cluster it is projected to,
i.e., ρ(d) = d − q̃(d), is then indexed using the PQ index presented above.

4.5.6 Spectral Hashing

Spectral Hashing (SH) [WTF��; WFT��] belongs, similar to LSH, to the family of hash-
based indexing methods, but falls into the category of “learning to hash”, i.e., the hash
functions are generated based on the data. �e idea of the SH index is to �nd a hash
function such that similar items are mapped to similar hash codes. Hence, small distances
in the feature space should result in small Hamming distances between the codes. Table �.�
gives a notational summary for SH indexes which we will detail in the following.

Table 4.5 Notational summary for SH indexes.

A affinity/similarity matrix
Φ j j-th Laplacian eigenfunction
γ distance value for which two elements are considered

similar
I identity matrix
λ j eigenvalues to the corresponding j-th Laplacian eigen-

function
ν length of signature/binary vector

minU , maxU minimum and maximum value of data space
s signature of length ν
y binary vector of length ν
Y matrix of binary vectors, i.e., Y = [y� y� . . . yn]
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4.5.6.1 Index Structure

Rather than using random projections as it is done with LSH, for the SH index, the authors
apply a learning step for learning the representations in the index space. According to
[WTF��], a code is said to be “good” if the number of bits to code the full dataset is small,
similar items are mapped to a similar code and the code can be computed e�ciently. More
formally, the authors of [WTF��] require

– each bit of the codeword to have a ��� chance of being one or zero,
– the bits of the codeword being independent of each other,
– the codes to minimise the average Hamming distance between similar points in the

feature space.
�ese requirements result ultimately in the following optimisation problem with corres-
ponding constraints:

minimise �
i j

Ai j��yi − y j����

subject to i) yi ∈ {−�, �}ν

ii) �
i

yi = �

iii) �
n�i

yi yT
i = I

(�.��)

where Ai j = exp −��u i−u j ���
γ� denotes the similarity/a�nity matrix (expressed by a Gaussian

function with γ de�ning the distance value for which two data points are considered similar)
in the feature space and ν marks the length of the signature. While constraint i) denotes the
fact that the contents of yi are binary, constraint ii) models each position of the codeword
to have a ��� chance of being � or −�. Constraint iii) models the independence of the single
bits. �e objective function in Equation �.�� can be relaxed and rewritten to

minimise trace(Y T(∆ − A)Y)
subject to i) Y(i , j) ∈ {−�, �}

ii) Y T� = �

iii) Y T Y = I

(�.��)

with Y = [y� y� . . . yn] being a n × b matrix, and ∆ a diagonal n × n matrix with ∆(i , i) =
∑ j A(i , j). Moreover, � denotes an all-� vector, and I is the identity matrix.

Removing constraint i), this problem becomes solvable. �e solution to the problem
is given by ν eigenvectors of ∆ − A with minimal eigenvalue. To map a new unseen data
point into the embedding learned above, the problem turns into a spectral problem whose
solutions to this out-of-sample extension are the �rst ν eigenfunctions of the Laplace-
Beltrami operator de�ned on manifolds. For A given as de�ned previously, a closed-form
solution for these eigenfunction exists.
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Figure 4.20 Visualisation of the eigenfunctions for the SH index: The illustration
depicts the first four eigenfunctions for a uniform rectangular distribution
together with the thresholded equivalent (based on [WTF08]).

Algorithm �.�� summarises the algorithm for indexing a collection using the SH index.
In there, the one-dimensional j-th Laplacian eigenfunction of a uniform distribution on
U ∶= [minU, maxU] is analytically de�ned as

Φ j(x) = sin(π
�
+ jπ

maxU −minU
x) (�.��)

and the corresponding eigenvalue is

λ j = � − e(−
γ�

� �
jπ

maxU −minU
��) (�.��)

We visualise in Figure �.�� the �rst four eigenfunctions for a uniform rectangular distribu-
tion (and their thresholded equivalents).

Algorithm 4.11 Indexing algorithm for the SH index (based on [WTF08]).

Input: set of n data points D, number of bits ν
Output: binary code s per element d ∈ D

�: �nd the principal components of the data using a PCA
�: project the data collection D using the PCA to D′
�: compute the single-dimension analytical Laplacian eigenfunctions Φ j along every

dimension for the j smallest eigenvalues λ j (with j = [�, ν])
�: for all d′ ∈ D′ do
�: compute Φ j(d′) (with j = [�, ν])
�: threshold the eigenfunctions at zero to obtain the binary codes
�: end for

To �t a multi-dimensional, uniform distribution to the data, �rst a Principal Component
Analysis (PCA) is performed. �en, the data points are projected using the ν eigenfunc-
tions (see Equation �.��) for the smallest eigenvalues (see Equation �.��) along each PCA
direction. �resholding the eigenfunctions at zero and concatenating the results of the
eigenfunctions �nally constructs a binary code which can then be stored in the index.
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�e index stored on disk, hence, consists of the following parts:

– a projection matrix (from the PCA), to transform a new data point into a multi-
dimensional uniform data space;

– a sorted list of eigenfunctions;

– the computed codes for all elements of the collection.

Multi-dimensional eigenfunctions While [WTF��] only applies one-dimensional eigen-
functions, in [WFT��], the authors extend the algorithm to also apply the outer-product
eigenfunctions and in this way improve the result quality for high-dimensional data.

4.5.6.2 Search Algorithm

Following the de�nition of the resulting hash values in SH indexing, the Hamming distance
between the produced binary codes is said to approximately re�ect the true distance in
the feature space. For querying, hence, an approximate distance can be computed, by
computing the Hamming distance between the projected query and the value stored in the
index, i.e.,

δHamming(p(q), p(d)) (�.��)

where p(⋅) denotes the projection into the Hamming space.

�e search algorithm has to scan all elements in the collection, i.e.,O(n), and keep the
nearest neighbours (e.g., by storing the candidates in priority queue of �xed capacity, see
Algorithm �.�) found in the Hamming space as result candidates.

4.5.7 Vector Approximation-File

�e Vector Approximation-File (VA-File) [WSB��] is an index structure with the goal of
never yielding false dismissals, but at the same time to be very performant. �e idea of
VA-File indexing is to compress the data points in a quantisation step by storing only the
quantisation indexes of the cells the points falls into and later query these indexes in a
sequential manner. �e quantisation is constructed such that it allows to compute the upper
and lower bounds to the distance, which can ultimately be used for quickly pruning false
hits at query time. Table �.� gives a notational summary for VA-File indexes.
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Table 4.6 Notational summary for VA-File indexes.

δ̄
l Bnd

lower bound distance value

δ̄
uBnd

upper bound distance value

δ̄
uBnd
κ distance value to the κ-th nearest neighbour
µi , j marks for dimension dimi (µi ,� , . . . , µi ,ν)
Γi ,k cells in dimension dimi (Γi ,� , . . . , Γi ,ν)
ν number of cells per dimension

4.5.7.1 Index Structure

To quantise the data points, the feature space is divided into dim × ν cells. For that, each
dimension is split separately into ν slices which are enumerated sequentially. �e slices are
created in a �rst training phase based on various strategies presented below and determined
by marks denoting the beginning and the end of a slice (µi ,�, . . . , µi ,ν).

For dimension i ∈ {�, . . . , dim}, for example, a point falls into a cell Γi ,k , if it lies between
the lower (µi ,k) and the upper mark (µi ,k+�), i.e.,

Γi(di) = k⇔ µi ,k ≤ di ≤ µi ,k+� (�.��)

�e indexes of the cells a point falls into are ultimately the value stored in the index (see
Figure �.��). With this, a data point is ultimately quantised by approximating it by the cell
it is surrounded by. By reasonably choosing the number of cells and appropriately coding
the list of cell indexes, only small signatures have to be stored. �e VA-File index stored on
disk, ultimately, stores two elements:

– the marks for each dimension separately;

– for each data point the cell indexes for each dimensions.

In the following, we present two strategies for generating the marks for each dimension.

Equi-sized cells strategy Assuming a uniform distribution of the data along each dimen-
sion, the equi-sized cells strategy evenly distributes the partitioning points. �e marks are
computed by �rst determining the minimum and the maximum value for each dimen-
sion and equally subdividing the feature space along each dimension. �e k-th mark in
dimension i is, hence, given as

µi ,k = µi ,� + k × µi ,ν − µi ,�

ν
(�.��)

where µi ,� denotes the minimum and µi ,ν denotes the maximum value for a dimension i
and ν denotes the number of slices to assign for dimension i.

�is strategy assumes a uniform distribution of the feature data to produce equally
spaced marks. However, if the data is not equally distributed, the number of elements per
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Figure 4.21 Distance computation in the VA-File index (based on [Web00, p. 84]).

cell may vary largely and lead to a poor pre-�ltering in the �rst phase of the search and a
deteriorated behaviour of the index structure at on-line time.

Equi-populated cells strategy �e equi-populated cells strategy, on the other hand, tries
to partition the data space such that each slice is equally populated. It follows the ideas
of quantile hashing [KS��] and constructs the marks by stochastically approximating the
underlying distribution. �e advantage of this strategy lies in the fact that the probability of
a point being in a cell γ is similar for each cell, i.e.,

Pr[“in cell γ”] =
dim
�
i=�

�
ν
= ν−dim (�.��)

Moreover, the probability of two points sharing a cell γ is

Pr[“two points share cell γ”] = � − (� − �
νdim )

n−� ≈ n
νdim (�.��)

�is results in an optimal distribution of the probability over the whole data space and,
thus, to a much more e�ective early pruning.

Figure �.�� visualises both mark generation strategies. It can be clearly seen that for
a non-uniform data distribution the equi-populated cells strategy produces cells with an
approximately similar number of elements, while the equi-sized cells strategy positions the
cells at the same distance from each other, disregarding the underlying data distribution.
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Figure 4.22 Strategies for generating the marks for the VA-File index.

4.5.7.2 Search Algorithm

�e generated VA-File signature allows to early determine upper and lower bounds for the
distance with respect to a given query. In Figure �.��, we visualise the computation of the
upper and lower distance bounds in a two-dimensional space.

�e lower bound distance for dimension i, given a query point q, for a Minkowski
distance δLp(⋅, ⋅), can be computed by

δ lBnd
Lp ,i (q) =

���������������

(µi ,k − qi)p for qi < µi ,k

(qi − µi ,k+�)p for qi > µi ,k+�

� for qi ∈ Γi ,k

(�.��)

Similarly, the upper bound distance is de�ned as

δuBnd
Lp ,i (q) =

���������

(µi ,k+� − qi)p for qi ≤
µi ,k+µi ,k+�

�

(qi − µi ,k)p otherwise
(�.��)

�e total lower bound and the upper bound to the distance of a data point d are ultimately
given by summing up for each dimension the distance of the query point to the cell the
data point falls into, i.e.,

δ̄uBnd
Lp = p

�
���dim
�
i=�

δ̄uBnd
Lp ,i δ̄ lBnd

Lp =
p

�
���dim
�
i=�

δ̄ lBnd
Lp ,i (�.��)

where δ̄ lBnd
Lp ,i and δ̄uBnd

Lp ,i denote the evaluated lower distance bound function and upper
distance bound function, respectively.

To increase the retrieval e�ciency, we can avoid recomputing distances multiple times
at search time (especially for large n). Instead, the distances from the query vector to each
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cell can be precomputed once and, hence, the calculation of the �nal distance becomes a
lookup and a sum over the single dimensions.

Using the approximated distance given by the upper and lower distance bounds, the
search algorithm decides whether to prune a data point or whether to add it to the candidate
setA���. A point is added to the list of candidates if

– κ elements have not yet been found,

– κ elements have been found, but the lower distance bound of the new data point is lower
than the upper distance bound of any of the elements added so far to the candidate set.

Hence, a priority queue of �xed capacity can be used (see Algorithm �.�). Following this
principle, the VA-File index will always return all true positives and have no false dismissals.

Formally, a data point is in the candidate setA��� if its lower bound is smaller than the
distance of the κ-th (sorted) nearest neighbour as denoted in

δ lBnd
Lp (d , q) ≤ δ̄uBnd

κ ⇒ d ∈ A��� (�.��)

where we use δ̄κ to denote the distance to the κ-th nearest neighbour (for the corresponding
document dκ to the distance δ̄κ, it is true that dκ ∈ κNN(q) and dκ ∉ [κ − �]NN(q)).

�e search algorithm has a computational complexity of O(n), given that all points
have to be scanned. However, it should be noted that by appropriately coding the list of
cell indexes, only small signatures need to be loaded. In Algorithm �.��, we summarise the
search algorithm for VA-File.

Algorithm 4.12 Search algorithm for VA-File index (based on [Web00, pp. 97]).

Input: index values (���, ϊ) ∈ IR, marks µi , j ∀i , j, number of elements
to retrieve κ of the κNN search, query vector q

Output: candidate setA���

�: priority queue P ← �
�: A��� ← �
�: for all (���, ϊ) ∈ IR do
�: δ̄ lBnd

Lp ,i ← lower distance bound from q using the cell indexes ϊ

�: if P .length ≤ κ or δ̄ lBnd
Lp ,i ≤max(P) then

�: A��� ← A��� ∪ {���}
�: δ̄uBnd

Lp ,i ← upper distance bound from q using the cell indexes ϊ

�: P ← P ∪ {δ̄uBnd
Lp ,i }

�: if P .length > κ then
��: P .dropLast()
��: end if
��: end if
��: end for
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4.5.7.3 VA+-File

[FTA+��] suggests a number of improvements to the original VA-File index introduced
previously, particularly when the data is highly correlated or clustered. �e authors argue
that for constructing an appropriate VA-File index,

– the data should be transformed into a more suitable domain;

– the available space for storing cell indexes should not be distributed uniformly among
the dimensions, but dimensions with a higher information value should split the
dimensions in more cells;

– a scalar quantiser should be designed separately for each dimension without making
any assumption on the uniformity of data, but instead make use of data statistics.

In this way, the goal is to increase the number of elements pruned during the index scan
to, consequently, also lower the number of elements that have to be read in the subsequent
data scan. To achieve this, the VA+-File [FTA+��] involves three steps presented in the
following.

First, the authors propose to apply a PCA to de-correlate the dimensions of the data
(see Figure �.��(b)). While the PCA step can also be used for reducing the dimensionality
of the data, it is not necessary to do so.

Second, rather than assigning the same number of bits and, hence, also the same number
of marks to every dimension, it is especially favourable in the decorrelated data domain to
assign to each dimension a number of bits which re�ects the information available in the
dimension. Hence, the goal is to minimise the number of necessary bits to reach a maximum
accuracy. For this, let σ �

i denote the variance of a dimension i, and βi the number of bits
assigned to represent the space available for storing the cell indexes for dimension i (and β
being the total length of the signature). Following the principle that if σ �

i ≥ �mσ �
j , then it is

more bene�cial to have βi ≥ β j +m, Algorithm �.�� introduces a non-uniform bit allocation
algorithm as presented by the authors. While the algorithm has not yet distributed all
bits to the existing dimensions, it will select the dimension with the highest variance and
assign one more bit to it. For a number of bits βi , the dimension i can be split into �β i cells.
Figure �.��(c) visualises the e�ects of the non-uniform bit allocation.

Finally, the authors suggest to use a separate quantiser for each dimension that is based
on the statics of the data available. As the maximum number of cells per dimension is
known from the assigned number of bits per dimension, using the K-means algorithm, a
quantiser for each dimension can be learned based on the data (see Figure �.��(d)). To get
from the clusters to the VA-File marks, we take the mean between two cluster centres.
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Algorithm 4.13 Non-uniform bit allocation for VA+-File index (based on [FTA+06]).

Input: variance σ �
i for every dimension i ∈ {�, . . . , dim}

Output: bit allocation schema βi (i ∈ {�, . . . , dim})

�: ei = σ �
i ∀i ∈ {�, . . . , dim}

�: bi = � ∀i ∈ {�, . . . , dim}
�: m = �
�: while m < β do
�: j = argmaxi ei
�: β j ← β j + �
�: e j ← e j

�
�: m ← m + �
�: end while

With these three adjustments to the original VA-File algorithm, the VA+ indexing
scheme is supposed to work better for unknown data distributions. In Algorithm �.��, we
summarise the construction of a VA+-File index. Figure �.�� visualises the four main steps
of the algorithm.

Algorithm 4.14 Indexing algorithm for VA+-File index (based on [FTA+06]).

Input: set of n data points D, number of bits β
Output: binary code s per element d ∈ D

�: D′ ← project the data collection D using a PCA
�: de�ne a bit assignment schema based on the variance for every dimension
�: use a K-means algorithm for generating clusters and de�ne marks by taking the mean

between two cluster centres
�: for all d′ ∈ D′ do
�: for j ← � . . . dim do
�: determine the cell the value of d′j falls into and store index in signature s
�: end for
�: end for

�e VA+-File index is queried similarly to the original VA-File index, with the di�erence
that the query has �rst to be transformed into the new data domain using the PCA. �e
subsequent steps then equally involve the computation of distance bounds and the scanning
of all elements of the collection (i.e.,O(n)). While the worst-time search time complexity
of VA+-File is the same as for VA-File, it can be expected that VA+-File performs better for
non-uniformly distributed data.
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(a) Original VA-File with equi-populated cells.
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(b) Partitioning after applying PCA on the data.
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(c) Non-uniform bit distribution between di-
mensions.
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(d) Partitioning based on K-means algorithm.

Figure 4.23 Construction of the VA+-File index: The illustration visualises the necessary
steps in creating a VA+-File index. For better comparability of the visualisations,
we use the inverse PCA transformation on the VA-File (based on [FTA+06]).

4.5.8 Classification of Index Structures for High-Dimensional Data

In the following, we categorise the high-dimensional index structures introduced previously
according to a number of classes presented in this section. �e summary of the categor-
isation is given in Table �.�. We refer to [AKM+��; PC��; JZS+��] for other classi�cations
presented here. Other categorisations not considered in this section include, for example,
the distributability of the index structure, the suitability of the index structures for certain
distance functions, index structures which introduce a hierarchy into the data, etc.
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Data dependence Data dependent indexes are said to be generated based on the distribu-
tion of the underlying data. Such indexes o�en involve a training phase in which a training
set is used to adapt the index creation parameters.

For instance, for the indexes presented in this section, the CP and MI-File indexes select
representatives and leaders from the data. Similarly, SH uses training data to determine
the eigenfunctions to be used. �e PQ index generates the K-means clustering based on
the data, and VA-File establishes the marks using a training set. LSH, on the other hand,
is said to be agnostic to the data as the hash functions are not selected based on the data
distribution, but are random projections.

Signature generation �is category classi�es the index structures based on the operations
involved in creating the index and the signatures stored in the index. We distinguish indexes
that perform a data quantisation from indexes which perform a projection into a new space
(e.g., by embedding a data point into a binary space).

For instance, the CP index quantises the vectors to selected representatives. PQ per-
forms a quantisation on the vector splits and, hence, performs the quantisation on a lower
dimensionality. VA-File performs a scalar quantisation per dimension. LSH and SH on the
other hand, perform a projection to the hash space, while MI-File projects the vectors to a
new space de�ned by the distances to the selected reference points.

Approximation type �e approximation type [PC��; AGS��] describes how the approxim-
ation reduces the cost of a similarity search. Indexes in the category of space transformation
solve the problem on a new approximate space in which executing the query is a com-
putationally less expensive task. For example, dimensionality reductions or quantising
techniques can be regarded as falling into this class. On the other hand, the class of pruning
techniques contains indexes which reduce the number of objects to be compared by avoid-
ing looking at certain regions of the data space. �is class involves, for example, tree-based
organisations or hierarchical decompositions of the space.

For instance, CP will prune very many data points by not considering the data points
assigned to other clusters. LSH will prune all points which are not in one of the buckets
to which the query is hashed to. MI-File will perform a projection to a new space, but it
does not allow to prune regions from the results. Similarly, PQ, SH and VA-File also do not
allow to aggressively prune the space.

Exhaustive search Indexes requiring an exhaustive search are index structures which have
to scan over each element in the collection to determine the set of result candidates. Indexes
that do not fall into this class are able to partition the indexed data and, at query time, prune
results from the candidate set without having to access all data points.
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For instance, the VA-File index requires reading every element in the index, as for each
element a distance bound has to be computed which is used to determine whether it falls
into the candidate set. Similarly, the SH index produces a distance approximation using the
signature stored in the index; however, the signature does not allow to partition the data and
early prune elements, but allows to compute an approximate distance. �e PQ index, in its
default implementation, also requires an exhaustive search, though, note that [JDS��] also
proposes a non-exhaustive variation of the PQ index using a coarse quantiser. �e MI-File
index as presented in [CNB+��] is also based on an exhaustive search; the authors [AS��;
AGS��], on the other hand, propose a non-exhaustive variation of the MI-File index using
an inverted index, in which only the data points appearing with the closest representatives
are considered.

Lookup vs. ranking In this category, we distinguish indexes that perform lookup opera-
tions and indexes which return a ranking in the candidate set. �e former index structures
increase the retrieval performance by reducing the number of distance computations to per-
form. �e index structures that return a ranking, on the other hand, perform an exhaustive
search as they compare the query with each data point in the index space. However, the
goal of these index structures is to be able to evaluate the approximate distance in a very
e�cient way.�

�is classi�cation can further be separated into index structures which preserve the
distance and are, therefore, able to reconstruct some distance information from the value
stored in the index, and indexes which are not.

For instance, based on the value stored in the LSH index, no distance estimation can be
given for LSH as the hash code is only used for a lookup. For the SH index, instead, the
Hamming distance between two signatures denoting the code similarity, should re�ect the
true distance; however, the index does not provide any distance information for the �nal
distance. Similarly, MI-File allows a ranking based on the rank correlation distance, but
the resulting distance is not in the bounds of the true distance. CP and PQ, on the other
hand, allow to estimate the distance based on the cluster leader. Finally, VA-File produces a
ranking based on distance bounds which re�ect the information of the true distance.

Incremental updates �e categorisation on incremental updates marks indexes which
can be updated without loss in retrieval quality, compared to indexes which necessitate
rebuilding the full index to accommodate index updates. �is becomes more and more

� Note, moreover, that indexes which are able to return a meaningful distance could potentially even avoid
a subsequent data scan, as the candidate set already has an ordering of elements based on the distance
retrieved from the index.
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lookup

inverted list

(a) Lookup of index items.

query ����� , ϊ��
<latexit sha1_base64="eY0XRGlDUl9UTq4eoW+f8RAoO98=">AAACQ3icbVBNSyNBEO2JrkZdNe4e99JsEPawhBmJqLeAl70sZGGjQiaEnp5KbNIfQ3eNGIb5Jf4aLx70F+x/8CR72ItgZ5LDRn3Q9OtXr6iul2RSOAzDP0FtZfXD2np9Y3Pr4/bObmPv05kzueXQ40Yae5EwB1Jo6KFACReZBaYSCefJ5HRWP78C64TRv3GawUCxsRYjwRl6adg4jCXTYwkxwjVaVVS34wWKtCyH0Xcap6nBIhYGmX/HtnIPG82wFVagb0m0IE2yQHfY+BenhucKNHLJnOtHYYaDglkUXEK5GecOMsYnbAx9TzVT4AZFtV5J972S0pGx/miklfp/R8GUc1OVeKdieOle12bie7V+jqPjQSF0liNoPh80yiVFQ2dZ0VRY4CinnjBuhf8r5ZfMMo4+0aUpiVraofgptI+3a03po4peB/OW9A5aJ63oV7vZaS8yq5Mv5Cv5RiJyRDrkB+mSHuHkhtySe/IQ3AWPwVPwd26tBYuez2QJwfMLbvKz9Q==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="eY0XRGlDUl9UTq4eoW+f8RAoO98=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="eY0XRGlDUl9UTq4eoW+f8RAoO98=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="eY0XRGlDUl9UTq4eoW+f8RAoO98=">AAACQ3icbVBNSyNBEO2JrkZdNe4e99JsEPawhBmJqLeAl70sZGGjQiaEnp5KbNIfQ3eNGIb5Jf4aLx70F+x/8CR72ItgZ5LDRn3Q9OtXr6iul2RSOAzDP0FtZfXD2np9Y3Pr4/bObmPv05kzueXQ40Yae5EwB1Jo6KFACReZBaYSCefJ5HRWP78C64TRv3GawUCxsRYjwRl6adg4jCXTYwkxwjVaVVS34wWKtCyH0Xcap6nBIhYGmX/HtnIPG82wFVagb0m0IE2yQHfY+BenhucKNHLJnOtHYYaDglkUXEK5GecOMsYnbAx9TzVT4AZFtV5J972S0pGx/miklfp/R8GUc1OVeKdieOle12bie7V+jqPjQSF0liNoPh80yiVFQ2dZ0VRY4CinnjBuhf8r5ZfMMo4+0aUpiVraofgptI+3a03po4peB/OW9A5aJ63oV7vZaS8yq5Mv5Cv5RiJyRDrkB+mSHuHkhtySe/IQ3AWPwVPwd26tBYuez2QJwfMLbvKz9Q==</latexit>

����� , ϊ��
<latexit sha1_base64="wZ0hZHHieh8MpcLCvNHurgbdNuY=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="wZ0hZHHieh8MpcLCvNHurgbdNuY=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="wZ0hZHHieh8MpcLCvNHurgbdNuY=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="wZ0hZHHieh8MpcLCvNHurgbdNuY=">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</latexit>

����n , ϊn�
<latexit sha1_base64="1Kx0YDUA8aKSX8vXUDKWONJRuLo=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="1Kx0YDUA8aKSX8vXUDKWONJRuLo=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="1Kx0YDUA8aKSX8vXUDKWONJRuLo=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="1Kx0YDUA8aKSX8vXUDKWONJRuLo=">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</latexit>

distance computation

����� , ϊ��
<latexit sha1_base64="qooKIzVQs9Tq4Ad+EXcBDPW6ZEA=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="qooKIzVQs9Tq4Ad+EXcBDPW6ZEA=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="qooKIzVQs9Tq4Ad+EXcBDPW6ZEA=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="qooKIzVQs9Tq4Ad+EXcBDPW6ZEA=">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</latexit>

. . .

selection of closest items

(b) Raking of index items.

Figure 4.24 Visualisation of the lookup and the ranking strategy used with indexes
(based on [JZS+16]).

important, as noted in [ZIP��], since the gap between the time the data is available and the
time when it can be accessed increases dramatically with the collection size.

For example, for LSH index updates are easily possible given the fact that the index is
independent of the data distribution. Similarly, for CP and MI-File which choose the leader
points or the reference points, respectively, at index creation time, updating the index is
possible. For PQ, SH and VA-File, on the other hand, the distribution of the data in�uences
the index creation and, hence, would need adoption at insertion time. While small number
of updates will not perceivably deteriorate the index quality, too many insertions in the
index will require a new generation of the index.

Quality guarantees �is class categorises index structures by the quality guarantees given.
We distinguish classes which provide no guarantees, classes which provide probabilistic
guarantees and indexes which are exact. While the former two classes may generate false
dismissals by missing relevant results in the index scanning phase, and are, hence, approx-
imate indexes, the latter denotes indexes which do not miss any relevant results (but, of
course, returns also false positives).
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For instance, CP cannot give any guarantees that the quantisation to the closest leader
may not lead to missing candidate results. Similarly, MI-File and SH cannot give any
guarantees on the results yielded during the index scan. Both, LSH (for certain hash
functions) and PQ, provide some probabilistic guarantees. VA-File, on the other hand, falls
into the category of exact index structures.

In Table �.�, we summarise the storage and search complexity for the indexes presented.
It must, however, be noted that the complexity only form one side of the coin and only
present part of the truth: Consider, for example, a VA-File index. While the complexity for
scanning the index isO(n) and, hence, equal to the full data scan, by appropriately coding
the stored information, the data scanned by the VA-File is much smaller than a full data
scan. Hence, only comparing the complexities is not enough; for a true comparison of the
index structures, a qualitative evaluation (see Chapter �) is necessary.

Table �.� gives an overview of the classi�cation of the index structures presented in this
chapter.

Table 4.7 Comparison of storage and query complexity of indexes for
high-dimensional data (in the average case): Note that the variables belong to
the notations introduced for the index structure and the same symbol may, hence,
differ in semantics within this table. For the storage complexity we use size(⋅) to
denote the size of the function argument.

index
structure storage complexity query complexity

CP O(ν size(ref point) + n size(ref id)) O((� + β)α n
ν )

LSH O(α β size(hash function)) +O(n β size(bucket id)) O(dim αβ) +O(β × n
µ )

MI O(ν size(ref point)) +O(n κι size(ref id)) O(nκσ)
PQ O(µ γ size(cluster point)) +O(n µ size(cluster id)) O(n µ)
SH O(size(PCA matrix)) +O(size(eigenfunctions)) +O(n ν) O(dim) +O(n)
VA O(dim ν) +O(n dim size(cell index)) O(dim ν) +O(n)
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4.6 Distribution

�e e�orts in reducing the computational complexity for retrieval purposes constitute only
one side of the coin in improving the system e�ciency. To further lower the latency, in
particular at query time, and to scale to large collection sizes, it is imperative to also address
the distribution of both the work and data. In the following, we discuss various aspects of
distribution in a database system. We �rst detail the architectural aspects of a distributed
system and expound on the distribution from a work and from a data perspective.

4.6.1 Architecture of a Distributed System

In this section, we consider the architecture of a distributed system from three angles and
discuss the system, the data model and the component architecture.

4.6.1.1 System Architecture

In terms of the system architecture, literature generally distinguishes master/worker and
Peer-to-Peer (P�P) architectures. In a master/worker architecture, a master takes over the
role of orchestrating many workers in their tasks. Hence, the architecture is said to be
master-oriented in that clients initiate requests which are processed by workers under the
supervision of the master. On the other hand, in P�P networks, all peers feature the same
stack of functionality without necessitating a centralised coordinator; as a consequence,
all peers play an equal role, and are both master and worker at the same time. A request
posed by a client can be answered by any of the peers in the network, and the coordinator
role is dependent on the request started within the P�P network. Representatives of P�P
networks include, for instance, networks based on distributed hash tables such as CHORD
[SMK+��]. In Figure �.��, we contrast both a master/worker and a P�P architecture.

Compared to text-retrieval systems, in multimedia retrieval, P�P systems have only
seen a limited adoption. �e reason for this is that the semantical parts used for querying
can more easily be distinguished in text retrieval (cf. [MBN+��]). As a consequence, a
major stumbling block becomes the fact that there is no obvious method to cluster similar
items together (see also Section �.�.�.�). In the multimedia context, [MH��], for example,
presents a system which allows to perform similarity searches over a P�P network. �e
authors employ global clustering to put similar data items to the same peer within the
network. At query time, queries are forwarded to the corresponding peer storing the cluster
with the similar items to the given query. Likewise, [AGL+��] employs a P�P network for
multimedia content searches and presents a routing algorithm which avoids �ooding the
network when searching for similar items. In [BFL+��] the authors use an index structure
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worker

master

(a) Master/worker architecture.

peer

(b) P2P architecture.

Figure 4.25 System architecture of distributed systems.

based on space-�lling curves and combine it with the Chord P�P protocol for answering
queries posed by a client.

Master/worker systems, on the other hand, are more common in the multimedia re-
trieval context. For instance, the retrieval system presented in [Web��; WBS��] follows
a master/worker approach in that a coordinator is necessary to orchestrate the available
nodes for performing the query. �e system employs a distributed VA-File index which is
queried on all sites in parallel. DISIMA [OÖL+��] follows also a master/worker architecture
with a central broker based on CORBA. Similarly, in [Vri��], a centralised master is the
main point of querying which in turn initiates sub-queries at the workers.

4.6.1.2 Data Model Architecture

[Cod��, pp. ���] lists distribution independence, according to which the available data
may be distributed (transparently) without any necessary changes to the application even
in the case of re-distribution of the data, as an important independence property of a
database system. As a consequence, the user should be presented with one consistent and
uni�ed logical structure of the data residing across all sites. �is external view is derived
from the global logical data model which subsumes the local conceptual data models of the
participating sites. �e global conceptual data model provides distribution, partitioning
and location transparency; as a consequence, the operational details of the network, the
partitioning and the placement of the data are hidden from the external view. �e local
logical data model de�nes the logical data organisation at each site and hides the storage
internals, while the physical data model de�nes the local, physical organisation, which is
again not visible at the logical level.

�e right-hand side of Figure �.�� visualises the data model architecture of a distributed
database as discussed above. �e illustration extends the schema architecture as given by
the three-level data model architecture (see Section �.�.�).
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Figure 4.26 Component and data model architecture of a distributed database
(based on [EN11, pp. 889; ÖV11, p. 34]).

4.6.1.3 Component Architecture

Similar to the data model architecture, the component architecture distinguishes both
global and local components. �e global components are generally responsible for the
communication with a client, the reception and processing of requests (e.g., performing
global-level analyses and optimisations, providing an execution monitor for running a
query, etc.). On the other hand, the local processors perform local query optimisations and
ultimately execute the localised part of the query.

Extending the architecture presented in Figure �.�, on the le�-hand side of Figure �.��,
the architecture of a distributed database is depicted which adopts the following components:
At the coordinator site� and similar to the local processor, the global query parser parses
the incoming queries which are optimised at the global level by the global query rewriter
and optimiser. �e global query executor takes over the responsibility for executing a query
and monitoring the execution at global scale. Ultimately, the local query processors hide
away the internals of the individual sites, providing the global view with a consistent logical
local view.

4.6.2 Work Distribution

We detail in this section the distribution of work and, �rst, expound on distributed query
processing. We then consider distributed data processing for large-scale applications.

� In a P�P system, the coordinator site is considered the site contacted by the client which initiates the query
within the system.
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Figure 4.27 Distributed query processing (based on [ÖV11, p. 216]).

4.6.2.1 Distributed Query Processing

In the following, we extend the local query processing model we have introduced in Sec-
tion �.� and consider processing a query in a distributed manner, as depicted in Figure �.��.

Figure �.�� distinguishes the processing of a query on a global level at a coordinator site
and the distributed processing within multiple local processors (based on [ÖV��, pp. ���;
EN��, pp. ���]).

1. A query enters the system at a coordinator which parses and rewrites the query, similar
to the query processing discussed in Section �.�.

2. For the optimisation and planning, three steps are involved: At the �rst query mapping
layer, which is agnostic to the distribution of relations and only refers to the global
logical data model, the query execution is optimised from a logical perspective similar
as in a non-distributed database (however, the optimisation may consider certain
distribution costs).

3. In the next step, the query is localised by considering the partitioning information of
the involved relations (as stored in the partitioning schema in the catalogue). Hence,
for each relation it has to be considered which attributes reside within which partition.
In this step, the query is decomposed into sub-queries for each partition.

4. �e query is then optimised physically: While the previous optimisation considered
the logical optimisation, and the previous step produced a query for each fragment, the
order of execution of the sub-queries has not yet been determined and the allocation of
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partitions to sites (as stored in the allocation schema in the catalogue) and the resulting
communication costs, have not yet been considered. �e global optimisation step
results in a distributed execution plan.

5. �e distributed execution plan is executed under the orchestration of the global ex-
ecutor which invokes the queries at the local sites.

6. At the local sites, the sub-queries are executed involving techniques similar to those
discussed in Section �.�, including local parsing and local optimisation.

7. Finally, at the coordinator site, the results from the single sites are merged to one
coherent result set.

We will consider partitioning and the allocation of the partitions to sites in Section �.�.�
in more detail.

4.6.2.2 Distributed Data Processing

Map/reduce [DG��] is a programming model for distributed computing and nowadays
the predominant technique for large-scale processing of data. �e model divides work into
chunks that can be assigned to a large number of separate workers under the orchestration
of a coordinator.

For this, the model asks for the speci�cation of two functions, a map and a reduce
function, which are, following [DG��], formally de�ned as

map : (id�, v�)→ list(id�, v�)
reduce : (id�, list(v�))→ list(v�) (�.��)

where id� and id� denote keys to the values v� and v�, respectively. Hence, the map function
takes as input a key/value pair and emits a set of key/value pairs. �ese sets are shu�ed
and grouped by key; for each key all values are fed into a reduce function which produces a
�nal output. Figure �.�� summarises the processing of map/reduce jobs.

�e focus of map/reduce-based processing is generally on background tasks, given
that map/reduce tasks are o�en heavy-weight processing tasks and, hence, not suited for
interactive processing. In multimedia retrieval, map/reduce has been applied, for example,
for the feature transformation (e.g., [GAJ+��; MSG+��a; SMG+��; WYL+��; LCW+��]),
κNN joins (e.g., [LSC+��; ZLJ��; YIS��; CJN+��]) and for batched retrieval (e.g., [MSG+��a;
GAJ+��; CJN+��]). For index processing, [YL��] applies map/reduce with a locality-sensitive
hashing index; [AH��] uses map/reduce with a k-d-tree. In [Ams��], the author proposes
the distribution of the (extended) Cluster Pruning (DeCP) index to be built and searched
using the map/reduce paradigm.
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Figure 4.28 Overview of map/reduce processing (based on [ÖV11, p. 759]).

Table 4.9 Common operations of functional data processing: The operations noted here
are a sub-set of the available operations in Apache Spark.

Operation Description

.map returns a data set containing the result of applying a function to each element

.flatMap
returns from a set of collections a flattened data set containing the elements
as results of applying a function

.reduce returns the aggregations of elements in the data set

.filter returns a data set that only contains elements which satisfy a given predicate

.join
returns the results of joining two data sets; various join operations are available,
including the inner, outer, full, semi, anti and natural join

.groupBy returns a clustering of elements into groups defined by a mapping function

�e map/reduce model, as well as the most widely used implementation of it found in
the Hadoop stack, does not consider data locality in the processing of the data. �is strongly
impacts performance for the worse [JSX+��]. Other implementations building on the ideas
of map/reduce try to overcome this issue by considering data locality and performing the
work as close as possible to the data (e.g., [ZCF+��]).

Functional data processing [WSZ��a] can be considered as an evolution to the simple
map/reduce model by supporting more data processing primitives inspired by functional
programming. �e model, hence, provides a declarative style of programming with func-
tions as �rst-level citizens of the language. In Table �.�, we give an exemplary list of common
operations which can o�en be found in functional data processing.
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4.6.3 Data Distribution

4.6.3.1 Data Partitioning

To be able to handle the vast amounts of data, database systems have to fragment their
data and distribute it over multiple sites. In a shared-nothing architecture, compared to a
shared-disk architecture, spreading data over multiple sites is done by �rst partitioning a
relation into disjoint sub-sets and then allocating the sub-sets to the available sites. �e
resulting partitioning schema is recorded in the (global) catalogue de�ning the rules for
fragmenting a relation. �e de�nition must ensure that the whole database can ultimately be
reconstructed using the inverse operations. In the following, we discuss three partitioning
strategies, i.e., horizontal, vertical and hybrid partitioning.

Horizontal partitioning Horizontally partitioning a relation results in a row-based decom-
position of a relation and, hence, the assignment of a tuple as a whole to one partition. We
de�ne a horizontal partitioning function as a function

php ∶ R → P (�.��)

i.e., a function mapping a tuple t from the relation R to a partition (P ∶= {php
R,�, . . . , php

R,nP
},

denoting the set of available partitions and where nP is the number of partitions de�ned by
the user). �e partition php

R,i of a relation R, created from a horizontal partitioning scheme,
is then given by

php
R,i = σ φ i

(R) (�.��)

where σ φ i
(⋅) denotes a selection operation over relation R and φi marks a �ltering predicate

given through the partitioning scheme. �e �ltering predicate may relate to the property of
an attribute yielding a primary horizontal partitioning; in more complex cases, the predicate
may be derived otherwise (e.g., by another relation), resulting in a derived horizontal
partitioning [ÖV��, pp. ��]. A horizontally partitioned relation can be reconstructed using
a union operation of the single partitions, i.e.,

R =�
∀i

php
R,i (�.��)
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[HSH��, p. ���] distinguishes four partitioning schemes for horizontal partitioning:

round-robin horizontal partitioning Round-robin horizontal partitioning assigns one
tuple a�er each other in a round-robin fashion to the available partitions, i.e., the tuple
ti is assigned to the partition i mod nP. �is partitioning scheme ensures uniform
data distribution.

hash-based horizontal partitioning Hash-based horizontal partitioning partitions tuples
based on the result of a hash function applied on an attribute.

range-based horizontal partitioning Range-based horizontal partitioning assigns tuples
to partitions based on value intervals of an attribute.

hybrid horizontal partitioning Hybrid horizontal partitioning combines both range-
and hash-based partitioning.

Vertical partitioning Vertical partitioning, on the other hand, results in partitions con-
taining only a sub-set of the attributes of the relation together with a tuple identi�er (���)
which is necessary to be able to reconstruct the relation. Hence, the relation is said to be
decomposed by columns. In the context of vertical partitioning, a partition is given by

pvp
R,i = πAi ∪ {���}(R) (�.��)

where Ai ⊆ ���(R) denotes a sub-set of the attributes of the relation and ��� a tuple
identi�er. A vertically partitioned relation is reconstructed by means of a join operation
over the tuple identi�er, i.e.,

R = pvp
R,� ���� ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ���� pvp

R,nP
(�.��)

Hybrid partitioning Hybrid partitioning combines both horizontal and vertical parti-
tioning, possibly recursively repeated. �e partitions are constructed as a sequence of
selection/projection operations, e.g.,

phybp
R,i = πAi ∪ {���}(σ φ i

(R)) (�.��)
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4.6.3.2 Partition Allocation and Source Selection

In the following, we consider the partition allocation problem. More precisely, the question
is which partition to physically store at which site. Formally, allocating a partition to a site
is a surjective function

P → S (�.��)

mapping a partition pR,i ∈ P to a site s ∈ S.
�e choice of an allocation scheme can have a great e�ect on the performance of a

system and result in great gains [HSH��, p. ���; KTH+��]. �is is because an allocation
scheme allows to potentially skip partitions at query time by only selecting a small num-
ber of partitions to process the query at and avoiding having to query all available sites.
Considering, for example, an algorithm which allows to select a sub-set of λ partitions,

O(nS +
λ

nS

n
λ
) = O(nS +

n
nS
) (�.��)

elements have to be processed, where nS denotes the number of sites to contact, rather
thanO(n) elements. In more detail, for each site, it has to be determined whether it will be
contacted and, for the selected number of partitions λ, the elements per site are processed
(assuming a uniform distribution of data and partitions).

In text-retrieval systems, the strategy of creating topically clustered partitions (topical
shards) has become the standard way of processing queries against large document collec-
tions [KTH+��]. Rather than randomly distributing elements over all partitions, organising
the collection in a sophisticated way may allow to only query a sub-set of the whole collec-
tion. �is can be done while still returning results at the same quality as when querying the
whole collection, but at a much lower computational e�ort for the whole system. A partition
selection algorithm is, hence, supposed to maximise the search accuracy by contacting the
most relevant partitions, and at the same time minimise the search costs by only searching
as few partitions as possible [KTH+��]. �is generally results in two questions being which
partitions to involve in the query processing (or how to create a ranking of the partitions)
and how many partitions to contact ultimately. �e �rst question is generally addressed
by a central index. Obviously, centrally storing the full database is not feasible, therefore,
only an index of samples (centralised sample index) is stored [SC��]. Particularly in P�P
systems, each site compresses as much as possible the data it contributes to the full system
in synopses, e.g., using hash sketches (cf. [MBN+��]) or Bloom �lters, which can be used
to choose the peers that are likely to contribute to the results (cf. [SFK+��; EMH+��]). On
the other hand, research on the second question is more limited as argued in [KTH+��].

For multimedia data, there is no obvious partitioning scheme that can be generally
applied to the feature data and that allows to prune nodes at query time from the retrieval
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without possibly losing result elements (see Section �.�.�.�). In the multimedia retrieval
context, [BFL+��] applies a space-�lling curve for creating clusters and maps the clusters
to a Chord P�P network; at query time, only the most promising peers are contacted
for answering the query at hand. Similarly, [MH��] use a global clustering algorithm and
communicate the centroids of each cluster to all peers in a P�P network. Based on the cluster
centroid, a query is forwarded to a selected number of peers. However, both approaches
do not give any guarantees on �nding all elements that would answer a query. �e only
alternative to this approach is to consider all partitions, i.e., a query has to be processed
by all sites and the sub-results of each site have �nally to be merged. Similarly, in [Web��;
WBS��], the authors shard a VA-File index to multiple sites which are queried in parallel
by multiple workers.
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Simple can be harder than complex:
You have to work hard to get your
thinking clean to make it simple.

— Steve Jobs5
Modelling a Multimedia
Data Management System

In the following, we describe the ingredients to model and construct a multimedia data
management system which we base on the concepts from both multimedia retrieval and
database systems. We �rst introduce an architecture model, describing the architectural
aspects of a multimedia data management system. �en, we present a generic data model
for a multimedia database and the operations pertinent to the model. We expound on a
uni�ed query model for searching in both the multimedia content and the corresponding
metadata from a logical and executional perspective. We further consider the distribution
and physical storage of the data in a distribution and storage model, respectively.

5.1 Architecture Model

From a data model perspective, our architectural model follows the classical database
separation providing an abstraction into a physical and logical model. From a component
perspective, in Figure �.�, we present a component architecture model which follows the
classical architecture of a database system as introduced in Section �.� as well, however,
with a greater focus and a number of adjustments speci�c for multimedia data management.
Our model tightly couples retrieval and database functionality within one system making
the functionalities of the corresponding parts �rst class citizens within our multimedia data
management system. �e changes made to the architecture model are visible, in particular,
in the following components:

���
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Figure 5.1 Main components of a multimedia database management system (based
on Figure 4.2).

Data manager �e data manager is responsible for the management of the data on a logical
level. While this component is to some extent also present in the previously introduced
architecture model, in our model, it is made more explicit. �e data manager manages both
the schema and the extent of the relations. We have extended the supported data domains
to also be able to store dense and sparse vector data as a means to handle unstructured
data from which a set of features has been extracted. Moreover, the data manager provides
various index structures to index vectorial data and increase the retrieval performance from
an e�ciency perspective.

Query processor �e query processor, responsible for processing the incoming client
queries, has been extended to not only support Boolean queries, but also to be able to
execute similarity queries. For this, adjustments are necessary to the logical composition of
a query and to the query processing pipeline, with a special focus on the optimisability and
execution of such queries.

Transactional storage manager �e storage manager, managing the data access and ma-
nipulation on various storage engines, has been adjusted to provide a wider variety of
storage mechanisms to support the variability of the data to manage and store. Instead of
only supporting �le-based storage mechanisms which read data from a disk, the storage
manager gives an interface for accessing any sort of storage mechanism, including also
storage engines which have a di�erent underlying data model.
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Distribution components Within our model, the distribution of data receives a greater
focus than in traditional database architectures. �e distribution of queries to multiple
sites, the partitioning of data, etc. have been internalised into our model while providing
distribution independence meaning that any change to the distribution model will not
require changes to the logical data model.

We will give more details on the adaptions made to the available components and newly
introduced parts in the remainder of this chapter.

5.2 Data Model

In the following section, we provide a formal data model which is founded on

– the vector-space retrieval model [SWY��] for organising and retrieving unstructured
information (as introduced in Section �.�.�),

– the relational data model [Cod��] providing the structural formalisms for structured
data (see Section �.�).

Orthogonal to the structuring properties of the relational data model, for unstructured
information such as multimedia data, we assume data from the vector-space model which
allows to model an (unstructured) multimedia document and structure it based on the
given framework. At the intersection of the relational and the vector-space model, we
combine the structural aspects of the relational model with the handling of unstructured
information as given by the vector-space model. For the de�nition of our data model,
we propose to extend the relational foundations by selected aspects of the vector-space
model, in particular the representation of unstructured information as multi-dimensional,
real-valued vectors and the computation of a distance measure or ranking based on the
comparison of vectorial data points.

5.2.1 Structure of the Data

To be able to handle unstructured information, we consider a feature transformation
function, as discussed in Section �.�.�, i.e.,

f ∶ O → Rdim (�.�)

translating a multimedia document o ∈ O into a real-valued vector d ∈ D ⊆ Rdim. On
the other hand, using the relational data model, structured data (e.g., logical metadata)
can be handled and stored within a relation composed of a schema ���(R) and an extent
���(R) to a relation R. For being able to handle the vector data representing the multimedia
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documents, we extend the relational data model to support real-valued data domains, i.e.,
the set of domains D is extended by

D ∪ {Rdim} with dim ∈ Z+ (�.�)

We must point to the fact that the relational data model in its original form is based on
simple, primitive data domains only. It can be argued that the domain for multi-dimensional
data points (Rdim) violates this premise and the introduction of a non-�rst normal form
(NF�) algebra might be necessary. However, following [Cod��, p. �], we consider in our
model atomicity of the data with respect to the property that the data cannot be decomposed
into smaller pieces by the data management system except by certain special functions which
can decompose the data. Similar to a string being composed of single characters, we
consider the multi-dimensional real-valued vectors being composed of real numbers which
are, however, not decomposable. In our case, we consider the distance functions being such
special functions, which can access the single parts of the vectorial data points; otherwise,
the data is considered atomic. Hence, we argue that the �rst normal form is not violated.

Particularly in text-retrieval systems, the high-dimensional vectors are only sparsely
populated and, hence, only a small number of elements of the vector has values other than
zero. For high-dimensional, sparse data points, it might be more appropriate to handle such
data di�erently than densely populated vector data. A sparse data point ď ∈ D is generally
described as

– dim ∶= ďsize ∈ Z denotes the total size of the data point,

– ďvalues ∈ R ˇdim storing all non-zero values,

– ď index ∈ Z ˇdim storing the indexes for the corresponding non-zero values,

where the number of non-zero elements ˇdim < dim. For each value of ďvalues the corres-
ponding index in ď index denotes the position of the value within the full vector. Di�erently
said,

ď ∈ Rdim

ďi ∶=
���������

� if i ∉ ď index

ďvalues,i if i ∈ ď index

∀i ∈ {�, . . . , dim} (�.�)

with ďi denoting the position i within the full data point ď. �e set of data domains equally
supports the domain of sparse vectors given as a triplet, i.e.,

D ∪ {(Z, R ˇdim , Z ˇdim)} with ˇdim ∈ Z+ (�.�)

As with dense vectors, also with sparse vectors, we do not consider the �rst normal form
violated.
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Example 5.1 Structure of the data.

We consider the scenarios introduced in Section �.� and model the data in the following
logical models.
In the �rst, �lm scenario, we store a films relation with the title of the �lm and the
director. �e segments relation, stores for every segment its timing, and a number of
features extracted from the segment. �e following illustration gives an overview of the
logical model; we use PK to denote primary keys and FK to mark a foreign key.

title : string <<PK>>
director : string

films
id : long <<PK>>
time : long
feature_colour : vector
feature_edge : vector
feature_object : sparse_vector
filmTitle : string <<FK>>

segments

1 0..*

We have chosen the data type vector for both the extracted colour features and edge
features. On the other hand, for the object features, given that these are o�en comparably
long features with each element denoting the probability for the existence of an object and
with many entries being zero, we have chosen to use the sparse vector data type.
In the second, art scenario, we assume the following two relations: A relationpaintings,
stores the title, the painter and a description together with some content metadata of
the painting; the relation museums has attributes for the name of the museum and its
location (given as a GPS coordinate). Each painting is entered with the information at
which museum the painting is exposed at.

ID : long <<PK>>
title : string
painter : string
description : string
feature_colour : vector
feature_edge : vector
feature_object : sparse_vector
museumName : string <<FK>>

paintings

name : string <<PK>>
location : vector

museums

0..* 1

As previously, the low-level visual features are stored as vectors, while for the object features
we use the sparse vector data type. �e location in the relation museums is
stored in vectorial form as well.
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5.2.2 Operations on the Data

Our data model supports the same operations as given by the conventional relational model;
in particular, it provides

– monadic operators, e.g., projection (πA(⋅)) and selection (σφ(⋅));

– binary operators requiring full schema-compatibility, e.g., union (∪), intersection (∩),
di�erence (−) operations;

– binary operators requiring (partial or) no schema-compatibility, e.g., Cartesian product
(×) and various forms of join (�);

– manipulation operations resulting in changes to the extent of a relation (e.g., insert,
update, delete).

In the following, we introduce a similarity operator as a �rst-class operator in our model
to be able to execute ranking queries.� Moreover, we extend the binary operators union and
intersection such that they can be employed on relations for which a distance measure has
been computed.

5.2.2.1 Similarity Operator

For the de�nition of a similarity operator, we start by introducing an operator τδ(⋅,⋅),a,q(R)
which performs a similarity query under a distance δ(⋅, ⋅) applied on an attribute a of
relation R and compared to a query vector q. In the following, we give a generic de�nition
for a similarity operator.

Definition 5.1 Similarity operator (based on [LCI+05]).

We de�ne a similarity operator in relational algebra under

– a distance function (δ(⋅, ⋅)),

– applied on an attribute a,

– compared to a query vector q,

denoted as τδ(⋅,⋅),a,q(R), as

���(τδ(⋅,⋅),a,q(R)) ∶= ���(R) ∪ {δ̄}
���(τδ(⋅,⋅),a,q(R)) ∶= {t ∈R �R = ���(R) ∧ t.δ̄ = δ(q, t.a)} (�.�)

� While in here, for simplicity reasons, we assume the use of a distance measure, similar de�nitions could
also be established for similarity measures. Furthermore, in the following, we use the terms similarity-
based relation, similarity operator and similarity predicate despite using distance measures rather than
similarities. �e chosen nomenclature subsumes both distance and similarity functions.
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where δ̄ denotes an implicit distance attribute of a relation which introduces an ordering
on a relation R. We refer to a relation which can be ordered based on a distance attribute
being a similarity-based relation R̃, de�ned as

���(R̃) = ���(R) ∪ {δ̄} (�.�)

By the similarity operator an ordering relationship �δ̄ is de�ned on the tuples, i.e.,

∀t�, t� ∈ R̃ ∶ t� �δ̄ t� i� t�.δ̄ < t�.δ̄ (�.�)

In our model, the computation of a distance measure creates an implicit attribute on the
relation, denoted here as δ̄ (more precisely, t.δ̄), which introduces an ordering relationship
and can be used for sorting the relation by distance. We denote the distance attribute being
implicit, as the attribute is only partially available within the relation. For example, within
binary operations (e.g., union, intersection, except operations, the Cartesian product and
the join operation), the distance attribute will be ignored and dropped in the results, i.e.,

R̃� ⊗ R̃� = R� ⊗ R� (�.�)

where we use ⊗ ∶= {∪,∩,−} to denote one of the classical set operators. In Section �.�.�.�,
we will extend the union and intersection operations to consider the distance information
as well.

�e similarity operation satis�es the idempotence property, i.e.,

τδ(⋅,⋅),a,q(τδ(⋅,⋅),a,q(R)) = τδ(⋅,⋅),a,q(R) (�.�)

For the similarity operator, the commutativity of the operation with other operators holds,
i.e.,

σ φ(τδ(⋅,⋅),a,q(R)) = τδ(⋅,⋅),a,q(σ φ(R)) (�.��)

Similarly, associativity and distributivity are given.
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While the de�nitions provided so far are applicable, a similarity query will almost never
be required to return all ranked data objects of an entire relation [LJW+��]. In the following,
we therefore introduce two variations of the similarity operator which are more practical,
as they limit the number of results returned to the user. We extend the similarity operator
by a limiting predicate for executing both ε nearest neighbour and κ nearest neighbour
searches.

5.2.2.2 Similarity Operator with εNN Predicate

ε nearest neighbour queries are queries which limit the number of results retrieved from a
similarity search by a maximum distance ε. We de�ne an εNN search in relational algebra,
denoted as τεNN

δ(⋅,⋅),a,q,ε(R), as follows.

Definition 5.2 Similarity operator with εNN predicate.

For a maximum distance ε, a given distance function δ(⋅, ⋅) applied on an attribute a and
compared to a query vector q, the εNN operation τεNN

δ(⋅,⋅),a,q,ε(R) is given as

���(τεNN
δ(⋅,⋅),a,q,ε(R)) ∶= ���(R) ∪ {δ̄}

���(τεNN
δ(⋅,⋅),a,q,ε(R)) ∶= {t � ∀t ∈ ���(R) ∧ t.δ̄ = δ(q, t.a) ∧ t.δ̄ < ε} (�.��)

For the εNN operator, the same properties as noted without the limiting factor and the
properties of the selection operator σφ(⋅) hold. Hence, the composition of multiple εNN
operations is commutative and associative. Moreover, in combination with the other oper-
ators of the relational algebra, distributivity holds. �e operator satis�es the idempotence
property.

Example 5.2 Similarity operator with εNN predicate.

Bob is looking for all museums which are within ε = � km walking distance from his
current location. Formally, he employs a similarity search for which the ranking is given
through the distance computation from his current location to each museum stored in the
database. We make use of a special distance function δwalking which compares the attribute
location (of the relation museums) with the current location and returns the walking
distance between both locations. Formally, such a query can be expressed as

τεNN
δwalking(⋅,⋅) ,location, ,ε=� km

(museums)

where we use to denote Bob’s current location in vectorial form.
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5.2.2.3 Similarity Operator with κNN Predicate

We now introduce a κNN operator which retrieves the “best” κ elements according to a
similarity criterion given by a distance function δ(⋅, ⋅). For κNN searches, in the following,
we introduce a nearest neighbour operation τκNN

δ(⋅,⋅),a,q,κ(R).

Definition 5.3 Similarity operator with κNN predicate.

We de�ne a κNN search in relational algebra, for a given maximum number of results to
return (κ), a given distance function (δ(⋅, ⋅)) applied on an attribute a and compared to a
query vector q, denoted as τκ,δ(⋅,⋅),a,q(R), as

���(τκNN
δ(⋅,⋅),a,q,κ(R)) ∶= ���(R) ∪ {δ̄}

���(τκNN
δ(⋅,⋅),a,q,κ(R)) ∶= {t � ∀t ∈R ⊆ ���(R) ∧ �R� = κ ∧ t.δ̄ = δ(q, t.a) ∧

�t′ ∈ (���(R) −R) ∶ δ(q, t′.a) < t.δ̄}

(�.��)

More formally, a κNN search is de�ned as (based on [FST+��])

τκNN
δ(⋅,⋅),a,q,κ(R) ∶= {t�, t�, . . . , tκ} (�.��)

where

t� ∶= {t � ∀t ∈ ���(R) ∧ t.δ̄ = δ(q, t.a) ∧ �t′ ∈ ���(R) ∶ δ(q, t′.a) < δ(q, t.a) ∧ t′ ≠ t}
t� ∶= {t � ∀t ∈ ���(R) − {t�} ∧ t.δ̄ = δ(q, t.a) ∧ �t′ ∈ ���(R) − {t�} ∶

δ(q, t′.a) < δ(q, t.a) ∧ t′ ≠ t}
⋮

tκ ∶= {t � ∀t ∈ ���(R) − {t�, . . . , tκ−�} ∧ t.δ̄ = δ(q, t.a) ∧ �t′ ∈ ���(R) − {t�, . . . , tκ−�} ∶
δ(q, t′.a) < δ(q, t.a) ∧ t′ ≠ t}

Note that in the case of ties, any set of κ elements which satis�es the conditions is accepted.

�e κNN operation, τκNN
δ(⋅,⋅),a,q,κ(R), satis�es the properties discussed in the following:

�e conjunction of κNN operations can be rewritten as

τκNN
(δ(⋅,⋅),a,q,κ�)∧(δ(⋅,⋅),a,q,κ�)(R) = τκNN

δ(⋅,⋅),a,q,min(κ� ,κ�)(R) (�.��)

Similarly, a disjunction of κNN operations can be rewritten as

τκNN
(δ(⋅,⋅),a,q,κ�)∨(δ(⋅,⋅),a,q,κ�)(R) = τκNN

δ(⋅,⋅),a,q,max(κ� ,κ�)(R) (�.��)
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�e operation satis�es the idempotence property. Hence, repeating the operation multiple
times has exactly the same result as applying it once, i.e,

τκNN
δ(⋅,⋅),a,q,κ(τκNN

δ(⋅,⋅),a,q,κ(R)) = τκNN
δ(⋅,⋅),a,q,κ(R) (�.��)

�e commutativity of the operation (e.g., with a selection operation) is not given. Instead,
given a selection operation σφ(⋅) with a predicate φ,

σ φ(τκ,δ(⋅,⋅),a,q(R)) ⊆ τκ,δ(⋅,⋅),a,q(σ φ(R)) (�.��)

i.e., a selection applied on a similarity search will possibly return fewer elements than
vice-versa. Similarly, the operation is non-associative.

Example 5.3 Similarity operator with κNN predicate.

Bob is looking for the κ = �� closest museums from his current location. As in Example �.�,
we use again the special distance function δwalking returning the walking distance between
two locations. Formally, such a query can be expressed as

τκNN
δwalking ,location, ,κ=��

(museums) (�.��)

5.2.2.4 Combination of εNN and κNN Predicates in the Similarity Operator

�is section presents similarity predicates which combine both εNN and κNN limiting
predicates for the same query. More precisely, the distance measure, the attribute the
measure is applied on, and the query vector are the same for both operations. We will
discuss more complex examples which combine varying similarity queries with di�erent
predicates in Section �.�.�.

Conjunction of εNN and κNN queries In the following, we consider the conjunction of
εNN and κNN queries, i.e.,

τκNN∧εNN
(δ(⋅,⋅),a,q,κ�)∧(δ(⋅,⋅),a,q,ε�)(R) (�.��)

In Figure �.�, we visualise the semantics of the conjunction of εNN and κNN queries. �e
query point for all queries in the visualisation is the same. �e continuous line represents
the εNN predicate, while the dotted line shows the answer of the κ nearest neighbours
predicate. �e highlighted part corresponds to the �nal answer set of the complex query. In
the �rst case, the answer is restricted by the κNN condition, while in the second case, it is
restricted by the εNN condition. �e last visualisation depicts the case where the ε-radius
is equal to the radius of the κ-th nearest neighbour.
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εNN > κNN εNN < κNN εNN = κNN

Figure 5.2 Conjunction of εNN and κNN queries: The continuous line represents the εNN
predicate, the dotted line represents the κNN predicate (based on [AVT+04]).

�e conjunction of εNN and κNN queries results in an intersection of the results, i.e.,

τκNN∧εNN
(δ(⋅,⋅),a,q,κ�)∧(δ(⋅,⋅),a,q,ε�)(R) = τδ(⋅,⋅),a,q(τκNN

δ(⋅,⋅),a,q,κ�
(R) ∩ τεNN

δ(⋅,⋅),a,q,ε�
(R)) (�.��)

Note that, as per our de�nition, the distance attribute is an implicit attribute which will
be dropped in the conventional binary operations, e.g., union, intersection, etc. Hence, in
Equation �.��, an additional distance computing step is added.

Example 5.4 Conjunction of εNN and κNN queries.

Bob is looking for the names and the distance of the κ� = �� closest museums which are
within ε� = � km from his current location. We can express such a query as

πname,distance(τκNN∧εNN
(δwalking ,location, ,κ�=��)∧(δwalking ,location, ,ε�=� km)(museums))

where stands for Bob’s current location in vectorial form and we use a special distance
measure δwalking measuring the walking distance. Bob can retrieve the desired results by
executing both queries separately and intersecting the results, i.e.,

πname,distance(τκNN∧εNN
(δwalking ,location, ,κ�=��)∧(δwalking ,location, ,ε�=� km)(museums))

= πname,distance(τδwalking ,location, (

τκNN
δwalking ,location, ,κ�=��

(museums) ∩ τεNN
δwalking ,location, ,ε�=� km

(museums)))

Disjunction of εNN and κNN queries In the following, we consider the disjunction of εNN
and κNN queries. Similar to above, we denote such a query as

τκNN∨εNN
(δ(⋅,⋅),a,q,κ�)∨(δ(⋅,⋅),a,q,ε�)(R) (�.��)

In Figure �.�, we visualise the semantics of the disjunction of εNN and κNN queries. As
previously, the query point for both queries is the same. �e continuous line represents
again the εNN predicate, while the dotted line shows the answer of the κ nearest neighbours
predicate; the coloured part corresponds to the �nal answer set of the complex query. �e
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εNN > κNN εNN < κNN εNN = κNN

Figure 5.3 Disjunction of εNN and κNN queries: The continuous line represents the εNN
predicate, the dotted line represents the κNN predicate (based on [AVT+04]).

�rst case shows the situation where the εNN query selects more elements than the κNN
query predicate. In the second case, the κNN query yields more elements than the εNN
query. In the last case, both the radius of the εNN query and the radius of the κ-th nearest
neighbour are equal.

�e disjunction of εNN and κNN queries results in a union of the results, i.e.,

τκNN∨εNN
(δ(⋅,⋅),a,q,κ�)∨(δ(⋅,⋅),a,q,ε�)(R) = τδ(⋅,⋅),a,q(τκNN

δ(⋅,⋅),a,q,κ�
(R) ∪ τεNN

δ(⋅,⋅),a,q,ε�
(R)) (�.��)

Again, the distance attribute is an implicit attribute which will be dropped in the conven-
tional binary operations, e.g., union, intersection, etc. Hence, in Equation �.��, an additional
distance computing step is added.

Example 5.5 Disjunction of εNN and κNN queries.

Bob is looking for the names and distances of all museums within ε� = � km from his
current location, but wants to retrieve at least κ� = �� museums. �e following expression
models the query

πname,distance(τκNN∧εNN
(δwalking ,location, ,κ�=��)∨(δwalking ,location, ,ε�=� km)(museums))

= πname,distance(τδwalking ,location, (

τκNN
δwalking ,location, ,κ�=��

(museums) ∪ τεNN
δwalking ,location, ,ε�=� km

(museums)))

where denotes the location of Bob in vectorial form. We use again a special distance
measure δwalking to compute the walking distance.

5.2.2.5 Set Operations on Similarity-based Relations

Performing set operations on a relation for which a distance has been computed is only
partially useful. �e distance attribute, which is an implicit attribute, should, in general, not
be considered for the conventional binary operations, as shown already in Equation �.�,

R̃� ⊗ R̃� = R� ⊗ R� (�.��)
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where R̃ denotes a similarity-based relation and we use ⊗ ∶= {∪,∩,−} to denote one of the
classical set operators.

For practical use, the distance value should be carried over the operation and adjusted
depending on whether the tuple is contained in both sets and on the distance measure
assigned to the tuple in each of the operands. In the following, we introduce similarity-
based set operations. More precisely, we introduce a similarity-based union operation under
a function ξ̇∪, ∪̃ξ̇∪ (for simplicity, in the following, we write ∪̃ξ̇), and a similarity-based
intersect operation under a function ξ̇∩, ∩̃ξ̇∩ (for simplicity, in the following, we write ∩̃ξ̇).
We consider the function ξ̇ being a distance combining function, i.e.,

ξ̇ ∶ R+� ×R+� → R+� (�.��)

For two conventional relations, the result of the similarity-based operations will be
equal to the conventional operations, i.e.,

R� ⊗̃ξ̇ R� = R� ⊗ R� (�.��)

where we use ⊗ ∶= {∪,∩} and ⊗̃ξ̇ denotes the same operations with the similarity-based
extensions. On the other hand, for a similarity-based operation between a conventional
relation and a similarity-based relation, we note

���(R̃� ⊗̃ξ̇ R�) ∶= ���(R�) ∪ {δ̄} = ���(R̃�)
���(R̃� ⊗̃ξ̇ R�) ∶= {t � ∀t ∈ (R̃� ����(R�) R�) ∧ t.δ̄ = ξ̇(t.δ̄�, max

δ̄
(R̃�))} (�.��)

where ⊗̃ξ̇ denotes a similarity-based binary operator applied between two relations using a
function ξ̇; we use t.δ̄� to mean the distance measure coming from relation R̃�. In essence,
this denotes a join operation on all attributes except the distance. For the missing distance
values of R�, the maximum distance value of R̃� is applied.

Similarly, for two relations of which both have a distance information

���(R̃� ⊗̃ξ̇ R̃�) ∶= ���(R�) ∪ {δ̄} = ���(R̃�)
���(R̃� ⊗̃ξ̇ R̃�) ∶= {t � ∀t ∈ (R̃� ����(R�) R̃�) ∧ t.δ̄ = ξ̇(t.δ̄�, t.δ̄�)}

where we use again t.δ̄� and t.δ̄� to mean the distance measure coming from relation R̃�

and R̃�, respectively.
We have presented combining functions in Section �.�.� and Section �.�.�.� Based

on these functions, we de�ne for similarity-based intersect operations ∩̃ξ̇ the distance
combining function

ξ̇∩(δ̄�, δ̄�) =max(δ̄�, δ̄�) (�.��)
� Note that in Section �.�.� the de�nition uses distances, while in Section �.�.� the de�nition is based on

similarities.
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(a) Similarity-based union.
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Figure 5.4 Standard distance combining functions: The visualisation plots the results of a
similarity-based aggregation operation for two distance values in [�, �] (based on
[ORC+98]).

Likewise, for similarity-based union operations ∪̃ξ̇ the distance combining function is
de�ned as

ξ̇∪(δ̄�, δ̄�) =min(δ̄�, δ̄�) (�.��)

Further distance combining functions may be applied for combining distance values
with equally sensible results (consider, for instance, the class of t-norms [KY��, pp. ��]
and t-conorms [KY��, pp. ��]). In Figure �.�, we visualise the results of the similarity-
based union and intersect operations using the functions presented in Equation �.�� and
Equation �.��.

5.2.2.6 Similarity Predicate

For reasons of readability, we summarise both similarity predicates εNN and κNN queries,
and de�ne τδ(⋅,⋅)a,q,�(⋅) with δ(⋅, ⋅) denoting a distance function which is executed on q
and a, with � being a limiting predicate limiting the number of retrieved elements in the
similarity search, i.e.,

τδ(⋅,⋅),a,q,�(R) ∶= {t � ∀t ∈R ⊆ ���(R), t.δ = δ(q, t.a) ∧ t � �} (�.��)

where t � � denotes the satisfaction of � by t (i.e., �(t) yields true). Summarising the
similarity operations introduced so far, De�nition �.� provides the de�nition of a similarity
predicate.
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Definition 5.4 Similarity predicate.

A similarity operation returns a list of results ordered according to the similarity predicate
ψ. We de�ne the similarity predicate ψ as

ψ ∶= �δ(⋅, ⋅), a, q, �� (�.��)

where

δ(⋅, ⋅) denotes the distance function to use for computing a distance value,

a represents the attribute involved in the computation of the distance,

q is the query vector used in the distance function,

� stands for a limiting predicate which limits the cardinality of the result set by a user
preference given, for instance, as a maximum distance (εNN search) or as a maximum
cardinality (κNN search) of the results.

In the following, we note τψ(⋅) and subsume the parts of the similarity predicate in the
variable ψ.

5.2.3 Design Decisions in the Data Model

Feature transformation In our data model, we refrain from making the feature transform-
ation function part of the extended relational model (cf. [OÖL+��; GMR+��; PMJ��]).
Instead, our model considers the feature transformation being part of the user application
rather than of the data management system system. With this, we separate the pragmatic
aspects of an application which are included in a retrieval engine and the data management
aspects (as proposed by [Fuh��], see also Section �.� and Section �.�).

Multimedia object As a consequence, our model does not particularly address the multi-
media object and its storage (cf. [WNM+��; GMR+��; Gia��]), as this would also require
ensuring consistency guarantees in regards of changes in the multimedia object and the
extracted features (consider, for example, the notion of generalised icon introduced in
Section �.�.�). Hence, our model only considers the multimedia document in its already
processed, transformed and extracted form, i.e., as a multi-dimensional, real-valued data
point. For storing this data, we have extended the available data domains to also support
real-valued vectors. We refer to [Spr��, pp. ��] for a brief discussion on the advantages and
disadvantages of storing a multimedia object within a digital library.
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Similarity join While it would generally be possible to extend our data model to also
support similarity joins (as presented in Section �.�.�), in this thesis, we have refrained from
de�ning this operation. �e use of the similarity join is comparably limited in multimedia
retrieval applications and, hence, the de�nition is le� for future work.

5.3 Query Model

Following the de�nition of the data model, in this section, we provide a query model for
searching in both structured, relational data and unstructured data which need similarity
operations for sensible retrieval. We base our query model on the requirements for a
multimedia query language as studied by [BBZ��b; BBZ��a]. Amongst others, the authors
identify the following requirements for a multimedia query language:

– support for various query types, including attribute-based queries, κNN queries, range
queries, etc., by means of single- and multi-query objects;

– support for multiple information sources and complex queries that combine multiple
query modes, for instance, similarity-based retrieval in the content metadata together
with Boolean retrieval in the logical metadata;

– support for user preferences, e.g., with regard to the execution of a query, the retrieval
quality, etc.

Within the framework of these criteria, we formalise in the following our query model
allowing to sca�old a query. For this, we distinguish the parts pertaining to the

– logical query model (Section �.�.�),
– executional query model (Section �.�.�).

We close this section by a set of model queries which apply our query model and present
the expressibility given by our model.

5.3.1 Logical Query Model

By making use of the operators introduced so far, we have an algebra that is powerful
enough to employ similarity queries. We de�ne a basic query from the logical perspective
in De�nition �.�.

Definition 5.5 Logical query model �̆.

We de�ne a basic query �̆ as a quadruple

�̆ ∶= �A, R, φ, ψ�

where
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A denotes a set of projection attributes (A ⊆ ���(R)) to use for performing a projec-
tion πA on a relation,

R stands for a relation or a – more complex – relational expression on which the
(Boolean and similarity) predicates are evaluated,

φ indicates a Boolean, �ltering predicate whose result is given by the evaluation of the
predicate on the extent; more precisely, φ is applied in a selection operation (σφ(⋅)),
with ∀t ∈ ���(R) ∶ t � φ,

ψ signi�es a similarity predicate that introduces an ordering in the resulting relation
based on the evaluation of a distance function, i.e., τψ(⋅).

Our logical query model follows largely the projection/selection structure known from
the formulation of queries traditional databases.

�e projection clause is given by the projection attributes A. �e data underlying the
query is represented in the source relation which may also be given as complex expression
combining multiple relations. Given that evaluating the query model results in a relation,
logical queries can be combined to achieve more complex semantics. �e Boolean predicate
φ de�nes the selection clause. Following our earlier approach in [Gia��], we separate the
clause for performing a similarity retrieval from the Boolean predicate. �e similarity
predicate ψ has been speci�ed already in De�nition �.�.

�e query model allows the speci�cation of a query in a declarative way. As a con-
sequence, we are required to de�ne the execution order of its parts. In the following, we
consider the semantics of our query model and will particularly focus on mixed queries,
that is to say on queries combining both �ltering and similarity predicates. While the �lter-
ing predicate selects from the relation the set of tuples which strictly satisfy the condition
speci�ed by the propositional formula, the similarity predicate allows to compute a distance
score for each tuple in the result set and re-order the results. However, as noted previously,
a similarity query will almost never be required to return all ranked data objects of the
entire collection. Instead, for both e�ciency and usability reasons, the similarity search
will reduce the number of elements retrieved by a maximum distance (εNN query) or a
maximum number of elements (κNN query). Given that our model formulation allows
to specify both �ltering and similarity predicates at the same time, the ordering of the
operations has to be de�ned, in particular, since the results di�er depending on the chosen
semantics, as we will show in the remainder of this section. In the following, we distinguish
three semantics when combining a �ltering and a similarity predicate in the context of εNN
and κNN queries (following [CDM+��, p. ���]).
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Combination of an εNN query and a Boolean, filtering query �e combination of an εNN
query together with a �ltering query corresponds to combining two Boolean queries, i.e.,
one using the �ltering predicate φ, the other one with ∀t ∈ R ∶ t.δ̄ ≤ ε. �e results will,
hence, include the objects that satisfy both conditions. Formally,

σ φ(τψ(R)) = τψ(σ φ(R)) (�.��)

for φ making use of a limiting predicate based on the maximum distance ε.

Example 5.6 Combination of an εNN query and a Boolean, filtering query.

Bob is looking for the names of all museums which are at most ε = � km walking distance
from his current location and which display paintings by van Gogh. In this example, con-
sider again the location information stored in the relation museums. �e maximum
distance ε is then set to � km for a distance function computing the walking distance
between the users location and the museum. We can express such a query, where we use
to denote Bob’s current location, as follows.

Logical query parameters

A name

R museums � paintings
φ painter = “Vincent van Gogh”

ψ δwalking(location, ) ≤ �km

In relational algebra, such a query may be expressed as

πname(τεNN
δwalking ,location, ,ε=� km

(σpainter =“Vincent van Gogh”(museums � paintings)))

�e order of executing the operation is not relevant as the results will always be equal, i.e.,

τεNN
δwalking ,location, ,ε=� km

(σpainter =“Vincent van Gogh”(museums � paintings)) =

σpainter =“Vincent van Gogh”(τεNN
δwalking ,location, ,ε=� km

(museums � paintings))

Combination of a pre-filter κNN query and a Boolean, filtering query For a κNN query,
one possible combination considers the results of the similarity query as an a-priori con-
dition (pre-�lter κNN). In this setting, the κNN search is executed �rst and the results
are �ltered by the Boolean predicate. �is may yield result sets with less than κ result
elements, and may even produce empty results if the κ best elements do not satisfy the
�ltering conditions. Possibly instead of only retrieving κ elements in the �rst place, κ′ > κ
can be retrieved, deriving κ′ based on the selectivity of the κNN search [CGM��] to ensure
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that still κ elements are retrieved a�er applying the Boolean �lter. Formally,

σ φ(τψ(R)) (�.��)

i.e., the similarity query is executed before the selection operation has been applied.

Combination of a post-filter κNN query and a Boolean, filtering query Considering the
results of the similarity query as an a-posteriori condition, the Boolean predicate is executed
�rst and the κ most similar elements out of the elements that satisfy the �ltering condition
are returned to the user (post-�lter κNN) ordered by distance score. �e execution of such
a query requires evaluating �rst the �ltering query; the resulting relation is then queried
using the similarity predicate. Formally,

τψ(σ φ(R)) (�.��)

i.e., the similarity query is executed a�er the selection operation has been applied.

Example 5.7 Conjunction of a κNN query and a filtering query.

Bob has taken a photograph of a poster displaying a van Gogh painting and is looking for
the κ = �� paintings by van Gogh similar (by colour) to the photograph taken (�). We
may express such a query as

Logical query parameters

A title

R paintings

φ painter = “Vincent van Gogh”

ψ δ(feature_colour, �) with κ = ��

In relational algebra, using the pre-�lter semantics, the query is expressed as follows.

σpainter =“Vincent van Gogh”(τκNN
δ,feature_colour,�,κ=��(paintings))

On the other hand, using a post-�ltering semantics, such a query may be formulated as

τκNN
δ,feature_colour,�,κ=��(σpainter =“Vincent van Gogh”(paintings))

Note that exchanging the τψ(⋅) and the σφ(⋅) operation will not yield the same results. In
the �rst case, if the κ most similar elements retrieved in the similarity search are not by
van Gogh, the result set will be empty. Instead, applying the post-�lter semantics will �rst
�lter for all elements for which the Boolean predicate (painter =“Vincent van Gogh”)
is true and only then apply the similarity predicate.
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Figure 5.5 Visualisation of the semantics of the combination of a similarity query
and a filtering query: The visualisation shows that while for εNN queries the
order of execution is independent, for κNN , a pre-filter and a post-filter semantics
has to be distinguished.

In Figure �.�, we summarise the various combination possibilities: We have simpli�ed
the example by considering a collection composed of squares and circles. �e �rst row
considers the full data ordered by distance without performing any limitation by distance
or cardinality and without applying the Boolean predicate. We �rst display the result of
applying an εNN query (here with ε ≤ �.�), and a �ltering based on the Boolean predicate
denoting that the shape is a square. Note that for the εNN query, the order of the operation
can be interchanged yielding the same results. For the κNN search (here with κ = �), we
visualise both the pre-�lter and the post-�lter semantics. As shown in Figure �.�, the �nal
results of the query (in the highlighted box) depend on the order of the operations.

While for the εNN search, as mentioned previously, the results of the execution are
independent of the ordering of the operations and, hence, the execution semantics is
unambiguous, in the case of the κNN search the ordering of the operations is meaningful
[LJW+��; CGM��]. In the context of multimedia retrieval, the a-posteriori semantics might
be the more sensible one: A user may look for the most similar multimedia documents
that satisfy the �ltering predicates, but sorted by similarity. For these reasons, our model
gives preference to the a-posteriori, post-�ltering semantics of the search, as it is the more
sensible one in the retrieval context. �e precedence of the operations is de�ned as follows:
First the relational expression R is evaluated, the Boolean predicate is applied (φ), a ranking
is introduced (ψ) and a projection on the results is executed (A), i.e.,
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�̆� πA(τψ(σ φ(R))) (�.��)

is the de�ned order of execution.�

Example 5.8 Conjunction of a post-filter κNN query and an εNN query.

Bob is looking for the names of at most κ = �� museums exhibiting paintings similar to the
one he has taken a photograph of and which are within ε = � km from his current location
( ). Using the post-�lter semantics, we can express such a query in relational algebra as

πname(τκNN
δL p ,feature_colour,�,κ=��(τ

εNN
δwalking ,location, ,ε=�km

(paintings � museum))

As noted previously, exchanging the order of the κNN and the εNN query may result in an
empty result set. Bob is obviously interested in having the results of the εNN museums
which exhibit a painting as similar as possible to the photograph taken. Hence, a post-�lter
semantics is the more sensible choice for combining the κNN and the εNN query.

5.3.2 Executional Query Model

So far, we have only considered the logical perspective of a query. �e declarative style of
database languages obviously puts more weight on the question of what to retrieve rather
than the how to execute and process a query. [BBZ��a] notes that in the given context of
multimedia retrieval, it is advisable for users to be able to express preferences with respect
to the execution of the query. Hence, orthogonal to the logical query model, we introduce
in the following an executional query model.

�e query execution model is applied in the processing of a query following the tradi-
tional four stages of query processing:

query parsing �e query is parsed and transformed to a query tree which is under-
standable by the data management system.

query rewriting In our model, the rewriting operation does not only perform trans-
formations which result in equivalent trees to the query trees. Instead, based on
executional query model which speci�es executional preferences, the resulting query
trees and the corresponding results may not yield results equivalent to each other, as,
for example, approximate scanning methods may be applied.

� While our model prefers the post-�lter semantics for κNN queries, it should be noted that a pre-�lter
semantics can still be achieved by stacking two queries in each other, for instance, by specifying a logical
query with a similarity predicate within the relational expression R, and de�ning the Boolean predicate
in the outer query. In this way, the pre-�ltering κNN is executed �rst as part of the relational expression,
while the Boolean predicate is evaluated second.
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Figure 5.6 Processing model of a query in a multimedia data management system.

query optimisation In the optimisation step, our model supports both a cost-based
planner and an empirical planner for optimising the execution of a query.

query execution In the query execution step, two modes of execution are distinguished.
�e default mode assumes a request/response processing in which the user awaits
(without any intermediate results) a response from the database system. �e progressive
execution mode, on the other hand, attaches an observer to the query processor and
returns results of the intermediate query operations in a streaming fashion.

Figure �.� gives an overview of the processing of a query within our model.

In the following, we consider how a query is executed and the means to adjust the
execution of the similarity predicates. We distinguish

– the scan method (see Section �.�.�.�),

– the optimisation method (see Section �.�.�.�),

– the execution method (see Section �.�.�.�),

as adjustable parts which we will discuss in more detail in the following.

5.3.2.1 Scan Method

In the following, we consider various methods of scanning a relation for answering a
similarity predicate. Besides having the data management system decide on the scanning
method, as known from traditional database systems, also the following scanning options
are available.
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Data scan In a data scan, each tuple of a relation is read in sequential order and processed.

Precise index scan A precise index scan uses the available scans which are known to
retrieve precise results and not miss any tuple. �e only precise index scanning method
available within our system is the Vector Approximation-File index (see Section �.�.�).

Approximate index scan Approximate index structures (see Section �.�) trade high ef-
�ciency at the expense of some acceptable imprecision by missing certain results (false
dismissals). �e index structures yielding approximate results include the Cluster Pruning
index (see Section �.�.�), the Locality-Sensitive Hashing index (see Section �.�.�), the Metric
Inverted-File index (see Section �.�.�), the Product Quantisation index (see Section �.�.�)
and the Spectral Hashing index (see Section �.�.�). In an approximate index scan, the
approximate index structures are queried for answering a query.

Stochastic scan Stochastic query execution follows the idea of rank aggregation-based
scanning (see Section �.�.�.�). We combine the number of appearances from di�erent
index scans to compute a distance score denoting the probability for the element to be part
of the κ nearest neighbours. In particular, we employ this method using multiple index
structures which can quickly be queried. We assume that the more o�en a tuple appears in
the candidate list of the various scans, the more likely the tuple is to appear higher in the
top κ results. We de�ne the approximate distance as

δ(t.a, q) ≈ � − Pr[t ∈Rq(R)] = � − �
�Ȧq�

�
∀i∶Ai

q∈Ȧq

�������

� if t ∈ Ai
q(R)

� if t ∉ Ai
q(R)

(�.��)

whereR denotes the result set for a query,Ai(R) denotes the �ltered (candidate) tuples; we
summarise the candidate results of the single scans in the variable Ȧ. Note that the number
of results to return κ is adjusted to κ′ (with κ′ > κ) to increase the precision of stochastic
scanning.

Stochastic querying may particularly be interesting if the results of the single scans can
be retrieved very fast (e.g., by an approximate index scan). Moreover, it allows to lower the
number of candidates to be accessed in a data scan, as only κ (or κ′) results are returned
from the stochastic scan.

Stochastic scanning may be applied in isolation or in combination with a data scan.
In isolation, only the values stored in the index are returned. �is might be interesting in
instances where the index does not only store the indexed value, but also other attributes,
and an additional data scan might not be necessary. Together with a subsequent data scan,
obviously, the full tuples are returned.
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Parallel scan Scanning multiple structures in parallel can be considered a useful method
for scanning data only if the intermediate results can be retrieved and processed by the
client application as well. In parallel querying, rather than selecting one single scan method,
the optimiser may select multiple query paths which are executed in parallel by the system.
Parallel scanning obviously hurts the e�ciency of the entire system (e.g., as multiple queries
are executed at once and as intermediate results have to be collected from distributed sites),
but it allows to trade the parallel computation with query response time if used together with
the progressive execution. Hence, results from a coarse index structure may be returned
�rst, while more precise scans are returned later. In combination with progressive querying
which allows to return intermediate results to the user, a user may decide how long to wait
for the results whose quality improves over time.� Note that the results of the parallel scan
are independent of each other and not combined.

5.3.2.2 Optimisation Method

In our query processing model, we provide both a simplistic cost-based and an empirical
query planner. Both optimisation strategies obviously consider the selected scanning
methods for selecting speci�c query paths. Note that our model allows the combination
of cost-based and empirical optimisation, i.e., on the level of a similarity-based query an
empirical optimisation may be used, while on the level of the full query involving a Boolean
predicate, a cost-based optimisation might be applied.

Cost-based optimisation �e cost-based planner performs a parametric query optimisa-
tion. Hence, while it uses estimations based on the relation and tuple size to estimate a
cost for each execution step, it considers the scanning method parameters for selecting an
execution path. �e costs for scanning are estimated by

n̂ × �size(t) (�.��)

where n̂ and �size(t) are used to denote the estimated size of the relation and the size of a
tuple, respectively. For index-based scans, the tuple size is obviously adjusted to the size of
the index tuple.

Empirical optimisation �e empirical optimisation tracks the execution time and performs
experiments for stored queries for every data scanning methods (e.g., for various indexing
mechanisms) within the query tree and leverages this knowledge for the selection of the

� Obviously, the result quality is supposed to improve in progressive querying. However, measuring the
quality is not possible given the fact that the ground truth is not available at query time. Hence, we have
manually set empirical con�dence values for the single scanning methods, ensuring that a possibly less
precise index will not overwrite the results returned by a precise index.
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Table 5.1 Selection of additional features used for the empirical query optimiser for
index scans.
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best execution plan with the goal of reducing the query time. Figure �.� gives an overview
of the optimisation loop.

off-line
training

on-line
recognition

query
optimiser

query execution
plan

measurements

train

Figure 5.7 Optimisation loop empirical optimiser: The illustration displays the off-line,
training phase during which queries are executed at the measured time is used for
training the optimiser. At on-line time, the optimiser is used to estimate the
execution time for the given scanning method.

In detail, we extract features from a given query and map these to a vector space. �e
features generally include the following parameters

– relation size,

– dimensionality of the vector data,

– number of elements to retrieve.

Moreover, we add index-speci�c parameters to the data points, as summarised in Table �.�.
�e extracted features are normalised to [�, �] and using regression analysis a time-

estimating predictor is created. For each of the index structures and for the sequential
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scan, a separate regression model is generated. At on-line time, the various estimations of
execution times are compared to each other and the query plan with the estimated lowest
execution time is chosen.

5.3.2.3 Execution Method

Request/response execution �e request/response execution of queries is the general
mode known from traditional databases: For a query, a response is returned at the end
of the query processing, while the user is awaiting the results; no intermediate results are
returned to the user.

Progressive execution �e idea of progressive retrieval is to o�er to the user an updating
result set whose precision increases with time [KG��]. Such an approach is particularly
interesting for long-running queries which can o�en be found in multimedia retrieval
systems. With progressive querying, the query returns all intermediate results of the query
steps between posing the query and having the �nal results of the query ready. Algorithm �.�
presents the algorithm of progressive querying.

Algorithm 5.1 Progressive querying.

Input: relation R, operations to apply op�, . . . , opk, observer obsrv
Output: result setR

�: step �: A� ∶= op�(R)
�: obsrv.notify(A�)
⋮

�: step i: Ai ∶= opi(Ai−�)
�: obsrv.notify(Ai)
⋮

�: R ∶= Ak

�: returnR

In our approach, we consider atomic operations op�, . . . , opk. An observer which re-
gisters on the executed function is responsible for returning sub-results while the query
is still running. �e de�nition of atomic operations that can be returned by the system
depends on the high-level operation and its implementation.�

A stopping criterion may be speci�ed with the progressive execution to early stop the
execution as soon as a criterion is satis�ed (e.g., the results coming from a precise scan).

� In our approach, index structures are executed atomarily; however, depending on the construction of the
query tree also the results from single partitions could be returned to the query processor independently.
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Table 5.2 Overview of parameters of the logical query model.

Projection attributes Relational expression Boolean predicate Similarity predicate

* (all attributes) simple relation no Boolean predicates no similarity query
set of attributes relational expression with Boolean predicates similarity query

Table 5.3 Overview of parameters of the executional query model.

Scan method Optimisation method Execution method

data scan cost-based optimisation request/response execution
precise index scan empirical optimisation progressive execution
approximate index scan
stochastic scan
parallel scan

5.3.3 Summary and Model Queries

In Table �.� and Table �.�, we summarise the logical and executional query parameters
coming from the corresponding model. Obviously, not all combinations are sensible; for
example, querying in parallel a relation without returning intermediate results, does not
make sense.

In the following, we introduce a number of archetype model queries which can be
evaluated using the introduced query model.

Basic κNN query We consider �rst a basic κNN similarity query. Such a query needs the
speci�cation of a similarity predicate. More precisely, it requires the speci�cation of an
attribute (a) involved in the computation of a distance; for computing a distance score, the
distance function (δ(⋅, ⋅)) and a query vector (q) have to be indicated as well. �e desired
cardinality of the answer set is given by specifying a limiting predicate to only retrieve a
sub-set of κ neighbours out of all elements. Without specifying any executional parameters,
the model assumes a simple request/response execution using the cost-based optimiser.

Example 5.9 Basic κNN query.

Alice has taken a photograph of a �lm running on the television and wants to learn the
title of it. She is looking for the title of the κ = �� �lm titles which contain the scene shown
on television ordered by similarity to the photograph taken. Her application extracts from
the photograph the inherent features and sends a query to the data management system.
�e query is speci�ed by providing projection attributes (A), a relation (R), a similarity
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predicate (ψ) given by the speci�cation of distance (δ(⋅, ⋅)), the attribute to use for the
similarity retrieval (a), the query vector (q) and a limiting factor specifying the number
of elements to return (κ). In detail, the query is posed as:

Logical query parameters Executional query parameters

A title scan
method

(determined by optimiser)

R films � segments optimisation
method

cost-based optimisation

φ - execution
method

request/response execution

ψ δL�(feature_colour, �)
with κ = ��

In here, � denotes the colour features extracted from the photograph in vectorial form.
�e query returns a list of �lm names ordered according to the implicit attribute δ̄ denoting
the distance between the stored vectors and the given query vector.

Query specifying a Boolean and a similarity predicate In the following, we consider a
query specifying both a Boolean and a similarity predicate. By the order of precedence
of the operations introduced previously in Equation �.��, �rst the Boolean predicate is
evaluated on the relational expression; only then the similarity predicate is evaluated.

Example 5.10 Query specifying a Boolean and a similarity predicate.

Alice would like to retrieve a list of κ = �� �lms directed by “Woody Allen” in which the
Ei�el Tower appears. Assuming that feature_object may detect the Ei�el Tower,
hence, a query may be speci�ed as (with denoting an object speci�cation of the Ei�el
Tower in vectorial form)

Logical query parameters Executional query parameters

A DISTINCT title scan
method

(determined by optimiser)

R film � segment optimisation
method

cost-based optimisation

φ - execution
method

request/response execution

ψ δL�(feature_object, )
with κ = ��
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By the precedence rules speci�ed in Equation �.��, �rst the Boolean predicate is evaluated,
i.e., the data is �rst �ltered by the director “Woody Allen”; in the next step, the similarity
query is executed on the remaining data to �nd the κ multimedia documents whose
probability for displaying the Ei�el Tower is highest.

Complex similarity query In what we consider being a complex similarity query, we follow
the de�nition of [BMS+��] noting that such queries are constructed by multiple features
and/or multiple query objects (see Section �.�.�).

Depending on the desired semantics of the query, our query model is able to model
such complex queries by making use of similarity-based union and intersection operations
within the relational expression given in the logical query model.

Example 5.11 Complex similarity query (based on Example 3.2.2).

Bob wants to �nd similar paintings of van Gogh’s wheat �eld with a green hue. In his
application, he is able to take a photograph and specify an additional colour information.
�e retrieval application translates the query into a complex query using a distance com-
bining function and by performing a similarity-based intersection operation. For reasons
of simpli�cation, in the following, we do not specify any executional parameters. �e
query can be visualised as (we use � to denote the extracted features of a photograph, and
� to mark the speci�ed colour)

distance-based intersection

∩̃ξ

Logical query parameters

A *

R paintings

φ -

ψ δL p (feature_edge, �)

Logical query parameters

A *

R paintings

φ -

ψ δL p (feature_colour,�)

Logical query parameters

A title, painter

R (as denoted below)

φ -

ψ κ = ��

By the precedence rules speci�ed, �rst the relational expression is evaluated and with that
each part of the relational expression is solved. Hence, for the same relation paintings,
the distance is computed for both attributes separately and combined using a distance-
based intersection operation. Ultimately, the number of elements is limited to κ = �� and
a projection is performed.
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Progressive parallel query With progressive querying, the query returns all intermediate
results of the query steps between posing the query and having the �nal results of the query
ready. By combining queries that quickly produce approximate results (e.g., scanning a
very coarse index) with queries that take longer to produce correct results (e.g., scanning a
very �ne-grained index or the full data), we model progressive results. Executing queries
in parallel and considering the most up-to-date results as the currently best results, could
be useful when scanning the same data on multiple coarseness levels. For this, however,
the application must be able to handle �rst, approximate results, but also result sets which
improve over time. As noted previously, such an approach obviously decreases the e�ciency
of the data management system, but it allows to trade the parallel computation with query
response time.

Example 5.12 Progressive parallel query.

�e application Alice is using to �nd paintings similar to the photograph taken allows
the user to see �rst, imprecise results which update while the user has the application
opened. �e results improve in quality while she waits until she receives the �nal results.
We consider the situation where Alice is looking for the name of the κ = �� most similar
scenes compared to the photograph taken. �e query is posed as follows:

Logical query parameters Executional query parameters

A title scan
method

parallel scan

R film � segment optimisation
method

cost-based optimisation

φ - execution
method

progressive execution

ψ δL�(feature_colour, �)
with κ = ��

�e results may – exempli�ed – be returned to the user as visualised in the following
illustration, where �rst approximate results arrive �rst, followed by result bounds (e.g., by
the VA-File index), followed by the �nal results at which the query is stopped.

time
approximate
results

result
bounds

final
results
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5.4 Distribution Model

�e distribution model we employ assumes distribution, partitioning and location trans-
parency. Hence, on the level of the logical model, the distribution of the relation to multiple
sites is not visible. �e user does not formulate a query in terms of speci�c partitions or
sites, but rather phrases a global query that is translated in the localisation step by the
distribution model into sub-queries which are run on the individual partitions and at the
individual sites. A result merging strategy is used to combine the results from each partition
to construct a �nal, coherent result set.

5.4.1 Distributed Query Processing

5.4.1.1 General Distributed Query Processing

Following the general processing of a query in a distributed system and the ideas of [ML��;
TVM+��], at query time, the partitioned entities or index structures are queried separately
by the individual local processors responsible for a partition under the central orchestration
of a global query processor at the coordinator site. Each worker takes care of �ltering out
the local nearest neighbours (limited by the predicate �) for a given query and sends the
partial result set to the coordinator. In a reduction step, the coordinator merges the results
of the local searches to a global, coherent result set based on the partial result sets of nearest
neighbours. In Algorithm �.�, we summarise the algorithm for executing a query in a
distributed setting. Note that the algorithm is generally dominated by the local searches
and the processing at the individual sites.

Algorithm 5.2 Distributed query processing (based on [ML14]).

Input: relation R distributed over multiple sites S = {s�, . . . , sn}, query �̆
Output: result setR

�: broadcast query �̆ to all sites s�, . . . , sn
�: for all site si ← s�, . . . , sn do
�: Asi ← locally execute query �̆ and retrieve partial result sets
�: end for
�: R←merge the partial result sets to one coherent result set
�: possibly reapply limiting predicates of the similarity predicate
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5.4.1.2 Index-based Query Processing

In line with our categorisation of indexes which perform exhaustive searches over the whole
index, and indexes which are able to prune large parts of the index (e.g., by only reading a
set of buckets), we distinguish two ways of processing an index in a distributed fashion:

distributed pruning Distributed pruning refers to the processing of a query by an
execution method which allows to prune elements (e.g., Cluster Pruning, Locality-
Sensitive Hashing). In this processing schema, the query is sent to all sites and the
buckets which do not satisfy the query are skipped at each site.

distributed ranking Distributed ranking refers to the processing of a query by executing
locally a similarity search (exhaustive search) and returning the results satisfying the
limiting predicate of the similarity search. �e results from the single partitions are
then merged and the limiting predicate is applied again. Similar approaches have been
used with the VA-File index (cf. [Web��; WBS��; WBS��]).

In Figure �.�, we visualise both processing strategies. While in distributed pruning
only the elements that match the query are returned to the global coordinator, distributed
ranking will retrieve a sorted list of (κ) nearest neighbours and merge the results from the
single sites to one coherent list.

5.4.1.3 Data Transfer for Result Set Merging

In the following, we consider methods to transfer data between the local processors and
the coordinator and merge the distributed candidate sets.

Consider, for instance, an index which is processed by multiple query processors and
whose partitioning does not match the partitioning of the underlying data. In this case, the
tuple identi�ers (��� ∈ TID) from the index scan need to be communicated between all
sites storing the data which then in turn return the full tuples to the query coordinator.

�e straightforward approach would communicate a set of identi�ers between all sites.
Our distribution model, however, considers also two further approaches.

Given the approximative nature of the query, Bloom �lters [Blo��] may, for instance,
be used. A Bloom �lter is a probabilistic data structure which can be used to test the
membership of an element in a set. While Bloom �lters may yield false positives, they will
not yield false negatives. Hence, using Bloom �lters to return the set of identi�ers may
return more elements than truly selected, but it will never miss any result. �e advantage of
Bloom �lters is their small size. Hence, at query time, the results from the index structure
at each site may be encoded in a short Bloom �lter. �e Bloom �lters from each site are
combined at the coordinator site and sent back to each site which will use the �lter for
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(a) Distributed pruning strategy.
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(b) Distributed ranking strategy.

Figure 5.8 Visualisation of two strategies for distributed index-based query
processing.

�ltering the local results. Bloom �lters have been used, e.g., in the context of text retrieval
in P�P networks (e.g., [NYF��]).

On the other hand, consider the situation where a κNN search is performed in a distrib-
uted ranking fashion. In this case, each local processor would answer with a set of tuples
which represent the local κ nearest neighbours. However, when merging the results, pos-
sibly many elements will fall out of the �nal result set. It seems, hence, a waste of resources
to transfer full tuples to the coordinator. Instead, only the necessary information should
�rst be transferred for determining the relevant elements; in the subsequent step, for the
remaining items, the full tuple data may be transferred. Such an operation may be denoted
as a join operation, i.e.,

p� � p� = p� � (πa�(p�) � p�) (�.��)

where p�, p� denote data partitions.
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To reduce the number of tuples transferred to other sites, the semi-join operation [Kos��]
may be employed. It is de�ned as

p� � p� = p� � πa�(p�) (�.��)

resulting in the tuples from p� which join with a tuple of p�, removing the dangling tuples of
p� [Dat��, pp. ���; Gar��, pp. ����]. Note that the semi-join operation is not commutative,
i.e., p� � p� ≠ p� � p�.

5.4.2 Data Partitioning Model

In the context of multimedia retrieval, �nding a sophisticated partitioning scheme which
allows to decide to which partitions to route a query to, becomes a di�cult task to solve,
i.e.,

�̆→ P̃ (�.��)

where P̃ is a sub-set of P and by whose selection we trade o� retrieval time with result
quality. Decreasing the size of the sub-set of partitions may still yield a very acceptable
result quality while lowering at the same time the retrieval time substantially.

However, the same property which prevents the use of classical index structures such
as the lack of order in the feature data, the lack of clusterability, and moreover the lack of
meaningful extractable parts in the raw data, makes it similarly di�cult to �nd a partitioning
scheme that can be generally applied and which allows to prune partitions at query time
from the retrieval without possibly loosing relevant elements. Such a partitioning of the
data could not only be interesting for vectorial data, but also for the derived indexes. In
particular, we see an application for index structures which normally perform a ranking of
the resulting elements and, hence, require an exhaustive search (resulting in a computational
complexity of O(n)), such as the VA-File. With these index structures, the partitioning
may be used as a coarse quantiser allowing to prune a large number of elements early on
(as it is done, e.g., in the non-exhaustive PQ index [JDS��]).

We have noted before that creating clusters is a di�cult problem to solve for high-
dimensional data. Nevertheless, in [Hel��], we attempt to introduce two partitioning
schemes for horizontally partitioning both relations and indexes. �e partitioning strategies
can be categorised as generating a derived partitioning, meaning a partitioning which is not
directly based on the attribute data:

partitioning based on Cluster Pruning �is partitioning strategy partitions the data
based on the ideas of the Cluster Pruning index. A set of leaders are selected from the
data and the tuples are assigned to the leader based on a feature attribute. Similarly,
in the partitioning strategy, the data is assigned to a partition depending on a set of
selected leaders.
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Figure 5.9 Partitioning of a VA-File index based on a CP strategy.

partitioning based on Spectral Hashing �is partitioning strategy partitions the data
based on the ideas of the Spectral Hashing index. Given that the Hamming distance
between two hashes re�ects to some extent the true distance in a Euclidean space, we
make use of the hash to cluster similar elements into the same partition and separate
very di�erent elements into di�erent partitions. A cluster leader for each cluster is
chosen.

Figure �.� exempli�es the partitioning based on Cluster Pruning by displaying a VA-File
index which is partitioned based on the Cluster Pruning strategy: A data point is indexed
using the VA-File strategy and partitioned based on the closest leader following the CP
indexing mechanisms. At query time, only a selected number of partitions belonging to the
closest leaders to the query are read and out of these the κNN are selected using the VA-File
querying algorithm.

With both partitioning schemes, a resource representation for each partition is created
and a ranking of partitions according to the query is possible. In early evaluations in
[Hel��], we have, however, shown that these partitioning schemes do not reliably outperform
skipping partitions randomly. �is �nding is in line with similar �ndings of [CPR+��]
noting that there is a dramatic deterioration of performance with increasing number of
clustering levels because informative leaders are lost with more levels.
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5.5 Storage Model

In this section, we focus on the storage model which considers the physical aspects of the
data and is used to persist the relations from the logical data model. While the storage
model in classical database system is mostly comparably simple, as it allows to persist data
in a �le-based fashion on disk, in the following, we relax the model to store the data from
relations and indexes in a large variety of storage media/applications. In our case, the storage
model is related to the distribution model as distributing data to multiple sites results in the
same challenges as distributing data over multiple storage systems. We extend the physical
storage mechanisms to also allow for more high-level approaches, for instance, storing the
data in a key-value store or in a relational database. Following the ideas of polystores (see
Section �.�.�), in our storage model, we allow to apply various storage engines depending
on the data and the queries at hand.

We consider a storage engine being an adapter between the data processing engine of
the database system and the persistence layer. For a storage engine, the de�nition of (based
on the ideas of [DZE+��])

– a mapping of the relational data to the local storage model and vice-versa,
– a mapping of the global operations (e.g., insertion, deletion, retrieval) to the query

language of the engine, together with a mapping of data types,
is necessary. With this, a storage engine allows to store the data of a relation on multiple, dif-
ferent storage systems and distribute the data accordingly by means of vertical partitioning.
A logical schema requires a mapping to a storage engine; formally, there exists a mapping

���(R)→ SE (�.��)

i.e., for each attribute of the schema of a relation a ∈ ���(R), a storage engine se ∈ SE is
de�ned. �e data for a storage engine sei is given as

πAse i ∪ {���}(R) (�.��)

where Asei denotes the set of attributes to be stored on the storage engine sei and ��� ∈ TID
denotes a tuple identi�er.

Following the de�nition of vertical partitioning, note the necessity to store an identi�er
for each tuple at each storage engine to be able to fully reconstruct the relation. �e query
processing, hence, follows the query processing with vertically partitioned, distributed data.
Note in addition that the query processing needs a translation step which translates the
localised query at hand to the query language of the storage engine. While the storage
schema records the details of each storage engine, a shim translates the query to the query
language of the corresponding engine. In Algorithm �.�, we present the processing of a
query in such a context.
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Algorithm 5.3 Query processing over multiple storage engines.

Input: relation R split over multiple storage engines SE = {se�, . . . , sem}, query �̆
Output: result setR

�: determine storage engines SE�̆ involved in query (possibly all)
�: for all storage engines sei ∈ SE�̆ do
�: translate query to local query dialect
�: Ase i ← evaluate query on storage
�: end for
�: R←merge the partial result sets to one coherent result set by joining the result sets on

���
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Figure 5.10 Distributed query processing using multiple storage engines.

Figure �.�� visualises the query processing focusing on the query execution when using
multiple storage engines.
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Implementation

We have prototypically implemented the presented concepts in the so�ware ADAMpro

[GS��]. �e so�ware has been released� under an MIT licence within the vitrivr stack
[RGT+��a; RGG+��], which forms together with the retrieval engine Cineast [RGS��] and
the vitrivr user interface an open-source multimedia retrieval system. �e implementation
of ADAMpro provides a fully working data management system for multimedia data.

Our implementation has focused on the retrieval part of the data management system.
Hence, we have given great attention to the query modelling and execution including
index structures, similarity operations, etc. Components for admission control, replication,
locking and logging (for transactions), etc. have been implemented – if at all – in only basic
versions. Figure �.� presents an overview of the components available in ADAMpro.

ADAMpro is implemented mainly in Scala �.�� using the Apache Spark framework in
version �.� (July ����). We give more details on the so�ware stack in the following and
present the components implemented in ADAMpro. We �nally present a web-based client
application for our system which allows to visually set up query plans and analyse the query
execution within the data management system.

6.1 Software Stack

6.1.1 Apache Spark

Apache Spark� [ZCF+��] is a cluster-computing framework for large-scale data processing.
�e processing is based on the concept of resilient distributed data (RDD) [ZCD+��], an
immutable, distributed multi-set which can be operated on in parallel. RDDs allow to
execute higher-order programming constructs (e.g., map, reduce, �lter, aggregate) on a

� https://github.com/vitrivr/ADAMpro/
� http://spark.apache.org/

���

https://github.com/vitrivr/ADAMpro/
http://spark.apache.org/
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Figure 6.1 Main components of the ADAMpro implementation (based on Figure 5.1).

driver program on the master node (coordinator), which subsequently invokes parallel
operations on the executors residing on worker nodes (local processors).

�e Spark stack is composed of the Spark core and further, independent components
which can be added ad libitum.

�e Spark core embraces the basic functionalities of Spark, including the RDD abstrac-
tion, the scheduling of tasks, the memory management, the interaction with storage systems,
etc. [KKW+��, p. �]. A high-level deployment view of the components of Spark core is given
in Figure �.�: �e illustration depicts the Spark core driver program with the Spark context
running on a master node. �e worker nodes, which are managed by a cluster manager, run
the executors, which are connected to the Spark context and execute the functions invoked
on the driver node resulting in localised tasks. To leverage the data locality, the workers
may attach, for example, to Hadoop data nodes and execute the tasks at the sites where the
data is locally available.

Spark SQL [AGZ+��] introduces on top of the Spark core RDD abstraction the notion
of data sets (earlier also named data frames), which provide support for the relational
processing of (semi-)structured data. �is includes the components of a query processing
pipeline, in particular, for parsing, rewriting, optimising and executing a query. �e data set
API supports all common relational operations (e.g., projection, selection, join, aggregations,
etc.). Table �.� summarises common operations available in Apache Spark SQL that can be
applied on a data set together with a symbolic notation which will be used throughout this
chapter.
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Figure 6.2 Deployment architecture of Apache Spark components: The Spark core
driver program runs within the Spark context on a master node; the worker nodes
run an executor which execute the functions invoked on the driver (based on
[KKW+15, p. 15; Kir16]).
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Hadoop HDFS HBase S3Cassandra

Application ADAMpro

Figure 6.3 Apache Spark software stack: The highlighted box denotes our implementation
ADAMpro (based on [Kir16]).

Furthermore, the Spark framework includes a streaming (Spark Streaming), a machine
learning (MLlib) and a graph processing (GraphX) library. �e framework has connectors
to various storage systems (e.g., the Hadoop �le system (HDFS), Apache Cassandra, Apache
HBase, Amazon S�, etc.). Spark can run as a stand-alone application, or use Apache Mesos
or YARN as cluster manager to manage the worker nodes in the cluster.

Figure �.� gives an overview of the so�ware stack of Apache Spark. We have highlighted
our implementation, ADAMpro, within the full stack.

Spark is currently released in version �.� (July ����) under an Apache License �.� and is
in active development. Various commercial and research applications have been released so
far on top of the Apache Spark stack (e.g., for performing genomic analyses [NLF+��] or for
processing geographic data [YWS��]); the framework has recently also received increasing
interest in the �eld of multimedia retrieval research (e.g., [GAJ+��]).
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Table 6.1 Common data set operations in Apache Spark 2.2: The table depicts the
operation and a description, together with a symbolic notation used throughout this
chapter (based on [Apa17]).

Operation Symbol Description

.map
map

returns a (distributed) data set containing the result of applying a func-
tion to each tuple

.mapPartitions
mapPart

returns a (distributed) data set containing the result of applying a func-
tion to each partition

.select
select

returns a (distributed) data set on which a projection has been per-
formed

.filter
filter

returns a (distributed) data set that only contains elements which satisfy
a given Boolean predicate

.join
join

returns the (distributed) result of joining two data sets; various join
operations are available, including the inner, outer, full, semi, anti and
natural join

.sort
sort

returns a new (distributed) data set sorted by the specified expression

.limit
limit

returns a new (distributed) data set which is limited in the number of
rows

.collect
collect

returns a (localised) array that contains all rows of the data set at the
master node

6.1.2 Google Protocol Buffers and gRPC

Google Protocol bu�ers� allow the speci�cation of an interface which describes the schema
of the data exchanged and speci�es services that make use of the data schema de�ned.
Code generators for various programming languages are available to translate the protocol
de�nition into the corresponding code. On the other hand, gRPC� o�ers a remote procedure
call framework which makes use of the service de�nitions in the protocol �les to generate
client and server stubs that can readily be used for the communication. �e gRPC framework
supports both request/response and streaming services.

6.2 Components

�e structure of the source code of ADAMpro follows to large extents the component view
given in Section �.� and presented in Figure �.�. Figure �.� gives an overview of the compon-
ents available in ADAMpro and their relationships in a package diagram. In the following,
we brie�y discuss the implementation perspective of some of the components.

� https://developers.google.com/protocol-buffers/
� https://grpc.io/

https://developers.google.com/protocol-buffers/
https://grpc.io/
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Figure 6.4 Package diagram of ADAMpro: The illustration depicts the most important
components and their relations between each other.

Client communications manager �e client communication manager, responsible for the
communication with a client, has been implemented using Google Protocol Bu�ers and
gRPC. Our protocol supports both streaming and request/response queries.

Query processor �e query processor acts on queries which have been translated from
the communication protocol format to the internal query representation which is used
throughout the query rewriting, optimisation and execution phases. �e query processing
within ADAMpro is in alignment with the traditional processing of a query as introduced
previously (see Section �.�.�).

We follow the composite pattern for the implementation of the query expressions and
operations (see Figure �.�), allowing the user to easily compose a query expression. Besides
the common relational operations, we also implement operators to incorporate external
query systems and, following the ideas of polystores [Sto��], manually query the external
stores in their individual query language and translate the resulting tuples into ADAMpro

tuples for further processing.
�e logical query speci�cation follows the query model presented in Section �.�.�. �e

executional query model has been implemented by means of executional query hints. �e
reason for this is that possibly the scanning methods and the optimisation methods cannot
be satis�ed if, for instance, an index structure is not present or the empirical optimiser has
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Figure 6.5 Application of composite design pattern for query expressions: The
illustration depicts a simplified UML class denoting how a query expression is
internally structured.

not yet been trained. For the execution methods available in the model (i.e., request/re-
sponse or progressive execution) two separate services are available, as the protocol requires
specifying the answering mode in advance. Additional to the query hints specifying the
scan method and the optimisation method, further query hints may be added to a query
denoting which (group of) index structures to use, etc.

To be able to trace queries passing through the query processing pipeline, a tracker is
attached to the queries as they move through the system. �e tracker can, for instance, be
used to dynamically inspect the query processing.

Indexes �e implementations of the indexes are based, whenever available, on the code
basis given by the authors in the original publication and adjusted to match the Apache
Spark framework and the architecture of the ADAMpro system. �e implementations follow
the algorithms presented in Section �.� which are adjusted to support a distributed execution
(as described in Section �.�). We have adopted the existing code for the following indexes:

– Locality-Sensitive Hashing following the implementation of E�LSH [AI��]�,

– Metric-Inverted File�,

– Product Quantisation�,

– Spectral Hashing�,

– Vector Approximation-File�.

� http://www.mit.edu/~andoni/LSH/
� https://github.com/giamato/mi-file/ Note that, in comparison to the implementation

given by the authors, we have not made use of inverted �les for storing the data. Instead, we have adopted
the data model given by Apache Spark and store for each data point the reference points in a list.

� http://people.rennes.inria.fr/Herve.Jegou/projects/ann.html
� http://www.cs.huji.ac.il/~yweiss/SpectralHashing/
� �e VA-File index has been implemented based on the implementation by the author of [Web��].

http://www.mit.edu/~andoni/LSH/
https://github.com/giamato/mi-file/
http://people.rennes.inria.fr/Herve.Jegou/projects/ann.html
http://www.cs.huji.ac.il/~yweiss/SpectralHashing/
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Figure 6.6 Query processing in ADAMpro using a VA-File index.

In the other cases, the index structures have been implemented as closely as possible to the
corresponding papers, namely for

– Cluster Pruning,

– VA+-File.

In Appendix A, we list the default parameters set for the index structures implemented.
Exemplary, Figure �.� depicts the processing of a query using a VA-File index: �e

index data is �rst read and the lower and upper distance bounds are computed based on the
marks information for each tuple (map operation). �en, for each partition separately, the
κ nearest neighbours are retrieved. �e partial results are collected at the master node and,
using the retrieved distance bounds, the global κ nearest neighbours are determined. �e
resulting list of tuple identi�ers is then possibly redistributed to all available sites and passed
on to the next step in the query processing, for instance, the re�nement step based on a
�ltered sequential scan, which computes for the candidate set of tuples the �nal distance.

Transactional storage manager To be able to handle various types of data, ADAMpro comes
with a set of very di�erent storage engines for which a connector has been implemented.
While it is possible to query the storage engines directly in the corresponding query language
and use the results within ADAMpro, the storage engines implement also shims to translate
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the query to the dialect used by the engine. �e available storage engines include the
following:

– Apache Parquet�� a column-oriented �le storage format, stored on the local �le system
or on a distributed �le system, e.g., HDFS or Apache Alluxio��;

– the distributed wide-column store Apache Cassandra��;

– Apache Orc��, a column-oriented �le storage format, stored on the local �le system or
on a distributed �le system;

– a Java-port of the local key-value store LevelDB��;

– PalDb��, a write-once key-value store;

– PostgreSQL�� and PostGIS��, an extension for PostgreSQL that adds support for geo-
graphical objects and queries;

– Apache Solr��, a text-focused information retrieval system running on top of Apache
Lucene.

�e storage engines implemented in ADAMpro are con�gurable by means of a con�gura-
tion �le. Furthermore, the storage manager allows to dynamically add and load new storage
engines at runtime. Our implementation supports transferring data from one storage engine
to another, to allow users to adjust the data storage to their needs.

Example 6.1 Query processing in ADAMpro.

Alice places a similarity-based query in her application using a photograph of a �lm she is
currently watching. �e query vector (�) is generated by her application. She wants to
retrieve the ten most similar results to the given query vector. �e query is speci�ed as
follows as Google Protocol Bu�er message:

�� https://parquet.apache.org/
�� formerly Apache Tachyon, http://www.alluxio.org/
�� http://cassandra.apache.org/
�� https://orc.apache.org/
�� https://github.com/dain/leveldb/
�� https://github.com/linkedin/PalDB/
�� https://www.postgresql.org/
�� https://www.postgis.net/
�� http://lucene.apache.org/solr/

https://parquet.apache.org/
http://www.alluxio.org/
http://cassandra.apache.org/
https://orc.apache.org/
https://github.com/dain/leveldb/
https://github.com/linkedin/PalDB/
https://www.postgresql.org/
https://www.postgis.net/
http://lucene.apache.org/solr/
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Table 6.2 Exemplary query in ADAMpro.

Parameter Explanation Example

projection projection attributes title

relation name of relation or relational ex-
pression

films � segments

Boolean pre-
dicate

Boolean, filtering predicate to eval-
uate on the relation

-

similarity pre-
dicate

similarity predicate to evaluate on
the relation, specifying the details
for executing a κNN query, i.e.,
query vector, distance function,
number of elements to retrieve

δL� on feature_colour with query
vector � and κ = �� as limiting predicate

query execu-
tion hints

query execution parameters spe-
cifying scanning and optimisation
method

precise index-scan, empirical optimisa-
tion

Alice’s application formulates the query using a hint-based scan which allows to adjust the
query execution based on the given query hints.

data scan

projection

query

result set

hint: precise 
index scan

In the next step, the query tree is adjusted by the query rewriter based on the query hints.
�e data scan is resolved into a precise index scan with a subsequent �ltered data scan. In
the subsequent query optimisation step, the optimiser will decide upon which exact index
to use.

index scanquery

(filtered) 
data scan

with distance 
computation, 
sorting and 

limiting

projection

result set
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Finally, the query plan is translated into a Spark query which contains the explicit opera-
tions to use for the similarity-based search within the Spark framework: First, the index
returns based on the query a candidate set containing tuple identi�ers which may answer
the query. �is list is semi-joined with the full data set: �e tuple identi�ers resulting
from the index scan are transferred to the data sites and used for �ltering the full data. For
the remaining data, the �nal distance from the query to each tuple is computed, the set is
sorted by distance and limited to κ elements. Finally, the projection operation is applied
and the results are collected at the coordinator to be returned. �e speci�ed Spark query
is sent to the Spark framework where it is again internally optimised and executed.

input data set:
index data

input data set: 
relation data

semi-join

query

broad-
cast

sort

limit

collect

kNN-
based

pruning

DataSet(TID, index_value)

DataSet(TID, id, feature_colour, …)

function

DataSet(TID, id, feature_colour, …)

DataSet(TID, distance, id, feature_colour, …)

distance
computation

sort by 
distance (ascending)

limit to 
k elements

Array(distance, title)

select

select distance
and title attribute

DataSet(TID)

result set

6.3 Client Application

To be able to make use of ADAMpro, we provide a web-based client which accesses ADAMpro

using the previously introduced communication interface. �e web client not only allows
to create, inspect and delete entities and indexes, but also supports performing queries by
graphically setting up, adjusting and running ADAMpro query plans.

Similar to [BCD+��], a user can visually set up a query plan (see Figure �.� and Fig-
ure �.�) by dragging the corresponding boxes to a canvas and by connecting these using
arrows. Moreover, the available scan methods (including sequential data scan, scan methods
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Figure 6.7 Exemplary query scaffolded using the visual query composer of ADAMpro:
The query is composed of querying two indexes, i.e., a Product Quantisation and a
Vector Approximation-File index. The results of the indexes are intersected using a
similarity-based intersection. Subsequently, a data scan with the results of the
index scans is performed. Finally, the results are returned to the user.

for each of the available index structures, selection of an index structure based on the cost-
based or the empirical optimiser, scan methods for external search system such as Apache
Solr, etc.) or aggregation methods (e.g., union, intersect, except and the corresponding
fuzzy operations) can be added as boxes on the query canvas. Hence, a user can choose, for
instance, which index structures to apply in which order, how to combine the results, or
which data partitions to consider and which partitions to ignore. Depending on the index
structures used, additional options can be passed for scanning. With that, a user is able to
fully specify both the logical and the executional query parameters of a query.

�e query tree is sent to ADAMpro and executed as speci�ed by the user. A�er termina-
tion, the query plan is displayed together with the query times and the number of retrieved
elements per execution step. �e user can then modify the query plan by adding further
scan types or aggregation boxes in the user interface. By clicking on the boxes, the results
of the single boxes are displayed together with provenance information (partition, source,
etc.) in the lower bottom of the screen. By this, a user can track how a result tuple has come
to appear in the �nal results, for example, by which scan method or from which partition.

Moreover, in the progressive view (see Figure �.�), the user has the possibility to execute
progressive queries and trace the query through the system. In this mode, all intermediate
results are returned as they are processed by the system. �e incoming intermediate results
are displayed on a timeline, allowing the user to inspect the time of arrival of a query result.
Again, the user has also the possibility to inspect the results returned by the system.
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Figure 6.8 Screenshot of the query composing view in the ADAMpro client: The view
allows the user to manually scaffold a query plan and retrieve and inspect the
results. With the incoming results, also the provenance of the tuple (i.e., which scan
box provided the result) can be retrieved. A user clicking on a scan box may
retrieve the intermediary results.
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Figure 6.9 Screenshot of the progressive search view in the ADAMpro client: The view
allows the user to retrieve results progressively and to see on a timeline the
moment in time of a result set arriving at the client.
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With four parameters I can �t an
elephant, and with �ve I can make
him wiggle his trunk.

— John von Neumann7
Evaluation

In this chapter, we present the evaluation results of our implementation within the mul-
timedia data management system ADAMpro which is based on the previously introduced
concepts.

From a qualitative perspective, ADAMpro has been used successfully within the iMo-
tion/vitrivr stack at multiple instances of the Video Search Showcase/Video Browser Show-
down� competition ([RGT+��b; RGG+��]). �e system presented in [RGT+��b] won the
Video Search Showcase ���� competition thanks to the e�cacy and e�ciency of the full
stack. �e competition uses as a basis for evaluating the participating systems the IACC.�
video collection drawn from the Internet Archive and available under a Creative Commons
license. It hosts approximately �’��� videos of a size of ��� GB in total and a running
time of ��� hours. �e pre-processed videos resulting in approximately ���’��� tuples per
extracted feature have been inserted into ADAMpro and used during the competition for
performing both similarity and Boolean queries with the goal of �nding – on the basis of a
query video snippet or a textual description – a speci�c scene from the video collection.

To give a quantitative perspective to the evaluation of ADAMpro, in the following, we
present the results of an experimental evaluation. We assess the quality of the contributions
by presenting the retrieval times and qualities

– for di�erent dimensionalities of the feature data and for varying collection sizes,

– for real-world data,

– for queries mixing both similarity and Boolean predicates,

– for the available scanning and executional methods, i.e., for stochastic and parallel
scanning, and for the empirical optimiser,

– for the use of di�erent storage engines and of distribution.

� http://www.videobrowsershowdown.org/

���

http://www.videobrowsershowdown.org/
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We will �rst introduce the setup and the measures used for the quantitative evaluation
which serve as a basis to assess the system. In the following, the results of the evaluated
parameters are presented. We will close the chapter by a summary and discussion of the
results. To facilitate the readability of the parameters used in the evaluation, note that we
abbreviate the collection sizes by using K to denote thousands and M to denote millions.

7.1 Preliminaries of the Evaluation

7.1.1 General Setup

We evaluate ADAMpro on an Intel Xeon CPU E�-���� v� �� core machine with ��� GB RAM
(out of which �� GB are allocated to Apache Spark and ADAMpro). �e system attaches to
two hard disks (HDD) and three solid-state disks (SSD) in a RAID con�guration at level
zero. �e evaluation machine runs Ubuntu ��.��.� as the underlying operating system;
Docker in version ��.�� is used for the deployment of our so�ware creating lightweight
virtual containers in which our so�ware is run. While this setup may have a slight in�uence
on the evaluation and the absolute results, in relative terms the deployment using Docker
should, however, not a�ect the retrieval times. Our evaluation environment has been
released on Docker Hub using the tag 2.1-Eval; the corresponding code has been made
public on Github�.

ADAMpro is generally started as an Apache Spark application in stand-alone mode
with �� workers on a single machine (except for the distributed evaluation discussed in
Section �.�.�). A shared folder is speci�ed for storing the data used by the workers to ensure
that the measurements do not consider latencies by any underlying application persisting
the data, such as HDFS. In Appendix B, we detail the commands and parameters used for
setting up the evaluation environment.

We create relations generally composed of an identi�er of type LONG and a vector
of a �xed length (of type VECTOR). �e data used is randomly generated; for the vector
data, we generate uniformly distributed, random numbers. All index structures have been
generated with the default parameters set in ADAMpro (see Appendix A). For storing the
index structures, we make use of a �le-based storage engine using the Apache Parquet
format which can be fully read into memory. �e data of the relation is stored using Apache
Cassandra �.��, which is also deployed within a Docker container.

While we report our results for varying parameters of dimensionality and collection size,
in the general case, we will o�en display the results for a �xed dimensionality of dim = ���
and �xed collection size of n = ��M. We run for each evaluation ten queries to minimise

� https://github.com/vitrivr/ADAMpro/releases/tag/v.2.1-Eval

https://github.com/vitrivr/ADAMpro/releases/tag/v.2.1-Eval
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outlier errors; three runs are executed before the measurements are started, as the �rst
queries will initiate the system and allocate the memory to be used by ADAMpro and, hence,
will take longer in the execution.

We have performed all evaluations using the UNIBAS Chronos system (cf. [Vog��]),
an evaluation manager which allows to specify evaluation tasks run against the system at
hand and to centrally collect the measurements of the evaluation. �e speci�cation of an
evaluation task is given in XML; a customised evaluation evaluation agent receives the task
speci�cation, executes the evaluation job as speci�ed and records the desired metrics. �e
parameters set for the evaluation using UNIBAS Chronos are speci�ed in more detail in
Appendix B.

7.1.2 Performance Metrics

In the evaluation, we employ two metrics to quantitatively assess our approach; the meas-
urements include

– a time-related metric for measuring the time for performing a retrieval from the
moment a query is submitted to the system until the results are returned to the client;

– a quality metric for measuring the quality of the results, in particular, in light of
approximate index structures and scans employed in similarity-based retrieval tasks.

For the measurement of the retrieval time, we set a maximum retrieval time of �’��� seconds;
a�er this time, the query is cancelled and not considered in the quality assessment. As
noted in [BGR+��], o�en sequential data scans outperform with respect to the retrieval
time special scanning techniques which make use of index structures. Hence, we compare
the run times of the various scanning methods to sequential scans as well, and consider the
timing for executing a sequential scan as baseline.

While the de�nition of a time measure is straightforward, the de�nition of quality
metric bears greater ambiguities and leaves room for interpretation. A quality measure in
the given context generally is required (based on [WMZ��])

– to handle non-conjointness meaning that it should be able to handle incomplete lists of
rankings rather than considering the ranking of the full collection to assess the quality
of the retrieval. In our experiments we consider inde�nite rankings in which the head
and, hence, only a small fraction of the entire list, is seen;

– to weight high ranks more heavily than low rank as generally high ranks are considered
to be of more importance than lower ranks. To motivate this property, consider, for
instance, that users o�en tend to consider particularly (or even only) the �rst result
page of a search engine, rather than all available result pages.
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Common measures for comparing sorted lists, such as Kendall’s τ, Spearman’s ρ or
Spearman’s footrule, generally do not support non-conjointness. In some cases, for missing
elements of a κNN retrieval a value of κ + � is assumed. However, as described in [WMZ��],
this is unsatisfactory. �e authors note that the concept of correlation as found in Kendall’s
τ and Spearman’s ρ is not useful when applied to inde�nite rankings, particularly as not the
correlation is interesting to the user, but the interest is rather in the degree of departure
from agreement.

In the following, we present three di�erent quality metrics which we employ in our
evaluation.

Competitive recall at κ We denote the intersection between a result setR (e.g., from an
approximate index scan) and a given ground truth gt (from a sequential data scan) to a
particular query asR ∩ gt. We extend this de�nition to

Rκ ∩ gtκ (�.�)

meaning the intersection at depth κ. �e overlap at depth κ is, then, given as the cardinality
of the intersection, i.e.,

Xκ ∶= �Rκ ∩ gtκ � (�.�)

�e competitive recall at κ (or agreement at κ) [CPR+��] denotes the cardinality of the
intersection normalised by the number of elements to retrieve κ, i.e.,

CRκ(R, gt) ∶= �Rκ ∩ gtκ �
κ

(�.�)

Note that competitive recall at κ penalises errors in the result set independent of the
positioning within the list. �e metric, therefore, only considers whether en element appears
within the set of κ elements or not, but not its positioning. Hence, an element missing in
the �rst rank will result in the same penalisation as an error at rank κ.

Average overlap To overcome the drawbacks of competitive recall at κ, the average overlap
measure weights high ranks more heavily than low ranks by considering each position of
the ranking separately. Hence, the metric yields di�erent results depending on whether an
element is wrongly positioned within the result set or not; moreover, an error in the �rst
ranks will have a greater impact on the score than an error made at position κ.

�e average overlap is de�ned as

AOκ(R, gt) ∶= �
κ

κ
�
r=�

�Rr ∩ gtr�
r

= �
κ

κ
�
r=�

CRr(R, gt) (�.�)
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Rank-biased overlap Starting from the de�nitions introduced above, we consider an
evaluation measure which is weighted and inde�nite [WMZ��]

SIM(R, gt, w) ∶=
∞
�
r=�

wrCRr(R, gt) (�.�)

with w being a vector of weights and wr the weight at position r. Hence, we note that
� ≥ SIM ≥ ∑r wr. For a convergent w, the expression converges as well. Setting the elements
of w to (� − p)pr−�, with p being a free parameter, results in a geometric sequence.

�e rank-biased overlap (RBO) is de�ned in [WMZ��] as

RBO∞(R, gt, p) ∶= (� − p)
∞
�
r=�

pr−�CRr(R, gt) (�.�)

with p ∈ [�, �). For p = �, only the top-ranked item is considered and the evaluation of the
RBO yields either zero or one. With p getting close to �.�, the weights become �at and the
evaluation arbitrarily deep. �e RBO measure falls in the range [�, �] with �.� denoting two
fully disjoint sets, while �.� denotes two identically ordered lists.

�e de�nition of the RBO metric given in Equation �.� obviously requires an in�nite
ranking (or at least of all available elements of the collection). In the following, we present a
more practical de�nition of the metric which extrapolates from the visible list to a measure
which assumes that the agreement up to κ is continued inde�nitely [WMZ��]. [WMZ��]
de�nes the extrapolated RBOext, with σ denoting the minimum cardinality (i.e., the depth at
which one of the two lists has no more elements) and λ the maximum cardinality (i.e., the
maximum depth at which the elements are unseen in both lists) of the two compared list,

RBOext(R, gt, p) ∶= � − p
p
�

λ
�
i=�

Xi

i
pi +

λ
�

i=σ+�

Xσ(i − σ)
iσ

pi� + �Xλ − Xσ

λ
+ Xσ

σ
� pλ (�.�)

where Xκ denotes the overlap at depth κ as introduced in Equation �.�. Obviously, given
that λ denotes the maximum cardinality of the two lists compared, the maximum value
of Xλ is σ . We refer to [WMZ��] for more details on the RBO measure. In the following,
for reasons of readability, we will use RBO to mean the extrapolated rank-biased overlap as
presented in Equation �.�.
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7.2 Results of the Quantitative Evaluation

7.2.1 Evaluation of the Effect of Collection Size in Similarity Queries

In the following, we analyse the retrieval time and quality for simplistic nearest neighbour
(κ = ���) queries posed on a relation storing feature vectors of dimensionality dim = ���.
While the data of the relation is persisted using Apache Cassandra as storage engine, the
index structures are stored in Apache Parquet �les.

Figure �.� displays a plot of the query time for the implemented index structures and the
sequential scan in comparison for an increasing collection size. While it is obvious that the
retrieval time increases with the size of the collection, we want to highlight other important
�ndings of this evaluation.

First, note that the increase in retrieval time is not always linearly dependent on the
collection size. While the linearity is particularly visible in the sequential data scan, note
that the retrieval times of the PQ, SH, VA-File and VA+-File indexes imply a sub-linear
increase in the times. On the other hand, consider the results for the CP index: Especially for
a collection size of � million, the spread of the box plot denoting the �rst and third quartile
shows very well the symptomatic behaviour of the index (note similarly for a collection
size of �� million the outlier with a retrieval time of below �� seconds) which may result –
depending on the (random) choice of representatives and the number of assigned points
to representative – to very varying results in retrieval time. A di�erent, more favourable,
selection of representatives at creation time of the index may have yielded very di�erent
retrieval times. Hence, the prediction of retrieval time for a CP index is very di�cult and
much dependent on the index creation and the queries.

Figure �.� also shows that certain index structures, namely LSH and MI-File, at least in
their implemented forms, are slower than a sequential data scan. �is observation has also
been made in [BGR+��]. For LSH, this behaviour is also con�rmed in [JDS��], where the
authors note that the standard implementation of LSH may consume more memory than
the original vectors. Considering the fact that the work is not calculus-driven but rather
data-driven [Ams��, p. ��], loading and scanning the LSH signatures may take more time
than simply scanning the full data. For the MI-File index, we suppose that the suggestions
made in [AS��] to use an inverted �le for storing the data are crucial in achieving low
retrieval times. As our implementation, however, does not employ inverted �les, the index
is not able to compete against the sequential scan.

In general, the retrieval times show that with the PQ index retrieval times below
� seconds are achievable for up to �� million elements. For precise results (using a Vector
Approximation-File index), the collection size may be slightly below �� million elements.
Note that in comparison to the IACC.� collection used in [RGT+��b; RGG+��] of ��� hours
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which results in ���’��� tuples, we may extrapolate that �� million tuples corresponds
to roughly ��’��� hours of video. �e possibly largest collection available for research
purposes and currently explored in the research community consists of about �’��� hours
of video [Mul��].

In Figure �.�, we display the quality of the retrieval given by the various metrics intro-
duced previously. �e values in the plot are given by the median of the measured scores.
For illustrative purposes, we additionally display the mean value (◇) between the quality
metrics displayed. �e quality measures show for certain index structures to some extent a
rather large spread. �is means that an index may possibly yield good results in the �rst
positions, however, comparably bad results towards κ elements (or vice-versa).

Generally, for the precise VA-File and the sequential scan the quality is obviously always
at �.� for all quality metrics. While the retrieval quality for the PQ index generally drops
heavily for increasing collection sizes, for the SH index, a decline in quality which is,
however, comparably less drastic can be observed as well. �is can be explained by the fact
that for both index structures the signature size has been �xed at the beginning and not
adjusted depending on the collection size.

For LSH, the quality stays constant if not considering the RBO metric at low ranks: LSH
may return acceptable results in the big picture while possibly missing out on a few elements
of the result list in the lower ranks. Consider, for an explanation, Figure �.� displaying
the distribution of retrieval qualities for n = ��M elements over the single runs, using the
various quality metrics introduced previously. Particularly for the RBO metric at low p
values, i.e., with a focus on the lower ranks, the spread is comparably large. In comparison
to the RBO value for larger p values, this hints at the fact that in certain cases the top results
were missed, while over the whole set of κ elements returned to the user, the quality was
on average similar. �e implication of this behaviour might of course be that the index
structure does not always yield predictable result qualities; on the other hand, it might also
be a side e�ect of the quality measure, in particular when using the RBO metric at low p
values, which proves not to be stable enough.

Nevertheless, note that low quality measures do not generally make an index struc-
ture useless. Depending on the use case, the quality might still be acceptable to the user.
Moreover, it is not to say that, hence, for large collections none of the index structures except
VA-File is useful. Note that the results presented in Figure �.� show the quality for randomly
generated queries which are not necessarily part of the collection. For a one-to-one match
(when performing query-by-example and considering very similar elements to the one at
hand), the quality may be much higher than reported here. �is e�ect can be noticed when
querying for elements which truly exist in the database, for which the competitive recall
measure at κ = � yields for all index scans a score of CR = �.�.
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plot shows the distribution of the quality measures over the single runs for the
various scanning methods and the mean (◇) as plotted in Figure 7.2.

7.2.2 Evaluation of the Effect of Dimensionality in Similarity Queries

�e retrieval time for varying dimensionalities in simplistic nearest neighbour (κ = ���)
queries in relations of a �xed collection size of n = ��M is considered in Figure �.�. As
previously, the data is stored in Apache Cassandra, while the index structures are stored in
Apache Parquet �les which can be loaded into memory.

Figure �.� hints at which index structures in our implementation use a signature of
�xed length and, hence, independent of the dimensionality of the data. More precisely, for
the MI-File index and for the PQ index, the time stays constant throughout the various
dimensionalities. It goes without saying that, however, while keeping the signature constant,
the quality of those index structures drops dependent on the dimensionality as can be seen in
Figure �.�. Considering the qualities for increasing dimensionalities, it would be ill-advised
to say that the index structures implemented are not useful at all. For the PQ index, the
number of splits and clusters may be increased which may result in (possibly only slightly)
higher retrieval times, but also a higher quality in retrieval. Moreover, for (nearly) precisely
matching queries, the index structure is still able to yield a precision of �.� for �nding an
existing element of the collection, for instance, in the context of query-by-example.

It is worth mentioning certain peculiarities in the results: First, interestingly, for the
VA+-File index at a dimensionality of �� the query does not stop within the running limit.
�is behaviour might be an indicator for the fact that, given the uniform distribution of
the data and the adjustments made to it (for instance, via a PCA), the VA+-File index will
yield at this low dimensionality such a large group of candidate elements from the scan
that a large portion of the underlying data has to be accessed for computing the nearest
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Figure 7.6 Box plot of query time for queries combining Boolean and similarity
predicates in comparison to queries which use only a similarity predicate:
For illustrating purposes, we display the query time (in seconds) only for a VA-File
index structure and a sequential scan. The plot shows that for sequential scans,
adding a Boolean predicate heavily reduces the retrieval time as only a sub-set of
the data has to be considered. On the other hand, for a VA-File index, the retrieval
time increases as the filtering is not able to skip so many elements that the Boolean
predicate pays off. Instead, the index scan becomes more complex as for each
tuple in the index the Boolean predicate needs to be evaluated.

neighbours. Second, we again point to the behaviour described previously for the CP index
which is visible also in Figure �.�: For a dimensionality of ��, depending on the query, the
retrieval time varies greatly. �e same is true for dimensionality ��� which is not printed
in the plot as it lies outside of the boundaries of the �gure. As noted previously, the reason
for this behaviour lies in the random selection of leaders which might be not be optimal.

With respect to Figure �.�, we can note again that the quality generally decreases with
increasing dimensionality for the CP, MI-File, PQ and SH index. With LSH, we note an
improvement in the results with increasing dimensionality. A reason for this might be
that the increasing number of dimensions increases the probability for an element being
found through the OR ampli�cation which results in larger lists of candidates and, hence,
explains the (partially super-linear) increased retrieval time. Obviously, for the VA-File
index and for the sequential data scan the quality is at �.�. For the VA+-File index, while for
low dimensions its power is not visible and the quality is low, for a dimensionality above
���, the quality increases again to comparably high values.
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7.2.3 Evaluation using the YFCC100M Data in Similarity Queries

While the content used in our evaluation so far encompassed randomly generated data, in
this section we present results of running queries on the YFCC���M [TES+��] collection
composed of ��� million (out of which ��’���’��� images) images and videos. �e collection
is made available together with a set of low-level features, some of which have been computed
using the LIRE package [LC��b]. We use the scalable colour feature of dimensionality ��
which denotes a colour histogram in the HSV colour space encoded by a Haar transform.

Figure �.� presents the results of the evaluation using the YFCC���M data. Obviously,
it is di�cult to compare Figure �.� to the results of Figure �.� and Figure �.� as both the
dimensionality and collection size do not match. We will, hence, refrain from making any
statements using the previous evaluations.

Within this evaluation, we note the very low quality for the CP, the PQ and the SH
index. As noted previously, for PQ and SH, improvements in the quality may be achieved
by adjusting the length of the signature for increasing collection sizes and dimensionalities.
Furthermore, an implication imposed by the outcome of the evaluation is that there is no
improvement visible for the VA+-File index using real data; instead, the retrieval quality
for the VA+-File index is worse than the quality at of the VA-File index at a nearly equal
retrieval time for both indexes. A possible explanation for this behaviour might be that
the data is not skewed enough to pro�t from the adjustments made by the VA+-File index.
Moreover, the dimensionality of the data used might be too low for the VA+-File index to
have an improving e�ect. Further evaluations would, however, be required to support this
statement.

7.2.4 Evaluation of the Effects of Logical Parameters

In the following, we show the results of combining Boolean parameters with similarity
queries. For this purpose, we have created a relation of n = ��M uniformly distributed
vectors of dimensionality dim = ���. Moreover, the relation stores an attribute of the type
integer. �e data is based again on randomly generated tuples. For the evaluation, the
Boolean predicate selects tuples with an integer value below a randomly selected value.

Figure �.� shows the di�erence in retrieval time for combining a Boolean and a similarity
predicate, and for similarity queries only. For illustrative purposes, we only display the
retrieval time for the VA-File index and a sequential scan (though similar results are
observable throughout). �e plot shows that using a Boolean scan, the time for a sequential
scan can largely be reduced. Obviously this is due to the fact that the similarity predicate is
only evaluated on a much smaller set of tuples. On the other hand, for the VA-File index,
surprisingly, the scanning time increases. Foremost is the fact that �ltering the index on
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(a) Box plot of query time (in seconds) for YFCC100M data.
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Figure 7.7 Plot of query time and retrieval quality for YFCC100M data: The plot
shows the retrieval time and the quality for the scalable colour feature of
dimensionality 64 for the YFCC100M collection composed of approximately
100 million images.
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the results of the Boolean predicate does not seem to pay o� for the items which can be
skipped in the index scan. Instead, it adds to the work as for every element of the index, the
system needs to check whether it should be considered for the similarity predicate or not.
Hence, an increase in retrieval time is observable in the plot.

7.2.5 Evaluation of the Use of Executional Parameters in Similarity Queries

In the following, we present the results of evaluating the available executional parameters.
We consider a relation of n = ��M tuples storing only a vector attribute of dimensionality
dim = ���. �e data for this evaluation have been randomly generated.

Stochastic scanning Figure �.� presents the results of stochastic scanning with a sub-
sequent sequential scan on the retrieved items. With stochastic querying, we combine
possibly imprecise index structures with the goal of increasing the precision. For reasons of
readability, we only display the index combinations for stochastically querying a relation for
which the mean time is below the time of sequential scanning, i.e., below ���.�� seconds.

In Figure �.�, we plot the distribution of retrieval times for a number of combinations
of index structures together with a quality plot.

�e results show that while our approach is not able to compete against the VA-File
index which returns precise results (i.e., with a quality measure of �.�) within �.�� seconds
on average, the approach may achieve results with a good enough precision in particular
for the �rst ranks (i.e., with a high RBO score at a low p value) much faster than a sequential
scan. Consider, for instance, the combination of a PQ and a SH index which returns within
�.�� seconds on average results whose RBO score for p = �.� is at �.��, and, therefore, close
to a precise scan.

More interestingly, the results of the stochastic scan hint at the fact that only scanning
an index might be very fast, while it is the access to the data which results in higher retrieval
times. Compare, for instance, the scanning time for a CP and a PQ index. At the same
collection size, in Figure �.�, we have shown that scanning a CP index (together with
accessing the data), on average takes ���.�� seconds (with an outlier below �� seconds).
Similarly, the plot shows that a LSH index scan (again with accessing the data) takes around
���.�� seconds. However, the combination of LSH and PQ allows to reduce the number of
elements for which the tuples of the underlying relation needs to be accessed, ultimately
also reducing the query time (to ��.�� seconds for both scans). Considering this further,
possibly the use of hybrid index structures which not only store index values and tuple
identi�ers, but also further data of the relation and, therefore, allow to skip the access to the
relation, might be worth considering. First experiments seem to support this hypothesis
which should be investigated further in in future research.
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(a) Box plot of query time (in seconds) for stochastic scanning.
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(b) Plot of quality for stochastic scanning.

Figure 7.8 Plots of query time and retrieval quality for stochastic scanning: The plot
displays combinations for which the retrieval time using stochastic scanning is
below the sequential scanning time at a dimensionality of dim = ��� and a
collection size of n = ��M.
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Parallel scanning and progressive execution With parallel scanning, similar to stochastic
scanning, multiple index structures are queried at the same time. However, rather than
combining the results of the scans to one single answer, in combination with progressive
execution, the results are returned to the user as soon as they are available.

Figure �.� exemplarly displays the behaviour of ADAMpro in parallel scanning multiple
index structures. �e plot has to be read as a timeline which displays the entering of
responses to the client. Hence, at time zero, the scanning of all three index structures is
started. We use the median time of the scans (the single scans are visible as points in the
plot), to illustrate the scanning time. As an overlay to the plot, we print the retrieval quality
of the query, which improves as the query goes along.

�e plot shows that results are returned to the client on average at �.��, �.�� and �.��
seconds and the retrieval quality increases from �.� to �.��� to �.� (for the RBO metric at
p = �.��). Obviously, with parallel querying, we cannot guarantee that the result quality
always improves as during querying the ground truth to the query is not known. To expound
on this topic, an index may return a�er another and take much longer for scanning, but
return results whose quality is worse than the previous results. In our implementation,
the index structures have a con�dence score attached which avoids that precise results are
overwritten by an imprecise scan. Within the category of approximate indexes, however,
we make no di�erence between the available structures.

Parallel scanning in combination with progressive querying is mostly useful for large
collection sizes where the retrieval time is comparably long anyway. Comparing Figure �.�
to Figure �.� shows that our implementation of parallel and progressive scanning has room
for improvement; consider, for instance, the median retrieval time of the PQ index in a
standard scan which is at �.�� seconds, compared to the time at which the PQ index returns
in the parallel scan which is at �.�� seconds. We have analysed this behaviour and have
noted that a signi�cant part of it comes from scanning the data in Apache Cassandra for
determining the �nal distance values for the candidates coming from the indexes. Scanning
the data is necessary, as the index scan will otherwise only be able to return an internal
tuple identi�er and distance bounds. Storing a minimal set of required information within
the index may reduce the retrieval time – allowing to scan only the index – and be able to
return useful information to the user. �is idea has been discussed already with stochastic
scanning, and �rst experiments making use of hybrid indexes with a progressive execution
hint at the usefulness of such an approach.

Empirical optimisation In the following, we consider the empirical optimiser and present
the results of the experimental evaluation in a simpli�ed setting. �e empirical optimiser
allows to optimise a query execution plan by choosing a speci�c index structure to use for
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Figure 7.9 Plot of query time and retrieval quality for parallel scanning: The plot
displays the retrieval time for combining a PQ, a SH and a VA-File index scan in a
progressive manner for a collection of n = ��M at a dimensionality of dim = ���.
We consider the median time for the plot, while the single measurements have
been added to the plot as well. The red line denotes the median retrieval quality
using the RBO metric with p = �.��.

evaluating a similarity predicate based on previously recorded query execution times.

In our setting, the optimiser was trained beforehand on collections of ���K, ���K, �M,
�M, ��M, ��M, ���M elements for a dimensionality of dim = ��� and for a collection size
of ��M for ��, ��, ���, ���, ���� dimensions. In the training, queries were stopped at ���
seconds and the maximum time was recorded.

Figure �.�� displays the estimated query time and the di�erence from the estimated
time to the median true execution time. In more detail, a positive value (marked with a
green dot) means that the optimiser overestimates the execution time, a negative value and
a red dot, on the other hand, denote that the optimiser underestimates the execution time.

�ere are certain obvious wrong estimations, for instance, for VA+-File for collection
sizes below ��M, the estimated retrieval time is always too high. �is can possibly be
explained by the fact that the training on dimensionality of ��, as shown in Figure �.�, has
comparably strongly in�uenced the estimated execution time for the VA+-File index, such
that the query does not stop within the time boundaries in the estimation. On the other
hand, for the other indexes, in particular for the PQ index and the SH index, the estimated
retrieval time is only slightly o� from the true retrieval time (except for ���M items).

We note that our evaluation obviously only considers a simplistic case in which only
one similarity predicate is used within a basic query. �e evaluation of complex queries
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Figure 7.10 Plot of the time estimation given by the empirical optimiser: The plot
displays the time estimations returned by the empirical optimiser; in the
background the truly measured retrieval time is shown. Retrieval times and
estimations outside the boundaries are denoted by▲. A positive value and a
green dot in the plot mean that the empirical optimiser overestimates the true
execution time; a negative value and a red dot denote an underestimation of the
retrieval time.

combining multiple similarity predicates has not been considered in here. For such queries,
the combination of cost-based and empirical optimisation might prove to be a successful
strategy. We leave this, however, for future work.

7.2.6 Evaluation of the Use of Various Storage Engines in Similarity Queries

We consider again a relation with n = ��M randomly generated tuples storing only a vector
attribute of dimensionality dim = ���. Figure �.�� shows the retrieval time for two di�erent
storage engines, i.e., for a �le-based storage which loads all data into memory. On the other
hand, we plot the retrieval time for Apache Cassandra as the underlying storage engine.

As shown in the plot, the retrieval time for sequential scans is much lower using the
in-memory storage than using Apache Cassandra. �is is explained by the fact that the full
data set does not have to be loaded �rst into memory – passing the gap from secondary
storage to main memory – to be processed, but can directly be queried.

On the other hand, for the index structures, the retrieval time is higher when using the
in-memory storage. �e reason for this observation is that the in-memory storage does not
support �ltering based on tuple identi�ers, but rather requires a full scan of the data to �lter
out the candidates given by the index. �is, in turn, increases the retrieval time, making a
sequential scan of the full data faster than an index scan followed by a data scan. �is is
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ultimately also a consequence of the system implementation using HDFS. Consider, for
instance, a VA-File index, which processes a query and returns a list of tuple identi�ers of
possibly relevant tuples. In the context of a traditional database, the database system would
then be able to use the list of tuple identi�ers to read only a selected number of database �les
from disk and only process these �les. While the size of database pages in a classical database
system is relatively small (a few kilobytes), in HDFS-oriented environments, the �les read
from disk are for performance reasons of Hadoop generally larger (several megabytes)
to overcome the loading coast by mitigating it with the computation-focused costs (see
Section �.�). Hence, there is o�en no possibility of skipping a �le as the probability is very
high that every �le stores at least one candidate tuple. Hence, as all the �les are being read,
the gain in performance from using an index comes from skipping certain tuples in the
processing of a query and not from not having to read a tuple from disk. However, the index
structures presented in Section �.� are all founded on the assumption of small database �les
which are selectively read. Index structures for high-dimensional data which are adapted to
the larger Hadoop �les are to the best of our knowledge not existent. As a consequence of
this fact, in evaluations of multimedia retrieval systems using HDFS – albeit only being
limitedly useful – the evaluation tasks are being batched (cf. [SMG+��; MSG+��a; CJN+��]).
We leave this topic, therefore, as a matter of future research.

7.2.7 Evaluation of the Distribution Mechanisms

In the following, we consider relations with vectors of dimensionality dim = ��� and
measure the retrieval time in a fully distributed setting. For this evaluation, we have set up
a cluster of four machines (with equal speci�cations as used so far) on which ADAMpro is
running in a physically distributed setting. As underlying �le system for storing the indexes,
HDFS is used. �e machines are connected via a gigabit ethernet connection.

�e plot in Figure �.�� shows in comparison to Figure �.� (which has been added to the
same �gure in brighter colours) that a higher degree of distribution not necessarily improves
the retrieval time, in particular for index structures which are not able to expose high data
parallelism such as the VA-File. �is is also particularly true, as the work performed in
similarity-based queries is data-driven, not calculus-driven [Ams��, p. ��]. As noted in
[JDJ��], the bottleneck in similarity searches nowadays stems from using structures such as
max-heaps/priority queues (see Algorithm �.�, Algorithm �.��, etc.) which cannot saturate
the high parallelism possible, for example, in GPUs or in highly distributed systems. For
instance, in our implementation of the VA-File index, each node will collect its κ nearest
neighbours using a priority queue and send the partial result sets to the master node where
they are combined. Hence, a higher degree of distribution will result in more candidate
points to be merged and possibly more elements to be scanned from the underlying relation.
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Figure 7.11 Box plot of query time for two different storage engines: For illustrating
purposes we display the query time only for a PQ, a VA-File index structure and a
sequential scan. The plot shows that the in-memory storage engine is able to
heavily improve the sequential scan given that the data is held in memory.
However, for the index structures, an increase in retrieval time can be observed,
as accessing the underlying data in the in-memory storage does not make use of
any key-based accesses.

�is explains the increased retrieval times for the VA-File index. Similarly, the same applies
for all indexes which we categorised as performing an exhaustive search, i.e., the SH index
and the PQ index. While the MI-File index also belongs to this category, some improvements
can be detected in the distributed setting in certain cases (namely for ��M and ���M
elements). �is is possibly due to the fact that the computation of the nearest neighbours
with respect to the surroundings for such large collection sizes is computationally bounded
and, hence, can pro�t from the higher degree of distribution. On the other hand, the results
for the sequential scan, obviously, improve with the higher degree of distribution to such
a degree that the sequential data scan for ���M tuples has a lower retrieval time than by
using a VA-File index.
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7.3 Summary and Discussion

�is section brie�y summarises and discusses the results presented in this chapter from a
holistic point of view.

With these evaluations, we have given a �rst notion of the retrieval times and qualities
for varying collection sizes and dimensionalities. Stating the obvious, with increasing
collection sizes and dimensionalities, the retrieval time increases. Attempts to maintain the
retrieval time constant, of course, have an e�ect on the retrieval quality. �is evaluation has
also presented comparable measurements of both the retrieval time and quality for a large
variety of index structures for similarity-based searches in high-dimensional spaces. With
this evaluation, we provide a means to compare index structures which have so far only
been considered in isolation within incomparable systems.�

In this evaluation, we have considered results for collection sizes of up to ���M tuples
and have reported the results both in terms of time and quality. To put the collection sizes
into perspective, we note again that the Video Search Showcase/Video Browser Showdown
uses a collection of a running time of ��� hours resulting in ���’��� tuples per feature.
�ere has only been limited research on large collections such as the YFCC���M collection
as the processing of such large collections is not trivial. For this reason, the YFCC���M
collection is available together with a large set of features extracted from the collection
already. Considering the evaluation measurements and given the machine setting described,
our system is able to handle collection sizes of ���M (and possibly larger) with retrieval
times of below �� seconds to retrieve precise results. As stated in the introduction in
Section �.�, retrieval systems in the context of multimedia retrieval generally do not employ
any particular data management system for storing their data; di�erently said, they are
confronted with scanning their data in a non-distributed, sequential way. For collections of
this size, our numbers are promising in that collections of ���M can be handled in reasonable
time, while at the same time also handing over the responsibility for the organisation and
the management of the data to a dedicated data management system.

With respect to the query parameters, we have shown the e�ect of the retrieval time
when mixing Boolean and similarity predicates both in a sequential scan and using an
index structure. On the executional parameters, stochastic scanning has shown a certain
applicability in comparison to a sequential data scan. While stochastic scanning is not able to
compete against the VA-File index, certain combinations might provide a retrieval time with
a quality score possibly useful for very many retrieval applications. Similarly, for parallel,
progressive scanning, the evaluation has shown promising results. As noted previously,

� We refer to [SGS+��; KSS��] as an attempt to evaluate indexes for high-dimensional data. �ese evaluation
e�orts, however, do not consider the retrieval problem in the same width as it is done in this thesis, but
only consider the indexing aspect.
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using hybrid indexes which do not only store an index value and a tuple identi�er, but also
further data, the retrieval times might be lowered further. More in-depth evaluations are,
however, necessary to con�rm this assumption. With respect to query optimisation, we
were able to show that for simple similarity-based queries, in many cases the estimation by
the optimiser matches well the true retrieval time. Further research and evaluations using
more complex queries are necessary to determine the potential of such an optimisation
approach.

�e results for distributed setups, as shown in Figure �.��, indicate that the distribution
to multiple sites may increase – rather than decrease – the retrieval time for certain index
structures. As noted previously and mentioned in [JDJ��], the bottleneck in similarity
searches nowadays stems from using data structures which cannot saturate the high paral-
lelism available. For a �xed collection size, hence, distribution may only achieve limited
improvements. In the cases where an increase in retrieval time is visible, despite the dis-
tributed setting, an explanation might be that the higher degree of distribution results in
more result candidates which are required to be retrieved and scanned from the underlying
relation. Of course, the concerns on the distributability of our database have to be regarded
in the context of our evaluation which considered a �xed collection size. Distribution
mechanisms have been found to be important, in particular, for increasing collection sizes
and, hence, we are convinced that these techniques become key for ensuring the scalability
of the system. Nevertheless, the results point at the fact that more research is required,
particularly in terms of scanning methods supporting high parallelism.

We have also discussed the di�erence between the storage engines available. We have
noted the di�erence between our system particularly in comparison with a traditional
database system which works on small data �les, while Hadoop-oriented environments
work on large �les. To the best of our knowledge, there are no indexes or scanning methods
within the research literature so far which are optimised for a largely distributed setting, in
Hadoop-oriented environments for not batched, similarity-based queries. Analogue to the
�ndings in the distributed setup, we have found such mechanisms to be important to be
able to provide large-scale multimedia retrieval.

Obviously, our implementation leaves room for improvement to achieve lower retrieval
times. Moreover, we note the large number of parameters of both ADAMpro and Apache
Spark (in particular, the wide range of deployment parameters) which may alter the results
presented in this evaluation. Obviously, the retrieval time and quality is strongly dependent
on the context, the data and the queries, and the environment on which ADAMpro is deployed.
It is, hence, evident that the results of our evaluation have to be put into a larger context
of a full retrieval stack and, ultimately, also be evaluated in combination with a retrieval
application posing a number of parallel queries on various features to scan for the queried
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elements. Most importantly, we see a need in evaluating the full retrieval stack also on
the basis of user studies. Dependent on the application at hand, the retrieval quality is
subjective and, hence, the retrieval time, which is dependent on the accepted quality, is as
well.

In summary, the results of our experiments con�rm the bene�ts of our concepts for
multimedia data management. �e results assist in understanding the role of the introduced
concepts and raise important implications for future research in this �eld of research.



Die gefährlichste Weltanschauung ist
die Weltanschauung derer, welche
die Welt nie angeschaut haben.

— Alexander von Humboldt8
Related Work

�is chapter reviews related research at the intersection of database and multimedia retrieval
research. �is area of research has no speci�cally focused research community, but receives
contributions from various �elds. In the following, we �rst sketch an overview of the
research area. Subsequently, we review representative systems deemed relevant to this
thesis.

�e Lowell Database Research Self-Assessment [AGG+��] report envisioned in ����
future research directions as seen by senior database researchers and identi�ed important re-
search questions for the research community. �e authors of the report advocate – amongst
other topics – focusing on the extension of database systems to support new (unstructured)
data types, including text, sound, image, or video data. As a consequence of the increasing
amount of multimedia data available, the authors propose the further investigation of
multimedia queries and the associated challenges arising when analysing, summarising,
searching and viewing such data. �e topic has subsequently been greatly discussed in the
database community (consider, for instance, [CRW��; ACR+��; Wei��; BC��]). Likewise,
the following ���� Claremont self-assessment report [AAB+��] recapitulates the challenges
arising from the ubiquity of structured and unstructured data and the organisation of such
data. �e authors mention, for example, the need for new index structures for hybrid data,
for algorithms providing best-e�ort services on loosely integrated data and possibly also
the need for new notions of consistency and correctness.

Similarly to the database community, in ����, the multimedia research community
identi�ed ten research questions addressing the scalability of multimedia analytics [JWZ+��].
�e research questions are motivated by the rise in interest in Big Data found in various
research areas. Most importantly, the authors of the report argue that methods from
database management have to be applied in multimedia analytics to be able to gracefully
scale to large collections in the long run, as questions regarding data management have so
far not yet been explicitly considered in the �eld of multimedia research.

���
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In recent years, vendors of traditional database systems have more and more adopted
the ISO standard on SQL Multimedia and Application Packages (ISO/IEC �����-� to �
[ISO�����:����]). For instance, Oracle databases have already to some extent already
received support for multimedia data already [Ora��ga; Kra��]. Nevertheless, compared to
the extensions for spatial querying (as can be found, e.g., in Oracle Spatial� or in PostGIS�),
the implementations for multimedia data lag largely behind. Obviously, given the breadth of
the �eld of multimedia research, it would be unreasonable to assume that there exists a one-
size-�ts-all solution. Instead, a data management system for multimedia data would require
on the one hand to provide support for low-level features, but at the same time also be able to
handle concept-based queries, text retrieval and structured retrieval [JWZ+��]. On the other
hand, the feature list would include also traditional functionalities of databases, including
transaction support, query optimisation, caching, parallel and distributed processing,
approximation and sampling [Özs��; JWZ+��].

Based on the taxonomy of [WLL+��] as presented in Section �.�, in the following,
we discuss related research of the area of databases and retrieval that provide integrated
solutions to the problem. While in this chapter we focus on related work at the intersection
between databases and retrieval system, we refer to Section �.� for more details on related
work in the �eld of multimedia retrieval.

8.1 Retrieval on Top of a Database System

In this approach to integrate retrieval and database capabilities, the retrieval system makes
use of the standard, built-in functions of a database system and provides retrieval function-
ality in a separate so�ware layer on top of the data management system.

[Sch��] analysed in early information retrieval research the foundations for implement-
ing a retrieval system using an underlying database. �e author notes that there exists a need
for a database management and information retrieval system (DBMIRS), however, points
to the lack of support, for example, for retrieval concepts in SQL, for indexing techniques,
etc. A more concrete implementation of a database-based text-retrieval system is given, for
instance, in [Bla��]. �e author applies a relational model to create a text-retrieval system
for searching in documents and presents a possible data model which allows to search for
keywords and co-occurring terms.

OVID [OT��] is an early multimedia retrieval system for videos implemented on the
ideas of object-oriented database systems using Hypercard. �e authors de�ne a schema-
less object model for video scenes which allows to describe various levels of the content of

� http://www.oracle.com/technetwork/database-options/spatialandgraph/
� http://postgis.net/

http://www.oracle.com/technetwork/database-options/spatialandgraph/
http://postgis.net/
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the scene. Moreover, to share descriptions between scenes, the authors introduce a model
of inheritance. In the OVID prototype, the video objects have to be annotated manually.

In [RHM��; HMR��], the authors report on a system for multimedia analysis and
retrieval, referred to as MARS. For storing and retrieving the low-level descriptions and the
textual metadata (from manual descriptions), the authors make use of PostgreSQL. �eir
custom query processor allows users to pose complex queries describing visual properties,
or text queries. �e system performs the ranking of the images stored in the database and
combines the results of the searches in the individual query modes.

�e publication of the MPEG-� standard to describe multimedia data in form of XML
documents opened new areas of research to store and manage such data. �e authors of
[Kos��], for instance, discuss the possibilities of integrating an MPEG-� based system into
an object-relational database. In [TKB��], the authors perform a case study using soccer
videos and integrate both high-level and low-level descriptors which are similar to the
MPEG-� standard in their prototype VideX. For a more comprehensive overview of means
for managing large amounts of XML-based MPEG-� data, we refer to [WK��].

�e MUVIS system [GKC+��; Che��], a system for browsing and retrieving multime-
dia data, uses a traditional database for storing multimedia data and the corresponding
metadata. �e retrieval so�ware layer takes care of the feature extraction, the search and
similarity evaluation, etc. Moreover, the retrieval layer uses the Pyramid technique [BBK��]
to generate a one-dimensional point that can be indexed using the built-in index of a
database system [Che��, pp. ��].

�e SIREN system [BRT+��; BRT+��] acts as an intermediary between a client applica-
tion and a database. It implements an interpreter over a database realising an extension to
the SQL language for similarity queries. Queries with no similarity constructs are directly
forwarded to the database system, while similarity queries are rewritten to conventional
operations. �e authors advocate the adoption of SQL constructs for performing similarity
queries in database systems and present possible language extensions.

Likewise, in [TSW��], the authors present a framework for indexing, querying and
ranking unstructured and structured textual data over a relational database system. �e
TopX system, as it is referred to, comes with algorithms for both κNNranked retrieval and
approximate nearest neighbour retrieval.

More recent work in [MSL+��] calls for the use of column-oriented relational databases
in retrieval research rather than writing own retrieval engines. �e authors show how to
build inverted indexes as relations and express textual ranking models (e.g., Okapi BM��)
as SQL queries. �eir experiments show that their advocated approach is on par with
custom-built retrieval engines.
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8.2 Middleware Layer subsuming a Database and a
Retrieval System

�is second class of systems is identi�ed by making use of a middleware to integrate retrieval
and database systems to answer queries for structured data and queries for unstructured
information.

�e Garlic approach [CHS+��] integrates diverse data storages which store either struc-
tured information or multimedia data into one federated, distributed database system.
�e storage systems include relational databases, �les, text and image managers and video
servers. An object-oriented data model, which can be queried using the object-oriented
query language, is used for a uni�ed view of the data. In [Fag��], the authors detail the
mechanisms to retrieve results from the multiple subsystems and combine the results in a
fuzzy way. �e IBM QBIC [NBE+��; FSN+��] retrieval engine (see Section �.�) is part of
the IBM Garlic system.

DelosDLMS [ABB+��] is a large digital library management system that integrates
diverse services to o�er wide range of retrieval functionality, including visual image and
video retrieval, audio retrieval, �D retrieval, etc. Amongst others, the system builds on
OSIRIS, a middleware supporting the de�nition and execution of distributed processes,
and follows a service-oriented architecture. �e ISIS system [BMR+��a], which builds upon
the OSIRIS middleware as well, provides services for multimedia retrieval, including the
feature extraction, the management of the indexes, relevance feedback, etc.

8.3 Retrieval Functionality based on the Database
Extensibility Layer

One of the basic premises of this category is that the functionality for executing retrieval
queries is implemented using the extensibility means of a database, for instance, by means
of user-de�ned types (UDT) and functions (UDF). We separate this category from the
�rst category (see Section �.�) by requiring systems to truly implement some extended
functionality into the database rather than only de�ning a schema.

Chabot [OS��] is a retrieval system that uses PostgreSQL for storing visual features
extracted from images. �e authors implement complex types, user-de�ned indexes and
user-de�ned functions for supporting content-based queries. For example, the system
allows to search for “images with some red in it”, which is matched to the extracted image
features by making use of user-de�ned functions.

In [LR��], the authors describe how to implement an audio data type into the object-
oriented database system VODAK. �e authors note the advantage of the object-oriented
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model which supports both storing data and the appropriate manipulation/presentation
methods. �e system allows to search using the structured metadata and keywords, but not
on the basis of the stored content.

[DDS+��] analyses what integration levels exist when combining a database and (text)
retrieval system and note that the ISO SQL/MM standard is too strongly oriented towards
a Boolean logic view of retrieval problems. �e authors present a retrieval application
based on an Oracle database system. Moreover, they describe the approach of cooperative
indexing in which the retrieval components de�ne the extracted parts of a document, while
the database takes over the task of providing e�cient access to the index.

DISIMA DBMS [OÖL+��; OÖI��; Özs��; OÖL+��] is an object-oriented database
that allows to store for performing image retrieval both low-level features (including col-
our, shape, texture), and high-level features. �e system supports content-based searches
and searches on image semantics. �e authors implement an extended version of the
object-oriented query language for multimedia objects (MOQL) and VisualMOQL, a visual
counterpart to MOQL for querying. To increase the performance of the system, the authors
use three-dimensional extendible hashing (�DEH) that allows to pre-�lter images based on
low-level features.

�e author of [Döl��] presents an extension to Oracle using the data cartridge tech-
nology which allows for a comparably tight integration into the database. �e system is
a multimedia database system which makes use of the MPEG-� XML data structure for
storing any sort of metadata corresponding to the multimedia object. Moreover, the authors
present enhancements for similarity query processing, multi-dimensional index structures,
etc.

[AV��] introduces a system that combines low-level and high-level features in a commer-
cial object-relational database with the goal of performing content-based image retrieval.
�e database is extended by several user-de�ned types following the standardised MPEG-�
descriptors, and operations, for instance, to evaluate similarity measures, implemented in
PL/SQL.

[FC��] implements content-based image retrieval on top of a PostgreSQL database. �e
authors implement the AH-tree using the Generalised Search Tree (GiST) mechanisms
of PostgreSQL. GiST provides users a template to create indexing schemes for balanced,
tree structures. �e AH-tree is employed for improving the e�ciency of retrieval when
searching for high-level semantic information.

[KBP+��; KBT+��] make use of the Oracle interMedia [Ora��gb] functionality, which
allows to store, manage and retrieve multimedia data. Moreover, the extension allows to
de�ne own feature extraction mechanisms, similarity measures, etc. �e authors make
use of user-de�ned functions for performing the similarity search. Moreover, in the full
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picture, the system uses Oracle’s extensible architecture framework to access the external
indexing system Arboretum, which takes care of indexing the multi-dimensional data using
a slim-tree.

POSTGRESQL-IE [GMR+��] is an extension to PostgresSQL. �e extension not only
implements similarity query mechanisms, but also includes the feature extraction proced-
ures as part of the system speci�ed in PL/SQL (e.g., for shape and colour features) and
introduces a new data type for storing images.

VTApi [CPV+��] is a framework that is based on the one hand, on OpenCV for perform-
ing computer vision tasks, and on the other hand, on PostgreSQL for the data management.
�e authors extend PostgreSQL by means of the extensibility support given by the system
to add vector-based similarity searches to the system. GEOS and PostGIS are integrated
into the system for supporting multi-dimensional indexing. In their future work, the au-
thors plan to integrate other database/data management systems, including NoSQL storage
systems, within their framework.

8.4 Integration into the Database Engine

In contrast to the former class, the following systems aim at a much tighter integration
of retrieval concepts into a database system by internalising the adaptions into the data-
base engine and performing extensions to the database kernel which go beyond the mere
extension using the provided programming interfaces.

�e Atlas system [SKR+��] is based on a relational database that is extended to support
a nested relational data model according to which the attributes of a tuple do not have to be
atomic. �e system has been designed for text-based applications, but can also be used to
store multimedia data. It uses TQL, a SQL-like query language with additional operators
supporting retrieval in textual documents.

�e IBM QBIC system [NBE+��; FSN+��] has been mentioned previously already as
part of the Garlic approach. It is a retrieval system that builds on the IBM relational database
Starburst and allows to e�ciently perform κNN searches using the R∗-tree for indexing.
For being able to e�ciently make use of the R∗-tree despite the high-dimensional features,
a principal component analysis is used to reduce the dimensionality of the data points.

�e INFORMIX Universal Server [Inf��] is an early commercial system that extended
a relational database to support searching for images, audio, video, and other multimedia
content. �e system comes with R-trees for indexing multi-dimensional data.

Mirror [VB��] is a distributed multimedia information-retrieval-database based on the
database system Monet [BK��]. In [VB��], the author not only describes the engineering
factors for creating such a system, but also introduces a relational algebraic framework
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based on the non-�rst normal form for modelling the data at hand.
Cobra [PJ��; PMJ��] integrates video processing and feature extraction techniques into

the Monet DBMS [BK��] with a data model based on MPEG-�. Moreover, the database
implements Hidden Markov Models, Dynamic Bayesian Networks and a rule-inference
engine for extracting high-level concepts from the video data.

Similar to the model introduced in Mirror, the authors of [ACC+��] introduce a formal
framework to address the integration of a retrieval model in an object-relational database
system. �e authors propose, amongst others, a similarity-based selection operator, a
similarity-based join operation and an additive union. For demonstrating the use of their
algebra, the authors implement EMIMS, a prototype allowing to search in medical image
data.

[SAA+��] extends PostgreSQL to support similarity-aware operators, for instance, for
grouping and joining. �e authors extend the internals of the database for providing the
functionality. In their future work, the authors note the need for indexing techniques to
improve the e�ciency of similarity-aware operations. Similarly, [AMO+��] focuses on
extending the PostgreSQL database to support similarity-aware set operations.

In [WLL+��], the authors present their e�orts to integrate text-retrieval capabilities
into the Odysseus object-relational database system. �e authors describe various indexes
supported by their system (e.g., posting lists on top of a B+-tree, Multi-Level Grid File, etc.),
query operators, special join operations, etc.

With ADAM [GAS��a], the precursor system to ADAMpro, we have presented a data
management system for retrieval data based on PostgreSQL. �e system supports both
κNN similarity searches and Boolean retrieval. We extend the database with multiple
distance functions and Vector-Approximation File for fast retrieval. For large collections,
we introduce a middleware layer that is able to shard collections to multiple instances of the
ADAM database system. �e system has been extensively used for both image [GAS��b]
and video retrieval [RGS+��]. �e system ADAMpro presented in this thesis builds on the
early �ndings from [GAS��a]. However, the concepts have been re�ned and extended
largely in this thesis; moreover, ADAMpro is a completely new implementation of the system.

8.5 Library-based Approaches

In the following, we discuss approaches which do not consider integrating retrieval and
database technologies, but rather provide some data management functionality for retrieval
purposes as a library.

�e Apache Lucene system� is a retrieval library that supports both Boolean retrieval

� http://lucene.apache.org/

http://lucene.apache.org/
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and similarity retrieval. It indexes documents based on inverted indexes. �e LIRe system
for image retrieval [LC��b] and the LIvRE system for video retrieval [BLG��], for example,
make use of Lucene for multimedia retrieval. Both systems provide amongst others feature
extraction algorithms by means of the Lucene API to index the multimedia data at hand.
Lucene provides some database-like functionalities and is used as underlying storage engine
for indexing and searching in the provided/extracted metadata. However, it should be
noted that it is not a full-�edged database system, as its data model is oriented towards
unstructured data and certain database functionalities, such as transactions, are missing.

FLANN [ML��] is a framework that allows to perform approximate nearest neighbour
searches in high-dimensional spaces. �e framework contains various algorithms for nearest
neighbour searches and a system that optimises the choice of algorithm and parameters
depending on the collection at hand.

8.6 Discussion

With ADAMpro, we tightly couple database and retrieval functionality into one system.�

While it is not exactly based on a true database, both the Boolean-based retrieval and the
similarity-based retrieval are �rst class citizens within our model and the ADAMpro system.
In the following, we highlight a few points of our approach which distinguish our model
and our implementation from other systems.

Pragmatics From the pragmatics perspective, we note the di�erence of our approach
compared to many previous approaches. Most of the systems introduced in this chapter
(with very few exceptions only, e.g., Mirror [VB��]) integrate feature extraction logic and
retrieval logic into one single system making the data management catered to one speci�c
setting. Our implementation and model, on the other hand, are agnostic to the data used.
Moreover, thanks to the large set of supported query paradigms, a wide range of use cases
can be implemented.

Data model With respect to the data models, our approach is similar to many other
systems providing data management means for multimedia data (cf. [SAA+��]). Data
management systems in the context of multimedia retrieval have sometimes also made use
of object-oriented data models (cf. [LR��; OT��]). Other approaches, including NoSQL,
have seen some adoption as well in the given context (cf. [MSL+��]).

� Note that while ADAMpro makes use of database systems (and other persistence mechanisms) as storage
engines for storing the data, from the perspective of the integration of retrieval and database functionality,
we rather categorise our system as providing a tight integration.
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Query model In this thesis, we have presented a query model which supports both logical
and executional parameters. While, from a logical perspective, the combination of Boolean
and similarity predicates is well known in research though not always formalised (cf. [Vri��;
SAA+��; ACC+��]), the addition of executional parameters has not been studied so far.
With ADAMpro, we provide various scanning approaches (precise, approximate, stochastic,
parallel), a di�erent approach to query optimisation and a di�erent execution paradigm.
All these methods have only seen – if ever – limited support in previous systems.

Index structures From the perspective of index structures, ADAMpro presents a large
and diverse set of index structures within one single system. In most similar systems,
only a single index structure is implemented to demonstrate its working and to show its
applicability. Many earlier systems have implementations of R-trees (cf. [NBE+��]); given
their limited scalability in terms of the dimensions, we have refrained from adding any
hierarchical index structure to our system. To the best of our knowledge, there exists no
system with such a wide range of index structures for high-dimensional vector data as can
be found in our implementation.

Distribution Distribution is a topic which is only seldom considered for data management
systems in the context of retrieval. Most approaches integrate into existing, traditional
databases which operate only on single nodes (cf. [FC��; GMR+��]). Distribution is
considered, if at all, in very isolated use cases (cf. [MSG+��a] using map/reduce, [Vri��]).
In our approach, we consider the distribution of data and work to multiple nodes and make
use of distribution primitives for processing and answering queries. Moreover, ADAMpro

also considers the partitioning of data which has only received very little attention in the
context of multimedia retrieval.

Storage mechanisms �e data management aspect in the context of multimedia retrieval
data still considers monolithic system. Advances in the area of databases, such as the notion
of polystores, has not received much attention so far (cf. [CPV+��]). With ADAMpro, we
present possibly one of the �rst systems combining multiple storage engines with the goal
of storing multimedia data.





Heureux qui, comme Ulysse, a fait
un beau voyage...

— Joachim Du Bellay9
Conclusion and Outlook

9.1 Summary

In this thesis, we have taken an attempt at integrating e�orts made in both the �eld of
multimedia retrieval and database systems towards an integrated data management system
for multimedia retrieval. �e objective of this thesis has been to organise the management
and storage of multimedia data and metadata providing an e�cient and e�ective retrieval.
We have, in particular, focused on the design of a logical data model which can be used
to store structured information and (unstructured) multimedia documents. From the
query perspective, we have studied and de�ned a query model allowing to search within
the structured information and to perform retrieval based on the content metadata of
multimedia documents. Given the high computational complexity of similarity-based
queries, we have investigated ways to process and execute a query in an e�cient way and
have studied approaches to store and manage the data from a distribution and a physical
perspective. One of the basic premises behind our approach is the supposition that the
separation of data management questions from the pragmatics of the retrieval application
is of the outmost importance.

To summarise, in this thesis, we have made the following contributions:
– We have identi�ed the required building-blocks for supporting multimedia data and

queries in a multimedia data management system.
– We have de�ned a blueprint for a multimedia data management system and its com-

ponents.
– We have adopted the relational data model and the vector-space model to the end of

creating an integrated data model for both structured and unstructured data.
– We have put strong emphasis on the query model which supports multimedia data and

its corresponding metadata and which can be speci�ed on a logical and an executional
level.

���
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– We have focused on the e�ciency of the system by considering both distribution and
indexing techniques. In particular, we have presented and compared a large set of
state-of-the-art index structures for high-dimensional vector data which we employ in
our system.

– �is thesis has presented the working implementation ADAMpro which has successfully
been used in the iMotion/vitrivr project. Moreover, we have presented a novel user
interface to our implementation.

– We have presented an evaluation of the introduced concepts and the prototype ADAMpro

with both synthetic and with real data. �e results of our experiments con�rm the bene-
�ts of our concepts for multimedia data management and raise important implications
for future research in this �eld of research.

Ultimately, our work makes a much needed contribution to the �eld of multimedia data
management for multimedia retrieval by providing a holistic perspective on the problem.
Our contributions ensure that new developments on the retrieval level can easily be applied
without having to take care of the data management perspective. With this work, we have
bridged the gap between the �elds of retrieval and databases and we hope that this works
proves to provide a signi�cant step towards this endeavour.

9.2 Future Work

In the following, we discuss potential future work which builds upon this thesis and may help
to qualitatively and quantitatively improve the conceptual view and our implementation.

Architecture When it comes to databases for multimedia data, there is a great variety of
retrieval paradigms necessary to tackle depending on the context. From an architectural
perspective, hence, there might exist di�erent �avours of the same system – making use of
a di�erent set of components – which may be applied dependent on the retrieval system
accessing the data management system. For instance, in our requirements analysis, we
have argued that transaction management and recovery topics are only secondary in the
context of multimedia databases, as retrieval systems o�en clearly distinguish the o�-line,
loading phase from the on-line, querying phase. While this might be true for many settings,
in certain contexts it might still be important to support transactional mechanisms. On
the other hand, depending on the context, the database system may not have to support
multiple storage engines or indexes when it is used with very small collections. We see,
hence, a need for a more modular approach to the problem which allows to combine
pluggable components to the end of creating a customised database system for multimedia.
While our architecture and implementation to large extent support modularity, it might
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be even considered on a more �ne-granular level. �e user employing the multimedia
data management system in a context where the data is o�en updated may choose to use it
together with the transactional semantics; on the other hand, a user in a small application
setting may choose not to use transactional guarantees or a sophisticated storage, but instead
only employ a simple �le-based storage.

Indexing We have presented a large set of index structures for similarity-based retrieval on
high-dimensional vector data. However, the index structures for high-dimensional vector
data presented in the last decades all follow the assumption of accessing a tuple on a small
data page of a few kilobytes. As we have seen in the evaluation, the usefulness of such index
structures has proven to be only limited. We advocate for more research in indexes for data
residing on in-memory systems or in distributed �le systems (such as HDFS), which match
the map/reduce working paradigm. Moreover, more research has to be done on highly
parallelisable index structures which are able to saturate the parallel processing available
nowadays in distributed systems or GPUs.

We have shown the necessity for supporting hybrid index structures which do not only
store the indexed data, but possibly also further attributes to avoid that a data scan becomes
necessary. Particularly in combination with stochastic scans and progressive querying, the
use of hybrid index structures may yield good results at low retrieval times, as only the
index structure possibly needs to be scanned.

Furthermore, we would like to see the construction of indexes in the long run in terms
of building blocks. For example, new index structures may be built as a composition of
a dimensionality reduction, projection, quantisation steps, etc. Following the ideas of
database cracking [IKM��], such indexes may be generated dynamically by the underlying
system based on the queries at hand to reduce the retrieval time. Very recent approaches
found in [KBC+��] apply machine learning techniques for learning index structures based
on the data and the access pattern. Possibly a sophisticated – “learned” – combination
of index creation steps may yield index structures which are adapted to the context and
provide a highly e�cient retrieval.

Retrieval Our query model only considered Boolean and similarity retrieval based on
εNN and κNN searches. [SHS+��], for example, lists a large set of alternative similarity
searches, including reverse nearest neighbour, continuous nearest neighbour, etc. Our
model could be extended to support other forms of retrieval. Moreover, it may include
and support better the interactive style of querying known from retrieval systems and give
support for what is generally known as relevance feedback.

Moreover, the empirically based query optimisation approach could further be re-
searched in what features to use, what mechanisms to use for approximating the estimated
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retrieval time. Also from the aspect of optimising queries, we note the e�orts made in
self-tuning databases (cf. [CN��]). While in our approach, we have employed empirical
optimisation for simple queries only, we see a need to further research empirical query
optimisation for more complex queries. Referring to potential future work mentioned
previously, we see a strong case for combining the empirical optimisation strategy with
adaptive scanning methods and learned index structures.

Query formulation and result visualisations While we have brie�y touched upon the topic
of query formulation, in this thesis, we have refrained from de�ning a query language for
retrieval. Similarly, our implementation is lacking a declarative query language like SQL for
this purpose. More research is necessary to study the requirements and elements of such a
language. While this thesis has also suggested the use of visual query composition, as can
also be found, for example, in [CAL+��; CC��], more in-depth analyses of how it could be
used would be important.

On this topic, more research could go in studying data presentation techniques for
result presentation to the user. A large set of visualisation methods for high-dimensional
data have been researched in the past decades (cf. [LMW+��]), but are not used in the
context of multimedia retrieval yet. Applying proper visualisations of the results may help
in the retrieval of speci�c elements. Moreover, proper visualisations may help to detect
problematic spots for retrieval in terms of the retrieval time (e.g., by having only very few,
but large clusters of data).

Distribution We have touched upon distribution in multimedia databases and have per-
formed experiments for partitioning the data at hand at selecting the shards to query at
query time in [Hel��]. However, more research is necessary for an e�ective distribution
which allows to e�ciently process queries. In [Hel��], we have considered a number of
partitioning mechanisms which have not proven to be successful. More research should go
into this topic to be able to distribute the data at hand and only query a sub-set of shards
for the data. Moreover, also the topic of replication, which has not been discussed in this
thesis, needs more consideration.

Finally, while there exists a number of algorithms which try to optimise ranked results
coming from di�erent databases (e.g., Fagin’s algorithm [Fag��], �reshold Algorithm
[FLN��]), the methods and concepts available for similarity-based retrieval in large collec-
tions is only limited. As mentioned previously, more research is necessary in processing
queries in a distributed fashion. To the best of our knowledge, both indexing and scanning
methods optimised for largely distributed settings are missing, in particular for not batched,
similarity-based queries. To ensure that systems are able to cope with increasing collection
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sizes, it is of great importance to focus on the questions of indexing and retrieval, while
keeping the topic of distribution in mind.

Storage management We have applied the concept of polystores in this thesis to store the
data at hand in various sub-stores. It might be fruitful to research how to employ multiple
physical, adaptable layouts for the data at hand. Following the ideas of [DJ��; AIA��], for
instance, our model could be extended to support hybrid storage engines which allow to
store data simultaneously in more than one storage engine and adapt the use of the engine
to the accessing pattern. For example, a hybrid storage could allow to combine key-value
stores supporting fast random access with a storage engine which supports the distribution
of the data to multiple nodes; this could allow to make use of the most e�cient storage
engine depending on the given access pattern. Particularly in combination with empirical
optimisation, such an approach might prove to be useful.

�e workload we have envisioned for our model and our implementation is based on
retrieval tasks. However, multimedia retrieval more and more also focuses on browsing.
We see a lot of potential to support e�cient (and e�ective) browsing based on the data,
possibly also based on building nearest neighbour graphs. While this topic has not at all
been considered in this thesis, it might be worthwhile providing solutions for browsing.

Content provisioning We have not discussed the topic of content provisioning and playout
management, as it is a topic on its own to consider. In particular, we have also not addressed
where and how to store the raw multimedia content. [Spr��, pp. ��] brie�y discusses the
advantages and disadvantages of storing a multimedia object within a digital library. Of
course, for a proper multimedia data management system, this topic should be addressed
and further researched.

Implementation Our prototypical implementation has successfully been used in various
instances already. However, obviously, it is subject to endless improvements to make the
prototype not only more stable, but also more e�cient.
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Index Parameters

Cluster Pruning

Maximum number of leaders ���
Number of representatives

√
n

Leader selection leader corresponds to representative

Locality-Sensitive Hashing

Number of hash tables ��
Number of hashes ��
Maximum number of buckets ���
Norm �
Number of training tuples ���

Metric Inverted-File

Number of reference objects min(���, �
√

n )
Number of hashes ��
Number of reference objects in indexing min(���, ν)
Number of reference objects in querying min(��, ν)

Product Quantisation

Number of training tuples ����
Number of sub-vectors �
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Spectral Hashing

Number of training tuples ����

Number of bits �dim

Vector Approximation-File/VA+-File

Number of training tuples ����

Number of bits per dimension max(�, � + �.� log�(dim���))
Type of marks equi-populated cells strategy
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Environment Set-Up for Single-Machine Evaluation

�e evaluation environment for evaluating ADAMpro has been started using the following
commands.

export ENV_ADAMPRO_MASTER_HOSTNAME=local[20]

export ENV_ADAMPRO_MEMORY=50G

docker network create --driver bridge vitrvrnw

docker run

--net=vitrvrnw

-p 5890:5890

-e "ADAMPRO_MEMORY=$ENV_ADAMPRO_MEMORY"

-e "ADAMPRO_MASTER=$ENV_ADAMPRO_MASTER_HOSTNAME"

-d vitrivr/adampro:2.1-eval

docker run

--net=vitrvrnw

-p 9042:9042

--net-alias cassandra -d

cassandra:3.7

�e adampro.conf con�guration �le within the Docker container has been adjusted as
follows.
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adampro {

...

defaultPartitions = 40

defaultPartitionsIndex = 40

evaluation = true

filteringMethod = "isinfilter"

VAGlobalRefinement = true

engines = ["index", "parquet", "cassandra"]

}

storage {

...

cassandra {

engine = "CassandraEngine"

url = "cassandra"

port = "9042"

user = "cassandra"

password = "cassandra"

}

}

Environment Set-Up for Distributed Evaluation

�e evaluation environment for evaluating ADAMpro in a truly distributed setting has been
started using the following commands.
�e master node has been started as follows.

export ENV_ADAMPRO_MASTER_HOSTNAME=$HOSTNAME

export ENV_ADAMPRO_MEMORY=50G

docker run --name adamproHDFSMaster

--network=host

-p 2122:2122 -p 4040:4040 -p 5005:5005 -p 5432:5432

-p 5890:5890 -p 6066:6066 -p 7001:7001 -p 7002:7002

-p 7003:7003 -p 7004:7004 -p 7005:7005 -p 7006:7006

-p 7077:7077 -p 8020:8020 -p 8030:8030 -p 8031:8031
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-p 8032:8032 -p 8080:8080 -p 8088:8088 -p 8983:8983

-p 9000:9000 -p 9099:9099 -p 19888:19888 -p 38000:38000

-p 39000:39000 -p 50010:50010 -p 50020:50020 -p 50070:50070

-p 50075:50075 -p 50090:50090

-e "ADAMPRO_DRIVER_MEMORY=$ENV_ADAMPRO_MEMORY"

-e "ADAMPRO_MASTER=spark://$ENV_ADAMPRO_MASTER_HOSTNAME:7077"

-e "ADAMPRO_MASTER_HOSTNAME=$ENV_ADAMPRO_MASTER_HOSTNAME"

-e "ADAMPRO_EXECUTOR_MEMORY=$ENV_ADAMPRO_MEMORY"

-e "SPARK_PUBLIC_DNS=localhost"

--entrypoint="/adampro/bootstrap.sh" -d

vitrivr/adampro:2.1-hdfs

-d --masternode

�e worker nodes are started as follows.

export ENV_ADAMPRO_MASTER_HOSTNAME= #set host name of master host

export ENV_ADAMPRO_MASTER_IP= #set IP address of master host

export ENV_ADAMPRO_MEMORY= 50G

docker run --name adamproHDFSWorker

--network=host

-p 2122:2122 -p 7012:7012 -p 7013:7013 -p 7014:7014

-p 7015:7015 -p 7016:7016 -p 8020:8020 -p 8030:8030

-p 8031:8031 -p 8032:8032 -p 8081:8081 -p 8881:8881

-p 9000:9000 -p 38000:38000 -p 39000:39000 -p 50010:50010

-p 50020:50020 -p 50070:50070 -p 50075:50075

-e "ADAMPRO_MASTER=spark://$ENV_ADAMPRO_MASTER_HOSTNAME:7077"

-e "ADAMPRO_MASTER_HOSTNAME=$ENV_ADAMPRO_MASTER_HOSTNAME"

-e "ADAMPRO_EXECUTOR_MEMORY=$ENV_ADAMPRO_MEMORY"

-e "SPARK_WORKER_INSTANCES=1"

--add-host $ENV_ADAMPRO_MASTER_HOSTNAME:$ENV_ADAMPRO_MASTER_IP

--entrypoint="/adampro/bootstrap.sh" -d

vitrivr/adampro:2.1-hdfs

-d --workernode

Evaluation Parameter Specification in UNIBAS Chronos

Evaluation of the Effect of Collection Size in Similarity Queries

Mode SEN (System Evaluation Random Data)
Number of tuples ���K, ���K, �M, �M, ��M, ��M, ���M
Dimensionalities ���
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Sparsity, Minimum/Maximum, Distribution ��, �.�/�.�, uniform

Logical Metadata Long (�), Integer (�), Float (�), Double (�), String (�), Text (�),
Boolean (�)

Storage handler Apache Cassandra

Number of retrieved results ���

Number of queries ��

Distance function Squared Euclidean, not weighted

Execution paths all (sequential, index scans with data access)

Evaluation of the Effect of Dimensionality in Similarity Queries

Mode SEN (System Evaluation Random Data)

Number of tuples ��M

Dimensionalities ��, ��, ���, ���

Sparsity, Minimum/Maximum, Distribution ��, �.�/�.�, uniform

Logical Metadata Long (�), Integer (�), Float (�), Double (�), String (�), Text (�),
Boolean (�)

Storage handler Apache Cassandra

Number of retrieved results ���

Number of queries ��

Distance function Squared Euclidean, not weighted

Execution paths all (sequential, index scans with data access)

Evaluation using the YFCC100M Data in Similarity Queries

Mode SEE (System Evaluation Existing Data)

Storage handler Apache Cassandra

Number of retrieved results ���

Number of queries ��

Distance function Squared Euclidean, not weighted

Execution paths all (sequential, index scans with data access)

Evaluation of the Use of Logical Parameters

Mode SEN (System Evaluation Random Data)

Number of tuples ��M
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Dimensionalities ���

Sparsity, Minimum/Maximum, Distribution ��, �.�/�.�, uniform

Logical Metadata Long (�), Integer (�), Float (�), Double (�), String (�), Text (�),
Boolean (�)

Storage handler Apache Cassandra

Number of retrieved results ���

Number of queries ��

Distance function Squared Euclidean, not weighted

Execution paths sequential, VA-File with data access

Evaluation of the Use of Executional Parameters

Stochastic scanning

Mode SQE (Stochastic Query Evaluation)

Number of tuples ��M

Dimensionalities ���

Sparsity, Minimum/Maximum, Distribution ��, �.�/�.�, uniform

Logical Metadata Long (�), Integer (�), Float (�), Double (�), String (�), Text (�),
Boolean (�)

Storage handler Apache Cassandra

Number of retrieved results ���

Number of queries ��

Distance function Squared Euclidean, not weighted

Execution paths all (index scans, with data access)

Parallel scanning and progressive execution

Mode PAE (Parallel Scan Evaluation)

Number of tuples ��M

Dimensionalities ���

Sparsity, Minimum/Maximum, Distribution ��, �.�/�.�, uniform

Logical Metadata Long (�), Integer (�), Float (�), Double (�), String (�), Text (�),
Boolean (�)

Storage handler Apache Cassandra

Number of retrieved results ���

Number of queries ��
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Distance function Squared Euclidean, not weighted

Execution paths SH, PQ, VAF with sequential

Empirical optimisation

Mode EQE (Empirical Query Evaluation)

Number of tuples ���K, ���K, �M, �M, ��M, ��M, ���M

Dimensionalities ��, ��, ���, ���

Sparsity, Minimum/Maximum, Distribution ��, �.�/�.�, uniform

Logical Metadata Long (�), Integer (�), Float (�), Double (�), String (�), Text (�),
Boolean (�)

Storage handler Apache Cassandra

Number of retrieved results ���

Number of queries ��

Distance function Squared Euclidean, not weighted

Training tuples ���K, ���K, �M, �M, ��M*, ��M, ���M (* default)

Training dimensionalities ��, ��, ���*, ��� (* default)

Optimizer LR

Number of queries/runs for training ��/�

Execution paths all (sequential, index scans with data access)

Evaluation of the Use of various Storage Engines in Similarity Queries

Mode SEN (System Evaluation Random Data)

Number of tuples ��M

Dimensionalities ���

Sparsity, Minimum/Maximum, Distribution ��, �.�/�.�, uniform

Logical Metadata Long (�), Integer (�), Float (�), Double (�), String (�), Text (�),
Boolean (�)

Storage handler Apache Parquet

Number of retrieved results ���

Number of queries ��

Distance function Squared Euclidean, not weighted

Execution paths sequential, PQ, VAF
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Evaluation of the Distribution Mechanisms

Mode SEN (System Evaluation Random Data)

Number of tuples ��M

Dimensionalities ���

Sparsity, Minimum/Maximum, Distribution ��, �.�/�.�, uniform

Logical Metadata Long (�), Integer (�), Float (�), Double (�), String (�), Text (�),
Boolean (�)

Storage handler Apache Cassandra

Number of retrieved results ���

Number of queries ��

Distance function Squared Euclidean, not weighted

Execution paths all (sequential, index scans with data access)
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